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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF HUMANITIES 

History 

Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

‘TO ADORN THE GREAT LIGHT OF MARS’: ARMED FIGHTING TECHNIQUES OF 
THE LATE MIDDLE AGES 

James Francis Hester IV 

While medieval warfare has been a long established topic of study, focus to date has been primarily 

on macro-scale aspects such as the composition of armies, the strategies of commanders, and the 

overall narratives of battles. Less attention has been given to the fighting techniques practised by 

the individual combatants comprising these large forces. By examining a range of late medieval 

sources from 1350-1500 including battle-related damage on arms and armour, portrayals of 

combatants in visual sources of diverse artistic media, sharp force wounds on medieval skeletal 

remains, and martial arts techniques portrayed in surviving late medieval European treatises on 

martial arts, this study attempts to gain deeper insights into the techniques and principles of armed 

combat with edged weapons (in particular swords, daggers, and staff weapons) practised in Europe 

at this time. These sources are analysed to answer three primary questions. First, to what extent are 

these sources consistent in their evidence of armed combat? Second, are non-treatise sources 

consistent with depictions in the fencing treatises? Finally, can source data be used to support 

arguments for techniques in the treatises having actually been understood and practised? The 

findings demonstrate that techniques in the treatises were not merely an idealised form of combat, 

but rather a sophisticated martial art whose techniques and principles were widely appreciated and 

utilised. They provide a new perspective into the experiences of individual combatants at this time, 

and also provide researchers with the means of assessing the degree to which a given source 

represents an accurate portrayal of late medieval armed combat. 
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Introduction 

So Geometry and Music combine 
Their scientific virtues in the sword, 

To adorn the great light of Mars.  1

The study of warfare in the Late Middle Ages has been primarily focussed on large-scale conflict. 

Military historians explore the composition and movements of armies, the strategies employed by 

commanders, and the ways in which battles played out. These points constitute the macro view of 

warfare. From the micro view, battles ultimately comprise repeated violent encounters between 

individual combatants. This aspect of medieval warfare, the hand-to-hand fighting performed by the 

men forming the armies, involves a particular set of skills every bit as vital as the strategic abilities 

required of commanders. The passage quoted above, written by the late fifteenth-century fencing 

master Philipo Vadi, combined with the large surviving corpus of works covering individual 

fighting techniques written by other masters (referred to collectively in this study as fencing 

treatises), suggests that the fighting techniques taught and practised in late medieval Europe (known 

today as Historical European Martial Arts or HEMA) formed sophisticated and carefully thought-

out systems of combat; far from the artless hack-and-slash supposed by popular culture. It is 

surprising, then, that this component of medieval warfare has received comparatively less attention 

by military historians. 

This study will analyse evidence for the use of edged weapons—specifically swords, daggers, and 

staff weapons—in Europe from the second half of the fourteenth century through the end of the 

fifteenth century to assess the probability that techniques covered in the fencing treatises were 

actually appreciated and practised. By examining damage on arms and armour, visual depictions of 

combatants, wounds on medieval skeletons, and comparing these sources to techniques in the 

fencing treatises, three primary questions will be addressed. First, to what extent are these sources 

consistent in their evidence of armed combat? Second, are non-treatise sources consistent with 

depictions in the fencing treatises? Finally, can source data be used to support arguments for 

techniques in the treatises having actually been understood and practised? Previously, HEMA 

scholars have highlighted single or small numbers of sources, such as depictions of certain positions 

in artwork or features on weapons or armours, to reinforce interpretations of techniques in the 

 Philipo di Vadi, De Arte Gladiatoria Dimicandi, trans. Guy Windsor, Wiktenauer <http:/wiktenauer.com/wiki/1

Philippo_di_Vadi> [Accessed 11 September 2017].
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fencing treatises. This study, however, will be primarily data driven. Rather than basing arguments 

on isolated sources, the conclusions here will reflect wider patterns emerging from analysis of large 

datasets drawn from the various source types.  

These findings will have three significant benefits. First, there currently exists no concrete metric 

for assessing the extent to which a given source reflects realistic medieval combat. These findings 

provide a method for formulating more informed conclusions in this regard. Second, by 

highlighting emerging patterns in the techniques suggested in the various sources, a new window 

into the experiences of individual soldiers and men-at-arms will open up. Whereas previously 

historians viewed these individuals as cogs in the wheel of a greater military machine, this study 

will showcase some of the actual fighting techniques and principles employed by individuals when 

engaged in combat. Finally, by reinforcing the point that martial arts in late medieval Europe 

constituted a skilfully organised system and not simply the application of brute force, the profession 

of arms, from the knight to the infantryman, will be elevated by the knowledge that there existed a 

specialised set of skills with which members of that profession would have had a strong motivation 

to familiarise themselves in at least some way. 

The period covered in this study is roughly 1350-1500. The primary reason behind choosing this 

period, beyond the abundance of available sources across the various types, is that no treatises 

survive prior to the fourteenth century. The total corpus of pre-sixteenth century fencing treatises 

fall largely within this window of time. The area studied is primarily restricted to Western Europe. 

Throughout the thesis, modern geo-political terms will be used as a shorthand to indicate regions 

even when they were not cohesive states in the Middle Ages; a source is designated as German or 

Italian, for example, if it originated in an area which was culturally and linguistically German or 

Italian during the period in question. 

The fighting techniques to be examined and interpreted from the data are grouped into three general 

groups. For the first group of techniques, rather than choosing a term found in the treatises such as 

guard, posta, ward, leger, or custiodia to describe non-attacking positions, the author has chosen to 

employ the modern term ‘ready position’. In many cases such positions could fufil either a 

defensive role, serve as preparation for an attack, or both simultaneously. Some medieval fencing 

masters indicated that these positions should be fluid, that one should shift between them in the 

course of a fight, so labelling them as merely a static defensive position falls short of fully defining 
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their purpose.  Furthermore, since the visual depictions of combat examined, both in the treatises 2

and in the visual sources, represent a frozen instant meant to convey a larger sequence of 

movements, one cannot always be certain if the artist intended the position to reflect one or both of 

these functions. For the purposes of this study, then, this term encompasses positions in which the 

weapon is either poised to execute an attack or held defensively. 

The second two groups are attacks, divided into strikes and thrusts. Strikes are any offensive 

technique employing the edge of a weapon, while thrusts are those employing the tip or point. 

Where a shield or a buckler is used, their position will be described as either held across the front, 

held to the left or right, or extended out in any of these directions. For all of these techniques, 

combatants’ stances will also be examined where possible. Stances comprise both the placement of 

the feet and the orientation of the body. Foot placement is designated either as right or left foot 

forward (or occasionally feet parallel or close together). For figures on horseback, legs are 

designated as either held straight or bent in the stirrups. Body position will be designated as either 

squared forward (both shoulders facing the direction the figure is looking) or twisted to the right or 

left. 

When creating the various categories of weapons and techniques for examination, which will be 

explained in more detail in the relevant chapters, shortened terms were created from longers ones in 

the interest of being concise. For example, ‘Sword on Foot’ or ‘Mounted Sword’ designate if a 

sword technique was, respectively, executed by a figure standing on their own feet or while 

mounted on horseback. Likewise, ‘Sword/Shield’ or ‘Armoured Sword’ designate techniques 

incorporating the sword paired with a shield or when the figure executing the techinque is wearing 

armour. These shorthand terms are the author’s attempt to convey the relevant characteristics of a 

technique or depiction without relying on overly verbose description. 

THESIS STRUCTURE 

The remainder of the Introduction will consist of an overview of the four source types consulted for 

this study, including a review of the important literature previously written concerning each. The 

first chapter introduces the fencing treatises. Rather than being treated as another source type, 

treatise data forms a standard by which the other sources will be compared. This chapter gives an 

 Pietro Monte, Pietro Monte’s Collectanea: The Arms, Armour and Fighting Techniques of a Fifteenth-Century  2

Soldier, ed. Jeffrey Forgeng (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2018), p.42.
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overview of the genre and of the specific treatises selected. Treatise data is then discussed in 

relevant portions of subsequent chapters, when it is compared to that from the other sources.  

Chapter two focuses on the object sources, starting with an overview of the objects selected and 

followed by a discussion of the methods of organisation and analysis employed. After presenting 

the damage typology which was developed, trends for weapon damage and comparisons to fencing 

treatise data are presented by weapon group.  

The third chapter examines the visual sources. After highlighting the media examined, 

organisational and analytical methods are then outlined, followed by a discussion of the challenges 

of approaching these sources. Findings are again organised by weapon group, including 

investigations of appropriate sub-groups and comparison to the fencing treatises. Other discussions 

follow these findings, most notably the question of whether or not artists’ depictions were 

influenced by conventions in depictions of common scenes and themes. Chapter four covers the 

findings from examining the skeletal sources. The find sites are introduced, followed by an outline 

of the organisational and analytical methods used. Trends identified in the wound data are examined 

in general and across sub-groups including site, type, date, region, and number of wounds. Other 

points to be interpreted from wounds, including probable weapons responsible, the status of 

victims, and the extent to which particular techniques can be deduced from wound evidence will 

also be examined.  

The final chapter places all of the source types together and offers answers to the three main 

research questions. First, the degree to which the sources all paint the same general picture of late 

medieval combat with edged weapons will be discussed, followed by whether or not the source 

groups can be said to match techniques depicted and described in the fencing treatises. Next will be 

a detailed discussion of the techniques and principles that can be interpreted from the assembled 

data. The final sections will highlight the wider benefits of the research conducted and potential 

future directions of investigation. Accompanying the thesis are a series of source dataset catalogues 

containing all relevant data for each source consulted for this study, organised by source type, as 

well as the graphs and tables created to analyse that data (of which only those useful to the points 

being made were included in the thesis). Dataset A.1 contains the record sheets of each object 

examined, while Dataset A.2 is the catalogue of all damage recorded on the object sources. Dataset 

B.1 contains the details of each visual source examined, while Dataset B.2 features the graphs and 

tables employed to explore the sub-groups and configurations used to formulate conclusions. 
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Dataset C contains a catalogue of wounds from the skeletal sources consulted. Finally, Dataset D 

contains the details, in similar format to that of the visual sources, of the data from the fencing 

treatises consulted for this study. 

THE SOURCES 

Object Sources 

The object sources comprise surviving specimens of late medieval arms and armour. Despite certain 

regional stylistic variations, arms and armour in Western Europe were generally consistent in form 

during the period examined. Efforts were also made to include objects which would have been used 

by as broad a range of the social spectrum as possible to identify any perceivable variance in use, 

and by extension training, depending on combatants’ status. Objects were examined for signs of 

damage consistent with use in combat; notches and wear on blades or cuts and punctures on armour. 

Weapon damage can indicate the parts which were used most, and in some cases enable 

interpretation of the actions responsible. Armour damage can provide clues as to commonly 

targeted areas on armoured combatants, as well as the types of attacks which they faced. 

Concerning important works related to arms and armour, one of the most widely used is Sir Guy 

Francis Laking’s A Record of European Armour and Arms through Seven Centuries. Laking’s work 

is an exhaustive survey of arms and armour development in Europe from the Middle Ages through 

the Early Modern Period. Claude Blair’s European and American Arms 1100-1850 contains 

chapters discussing swords, daggers, and staff weapons. As with Laking, general discussion on style 

and development is supplemented with references to specific surviving objects which serve as 

representative specimens. Two additional articles of Blair’s which were of use, both published in 

The Journal of the Arms and Armour Society, focused on specific weapon types. One discusses the 

baselard, and the other glaives and bills.   3

The writings of Ewart Oakeshott are particularly important with regard to swords. In The 

Archaeology of Weapons, Oakeshott lays out a typology for medieval swords from the twelfth 

through the fifteenth centuries—based upon blade, guard, and pommel styles—complemented with 

 Guy Francis Laking, A Record of European Armour and Arms Through Seven Centuries, Vol. I (London: G. Bell and 3

Sons, 1920), pp. 127-44, 151-5, 160-78, 180-224; Laking, Record Vol. II, pp. 251-302. Claude Blair, European & 
American Arms c.1100-1850 (London: B.T. Batsford, 1962), pp. 1-5, 13-32; Claude Blair, ‘The word “Baselard”’, The 
Journal of the Arms and Armour Society 11 No. 4 (1984): 193-206; Claude Blair, ‘Welsh Bills, Glaives, and Hooks’, 
The Journal of the Arms and Armour Society 16 No. 2 (1999): 71-85.
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examples of surviving specimens. Swords of the later fourteenth and fifteenth centuries receive 

detailed attention in The Sword in the Age of Chivalry. The culmination of Oakeshott’s work is 

Records of the Medieval Sword. Arranged as a catalogue organised by his typology, Oakeshott 

showcases the most iconic specimens which he had studied in his career. Although Oakeshott’s 

typology will not be utilised for this study for reasons which will be discussed later, many of the 

swords examined for this study feature in this work, making it an invaluable supplement to the 

object entries in the collections themselves.  

Very few works focus solely on staff weapons. One article by Martin Ellehauge from the 

Tøjhusmuseet details the development of the glaive. However, Ellehauge works into this study staff 

weapons that have come to be identified as bills; so the piece must be approached with this in mind. 

More recently, a volume dedicated to this topic by John Waldman was published by Brill. While the 

halberd takes up the majority of the work, the other staff weapon types covered in this study have 

their own chapters, albeit smaller ones, as well.   4

Although the scope of this project does not encompass investigation into the manufacture of 

weapons, awareness of relevant work in the field of archaeometallurgy is nonetheless useful. The 

most important text in this area is undoubtedly Alan Williams’ The Sword and the Crucible. 

Williams covers not only the development of the metallurgical technology that made medieval 

swords possible, but also the particular techniques employed in their manufacture. Even more 

usefully, he uses a series of surviving specimens as case studies, giving detailed analyses of the 

particular composition of the steel found in the blades. Unfortunately, none of the swords that form 

part of his case studies are among those examined for this study.  5

Most noteworthy in these sources, however, is the near total lack of discussion of damage or wear 

on surviving arms and armour. Except for a few passing references to possible battle damage by 

Oakeshott, the absence of any mention of these features on objects, which are otherwise described 

in great detail, is striking. This cannot be justified by a lack of such features on the pieces in 

question, since several weapons discussed by Laking, Blair, and Oakeshott have been found 

possessing damage. Documentation and analysis of these features will add further useful data to 

 Martin Ellehauge, ‘Certain Phases in the Origin and Development of The Glaive’, Tøjhusmuseets Skrifter 2 (1945):4

5-34; John Waldman, Hafted Weapons in Medieval and Renaissance Europe (Leiden: Brill, 2005). 

 Alan Willams, The Sword and the Crucible (Leiden: Brill, 2012).5
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what has already been recorded by previous scholars. Produced mainly by antiquaries and art 

historians, these works approach arms and armour chiefly as artefacts; identifying characteristics 

such as stylistic features and construction by which they can be categorised. With the exception of 

Oakeshott, no concerted effort is made to discuss them as objects meant to be used. However, where 

Oakeshott briefly mentions the practical side of swords, his commentary lacks the necessary 

familiarity with the fencing treatises, and the findings of later fight scholars. 

  

Visual Sources  

Medieval artwork across a range of media was surveyed for depictions of edged weapon use. 

Portrayals of combatants using the relevant weapons were gathered from manuscript miniatures, 

paintings, drawings, engravings, tapestries, and sculptures. Depictions include figures both on foot 

and mounted, armoured and unarmoured, as well as those using defensive arms such as shields or 

bucklers. Examining ready positions and attacks will indicate which techniques were most 

commonly depicted. Attack depictions will also show the targets most frequently portrayed, as well 

as the positioning and trajectories of weapons and the parts being employed. It will also be possible 

to determine if artists varied their depictions depending on whether or not combatants are portrayed 

in armour.  

Of previously written sources on combat depictions in medieval art, Jens Peter Kleinau has written 

the most detailed work on interpreting visual sources as it applies to the fencing treatises. He 

proposes a series of different purposes that treatise illustrations could fulfil, and suggests that 

depictions varied according to each purpose. He also discusses the points which contribute to 

effective treatise illustrations, and the way in which the medium employed could sometimes limit 

that effectiveness.  Portrayal of combatants in medieval art is covered in John Rigby Hale’s Artists 6

and Warfare in the Renaissance. Hale discusses the limitations placed upon medieval artists, both 

by themselves and by external influences, that could affect depictions of soldiers and warfare. 

However, he also points out that many depictions appear nonetheless to be accurate and represent 

artists working either from their own observations or from reliable second hand sources. As many 

of the visual sources surveyed are manuscript miniatures, Alexander’s work on medieval 

illuminators contains useful insights into their practices and artistic conventions. Of particular use is 

 Jens Peter Kleinau, ‘Visualised Motion: Iconography of Medieval and Renaissance Fencing Books’, Late Medieval 6

and Early Modern Fight Books ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 91-5, 
97-9, 104-13.
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his discussion of instructions given to illuminators, the degree of specificity (or lack thereof) of 

which could greatly influence how a scene would be depicted. Robert Scheller’s work on model 

books, another useful source for investigating influences upon artists’ depictions, is an in-depth 

study of the practice from its earliest roots through the end of the Middle Ages.  The author is 7

unaware of any comprehensive survey of combatants in medieval visual sources focussing on 

weapon and body position. Visual sources have been used in the past to support interpretations of 

techniques in fencing treatises; however, the depth, scale, and focus of the survey undertaken for 

this project is, to the author’s knowledge, unprecedented. 

Skeletal Remains 

A number of late medieval skeletal remains have been found exhibiting wounds consistent with 

injury by edged weapons. Some of these, such as the mass graves at Towton and Visby, or the 

recently discovered remains of Richard III, have a direct connection with battles. Other remains, 

excavated from medieval cemeteries, bear similar injuries but lack context as to their origins. 

Forensic specialists are able to deduce the probable actions responsible for wounds, whether they 

were inflicted before, at, or after the time of death, and also the sequence in which multiple wounds 

were inflicted. The wounds will be examined to determine trends in location that might suggest 

common targets for attack. Looking at the severity of the wounds will also provide clues as to how 

common various wound types appear to have been, and may also allow for interpretation of the 

armour worn by victims at the time of attack. Certain other aspects, such as whether wounds were 

delivered face to face or from behind, also contribute to constructing a narrative of the victims’ 

experiences surrounding their injury. 

For sources related to the study of wounds on medieval remains, a recently published anthology 

focusing entirely upon the topic, Wounds and Wound Repair in Medieval Culture, contains a 

number of invaluable sources. Robert Woosnam-Savage and Kelly DeVries give an overview of 

battle-related trauma as well as a comprehensive list of the battlefield sites where skeletons 

displaying such trauma have been found. Additionally, Mark Geldof explains how the study of 

trauma on skeletal remains acts as a far more concrete and reliable source for insight into medieval 

violence than written sources such as chronicles, testimonies, or even the fencing treatises. 

 John Rigby Hale, Artists and Warfare in the Renaissance (London: Yale University Press, 1990), pp. 46, 127, 138-9, 7

154, 157; Jonathan J.G. Alexander, Medieval Illuminators and their Methods of Work (London: Yale University Press, 
1992), pp. 53-64; Robert W. Scheller, Exemplum: Model-Book Drawings and the Practice of Artistic Transmission in 
the Middle Ages, trans. Michael Hoyle (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1995). 
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Nonetheless, he gives due caution and advises great care when attempting to read skeletal trauma in 

an attempt to construct a narrative of the events that led to it.  8

Several articles and volumes have been written on medieval skeletal remains exhibiting battle-

related trauma. Thordeman’s Armour from the Battle of Wisby 1361 contains reports of the sharp-

force trauma found on the skeletons discovered there. The report of the mass grave found near the 

Towton battlefield site in Blood Red Roses also provides detailed information on battle-related 

trauma, including cast studies for each skeleton. Cemeteries of the Church and Priory of St. Andrew, 

Fishergate discusses three skeletons dating from the fifteenth century found buried together, all of 

whom appear to exhibit sharp force trauma. Similar reports, all appearing in the International 

Journal of Osteoarchaeology, provide context and wound data for remains from many of the other 

sites surveyed for this study. Finally, the most recent relevant find, that of the now confirmed 

skeleton of King Richard III, has been published with a summary of the late king’s perimortem 

wounds.  By comparing this data to that from the other source groups, it becomes possible to add 9

weight to the assertions made by osteoarchaeologists. Furthermore, such findings could also enable 

others to better interpret wounds on remains that have not yet been examined in such detail. 

Fencing Treatises 

The fencing treatises describe and illustrate hand-to-hand combat techniques as taught by masters 

throughout Europe. Of the forty surviving treatises produced from 1320-1500, a sample of fourteen 

were examined covering use of all weapons upon which this study focuses, both in and out of 

armour, on foot and mounted, with and without defensive arms. These sources will be approached 

in a similar manner to the visual sources. Examination of ready positions, attack targets, and 

weapon trajectories will highlight those most commonly portrayed. Attack depictions will also 

indicate the parts of weapons meant to be used. Comparing armoured and unarmoured figures will 

also determine the degree to which armour impacted the techniques employed. Although most of 

 Robert Woosnam-Savage and Kelly DeVries, ‘Battle Trauma in Medieval Warfare: Wounds, Weapons, and Armour’, 8

Wounds and Wound Repair in Medieval Culture, ed. Tracy and Kelly DeVries (Leiden: Brill, 2015), pp. 27-56; M.R. 
Geldof, ‘“And describe the shapes of the dead”: Making Sense of the Archaeology of Armed Violence’, Wounds and 
Wound Repair in Medieval Culture, ed. Larissa Tracy and Kelly DeVries (Leiden: Brill, 2015), pp. 61-2.

 Bengt Thordeman, Armour from the Battle of Wisby 1361 (Upsala: Almquist & Wiksells, 1939), pp. 160-84, 198-208; 9

Shannon A. Novak, ‘Battle-related trauma’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and Christopher 
Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), pp. 90-102; Shannon A. Novak, ‘Case Studies’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica 
Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and Christopher Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), pp. 240-68; G. Stroud, and R.L. 
Kemp, Cemeteries of the Church and Priory of St. Andrew, Fishergate, The Archaeology of York Vol. 12, fasc. 2 (York: 
Council for British Archaeology, 1993), pp. 121, 143, 232; Jo Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem trauma in King Richard III: a 
skeletal analysis’, Lancet 385 (2015): 253-9. 
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this data will be drawn from illustrations, in some cases additional details were drawn from the 

accompanying text.  

Modern efforts to study and practise early European martial arts have their roots in the late 

nineteenth century. A fascination with fencing, combined with Victorian romanticising of the 

Middle Ages, inspired investigations into earlier forms of fighting. In 1882, fencer and fencing 

historian Arsène Vigeant published La bibliographie de l’escrime ancienne et moderne, one of the 

earliest modern catalogues of fencing literature. British officer Carl Thimm would produce a similar 

work in 1892, Complete Bibliography of the Art of Fence, which was popular enough to merit an 

expanded second edition four years later.  Early fencing scholars Alfred Hutton and Egerton Castle 10

are important authors with which to be familiar when investigating the martial arts of Europe. 

Hutton’s The Sword and the Centuries focuses primarily on the sixteenth century through to his 

own time; however, the first section covers the fifteenth century into the mid-sixteenth. With the 

exception of Hutton’s faulty transcription of a Middle English fencing treatise held in the British 

Library,  and a single reference to an illustration in a treatise by fifteenth-century German master 11

Hans Talhoffer, Hutton’s work focuses too much on later fencing styles to be of use to this study. 

The same can be said for Castle’s Schools and Masters of Fencing, which also includes one chapter 

on the Middle Ages containing primarily critiques of the fighting style (or, in his opinion, lack 

thereof) from the period and moves swiftly on to the sixteenth century without even making 

mention of a particular master.   12

Sydney Anglo’s works are a far better starting point. Anglo published several articles discussing 

fencing treatises which, unlike Hutton and Castle, discusses some of the medieval masters in much 

greater detail. Although he does give these early masters their due, and acknowledges the 

sophistication of the techniques they were teaching, Anglo also dedicates more focus to sixteenth-

century sources. The greatest catalyst for raising HEMA study to a level of acceptance by the 

 Ken Mondschein, ‘Daggers of the Mind: Towards a Historiography of Fencing’, Journal of Western Martial Art 10

(March 2001) <http://jwma.ejmas.com/articles/2001/jwmaart_mondschein3_0301.htmPHPSESSID=6b66b74b  
5e479d8465a46e498fe855bf> [Accessed 4 June 2015]; Joshua Pendragon, ‘Masters, Fencers, and Collectors: George  
Silver’s Paradoxes of Defence and the Lost Fencing Library of Arsène Vigeant’, The Noble Art of the Sword, ed.  
Tobias Capwell (London: The Wallace Collection, 2012), pp. 241-5; Arséne Vigeant, La bibliographie de l’escrime  
ancienne et modern (Paris: Motteroz, 1882); Carl Thimm, A Complete Bibliography of the Art of Fence (London: Franz  
Thimm & Co., 1891).

 London, British Library, Harley MS 3542 fols. 82r-85r.11

 Alfred Hutton, The Sword Through the Centuries (London: Grant Richards, 1901), p. 17; Egerton Castle, Schools and 12

Masters of Fence: From the Middle Ages to the Eighteenth Century (London: G. Bell & Sons, 1885), pp. 13-33.
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academic community was Anglo’s Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe, published in 2000. He 

points out that, although all other aspects of military history and violence in the Middle Ages are 

well trodden territory, hand-to-hand combat and training seems to be a noticeable exception. The 

book covers the difficulties in conveying movement in the fencing treatises, the danger of relying 

on narrative sources for accurate depictions of combat, pedagogical techniques, arms and armour, 

and such perennial debates as the superiority of the cut versus the thrust. Again, however, the 

Middle Ages receives comparatively less attention than material from the sixteenth century 

onwards. Furthermore, Anglo’s work is a broad survey, not going into great detail beyond 

references to masters and their views on certain techniques. The work also stops short of practical 

aspects of the topic, preferring to examine the general environment of European martial arts rather 

than attempting to interpret the techniques themselves.  13

Seven years of sessions sponsored by the Higgins Armory Museum and the Oakeshott Institute at 

the International Congress for Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo, Michigan gave birth to an anthology 

of the papers presented there. Robert Charrette’s contribution to the anthology is a detailed 

explanation of the sophisticated pedagogical system used in the Getty Museum’s copy of Fiore dei 

Liberi’s treatise, Il Fior di Battaglia. He discusses the layered approach of the treatise, where Fiore 

uses a series of Masters, Remedy Masters, Counter Masters, Counter-Counter Masters, and 

Scholars to showcase core techniques and possible responses. Charrette focuses on the dagger 

section, however the system described is repeated throughout the entire treatise, making this work 

invaluable when approaching Fiore’s teachings.  The 2016 Brill volume Late Medieval and Early 14

Modern Fight Books, which ranks with Anglo’s work as another important benchmark work for the 

advancement of European martial arts scholarship, contain a number of articles which contribute 

greatly to the aims of this study. The volume contains a series of articles surveying treatises and 

 Sydney Anglo, ‘How to win at tournaments: the technique of chivalric combat’, Antiquaries Journal, 68 (1988): 248, 13

250; Sydney Anglo, ‘How to kill a man at your ease: fencing books and the duelling ethic’, Chivalry in the 
Renaissance, ed. Sydney Anglo (Woodbridge: Boydell, 1990), p. 5; Sydney Anglo, ‘Le Jeu de la hache. A fifteenth-
century treatise on the technique of chivalric axe combat’, Archaeologia 109 (1991): 112-28; Sydney Anglo, The 
Martial Arts of Renaissance Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), pp. 2-3, 18, 22-5, 44-6, 104, 109, 
112-13, 122-3, 125-9, 131-2, 152-9, 177-82, 256.

 Robert Charrette, ‘Patterns of Remedy in Il Fior di Battaglia’, “Can These Bones Come to Life?”: Insights from 14

Reconstruction, Reenactment, and Re-creation Vol. 1, ed. Ken Mondschein (Wheaton: Freelance Academy Press, 2014), 
pp. 40-3.
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lineages from various parts of Europe. Of particular use to this project are those focusing on 

German and Italian contributions to the genre.  15

Access to translations and digital facsimiles of fencing treatises has been facilitated by Wiktenauer, 

a web-based resource to which such content, acquired or produced by HEMA scholars and 

practitioners, is continually added and updated out of a desire to maintain an open database of 

source material and current research. As the HEMA community began as an amateur endeavour and 

was greatly assisted in flourishing by the ability to share research and resources afforded by the 

internet, and since peer-reviewed sources are still comparatively few despite continual growth, 

sources like Wiktenauer are still regarded as being among the best, and sometimes only, means of 

accessing certain important pieces of information. 

One additional useful factor in approaching these sources is the author’s own practical experience 

with similar weapons and techniques. The author has over twenty years of experience studying 

early European combat techniques, and has practiced and taught them for theatrical productions, 

educational displays, and as a martial art for use in sparring and for general physical fitness. More 

recently, his study of Chinese internal martial arts, which focuses upon paying particular attention 

to minute points of body movement and muscle actions, has deepened his understanding of 

effective body mechanics as they apply to martial arts in general. While studying medieval combat 

techniques can only ever be an exercise in interpretation since the practices in question have been 

lost for centuries, the author’s experience in these areas has enabled him to propose points which 

fill in the gaps left by ommitted or lost technical points, enabling fuller interpretations.  

Certain sources of data were not consulted or not focused upon in detail. One such source is 

descriptions of combat in works of literature or chronicles. While written sources certainly contain 

an abundance of descriptions of battles and single combats, a cursory survey of works from both 

genres revealed that essential points—targets and trajectories of attacks, descriptions of ready 

positions, or stances of combatants—were too often either not referred to in sufficient detail or 

wholly absent, making them of limited use to this study.  

 Dierk Hagedorn, ‘German Fechtbücher from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance’, Late Medieval and Early Modern 15

Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 247-79; Ken 
Mondschein, ‘The Italian Schools of Fencing: Art, Science, and Pedagogy’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight 
Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 280-323.
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The author did have the opportunity to examine some modern blades used by present-day students 

and practitioners of medieval European martial arts and compare damage on them with that on the 

object sources. However, those modern pieces volunteered by practitioners were comparatively few, 

and restricted time and resources prevented more comprehensive practical testing. Ideally, tests with 

faithful reproduction weapons across all types would have been conducted using a variety of 

techniques and modern combatants of varying ability. Such tests could examine not only damage 

patterns, but also the influence of body mechanics on such matters as varied force and severity of 

attacks, and of the efficiency of adopting certain positions.  

All of the sources which this thesis examines have been drawn upon previously, separately and 

together, by scholars of European martial arts. However, the current study differs from previous 

scholarship in three ways. First and foremost is the scale of the surveys being undertaken. To date, 

the ability to amass datasets equal in size to those gathered here have been beyond the reach of most 

students of this topic (most relying on their own time and resources without the benefit of 

institutional backing). Rather than drawing upon a few sources as a means of reinforcing a 

particular argument, the findings here are drawn from analysis of large samples of each source type 

in order to separate wider patterns from anomalies. The second distinctive characteristic is the 

consideration of particular details which had not been previously appreciated. Chief among these is 

the examination of damage on the object sources. The usefulness of damage on objects as a means 

of interpreting techniques had not been previously recognised. Yet, patterns in type and location 

were found to be present which revealed additional layers of data for many frequently studied 

weapons. By looking at these well-known sources from a different angle, new and interesting 

insights can be distilled.  

Finally, no other study of European martial arts has attempted quite so holistic an investigation. As 

previously mentioned, sources are often cherry-picked by scholars to reinforce an interpretation. 

Rather than relying on isolated matches between the fencing treatises and other sources, this study 

seeks to glimpse the overall picture of fighting techniques painted by each source type, then place 

them next to one another to determine if they tell essentially the same story. Only by looking at the 

sources from this height, as it were, will it be possible to assess the degree to which the overall 

stories they tell match with that told by the fencing treatises. And only from there can any solid 

conclusions be made as to which techniques, with the support of the data, seem to have been 

understood and practised in a way similar to that advised by the masters.  
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Chapter 1 - The Fencing Treatises 

The most important source for this study is the corpus of surviving treatises on fencing produced 

from the fourteenth through to the end of the fifteenth century. Unlike the other source types, they 

deliberately set out to discuss and portray martial arts as practised in late medieval Europe. While 

the other sources must be analysed to extract possible insight into the fighting arts of the period, the 

treatises portray the techniques themselves. There are around forty currently known Western 

European manuscripts containing fencing treatises from the fourteenth to the end of the fifteenth 

century. No works dating prior to the fourteenth century are known to survive, and it appears that 

the genre achieved widespread popularity in the fifteenth century. Their emergence could be seen as 

an extension of the increase of interest from the fourteenth century in didactic literature, known as 

Fachliteratur. This genre manifested in a variety of ways, from short pieces of verse used as 

memory aides, to lengthy volumes. Some recounted lists of useful points, while others presented 

detailed practical instruction. We can find equivalents to all of these types of didactic literature 

within the corpus of fencing treatises.  1

Since the treatises will be compared to each of the other source types to determine the degree to 

which their evidence matches, the aspects relating to other source types will be discussed in the 

relevant chapters. First, however, it is useful to introduce this unique body of texts. This chapter will 

begin with an examination of late medieval fencing treatises as a genre, then an overview of the 

specific treatises which will be analysed. Proceeding this will be a brief look at the history of the 

modern study of them by scholars of fencing and early martial arts. Next will be a discussion of the 

challenges that come with utilising this material. Finally, the methods by which the selected 

treatises were examined and analysed will be outlined, followed by an overview of the techniques 

covered by them.  

Fencing Treatises as a Genre 
The techniques discussed in fencing treatises represent a formalised martial art. They are the 

codification of the teachings of a master, whether the author is the master himself or a student of his 

lineage providing a gloss to those teachings. With few exceptions they cover single combat—one 

 Anglo, Martial Arts, p. 22; Linne R. Mooney, ‘Manuscript evidence for the use of medieval English scientific and 1

utilitarian texts’, Interstices: Studies in Middle English and Anglo-Latin Texts in Honour of A. G. Rigg, ed. R. F. 
Green and L. R. Mooney (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), pp. 184-6. 
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combatant against a single opponent—rather than techniques for facing multiple opponents or for 

conduct in a massed battle. Yet the masters recognised that the techniques presented could be 

applied to situations outside of the forms of combat portrayed. One treatise begins by urging the 

reader to ‘Practise knighthood and learn the Art that dignifies you, and brings you honour in wars.’  2

Another states that ‘any man versed in this material can use it for assaults at arms’, but later implies 

a wider usage when he claims ‘All sorts of good things come from this art / By arms the cities are 

kept down / And the crowds are kept under control.’  Many of the techniques described would be 3

equally applicable to the latter situation, so their usefulness in this regard should not be ruled out.  4

Few treatises focus solely on a single form of combat. Most contain sections on a diverse array of 

techniques, both unarmed and with weapons. Commonly portrayed styles include wrestling, dagger, 

sword both in and out of armour, and to a lesser extent pollaxe, messer, sword & buckler, and 

mounted sword. Occasionally other styles, such as the use of staff weapons, mounted lance, or the 

large shields used in German judicial duels, are presented as well. Not all treatises touch upon all of 

the listed styles, and the amount of coverage for each varies.  Fencing treatises represent a unique 5

sub-genre of didactic literature. Their existence was not vital to the dissemination of combat 

training, as there were doubtless plenty who achieved some proficiency in fighting without them. 

However, they were recognised by masters and students as being a useful supplement to training for 

those who could afford and read them. 

The Selected Treatises 
The fourteen treatises examined as part of this study were selected in an attempt to represent as 

diverse a sample of the genre as possible. Selected with the help of Wiktenauer, a web-based 

resource created for and maintained by HEMA scholars and practitioners which contains a regularly 

updated catalogue of all currently known treatises, those chosen span the entire period covered by 

this research, and contain the techniques of masters and traditions from various parts of Western 

 Sigmund Ringeck, Secrets of German Medieval Swordsmanship: Sigmund Ringeck’s Commentaries on Johannes 2

Liechtenauer’s Verse, ed. Christian Henry Tobler (Wheaton: Freelance Academy Press, 2002), p. 2.

 Philipo di Vadi, De Arte Gladiatoria Dimicandi, trans. Guy Windsor, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki 3

Philippo_di_Vadi> [Accessed 11 September 2017], fols. 1v, 7r.

 Karin Verelst et al., ‘Introduction’ Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin  4

Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 7, 9-10; Bartlomiej Walczak, ’The Importance of Studying  
Historical Treatises’ http://www.schwertkampf-ochs.de/Essays/Walczak_Studying-historical-treatises.pdf [Accessed 11  
September 2017], p. 6. 

 Anglo, Martial Arts, p. 23. 5
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Europe. For most of the treatises examined, all ready positions and attacks involving weapons 

relevant to this study were recorded. They include:  

• Augsburg, Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg, Cod.I.6.4º.2 (hereafter Codex Wallerstein). German, c.1420 
and c.1470. 

• Leeds, Royal Armouries Museum, MS I.33 (hereafter I.33). German, c.1320. 
• Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XV 13 (hereafter the Getty Fiore). Italian, c.1409. 
• Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 582 (hereafter Lecküchner). German, 1482. 
• Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 1507 (hereafter the Kal Fechtbuch). German, late fifteenth 

century. 
• Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cod.icon. 394a (hereafter the Munich Talhoffer). German, 1467. 
• Paris, Musée de Cluny, Cl. 23842 (hereafter the Cluny Fechtbuch). German, late fifteenth century. 
• Rome, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MS Vitt.Em.1324 (hereafter Vadi). Italian, late fifteenth century. 
• Vienna, Kunsthistoriches Museum, MS KK5012 (hereafter Kunst zu ritterlicher Were). German, late 

fifteenth century. 
• Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod.5278 (hereafter Die Blume des Kampfes). German, 

1420-28. 

Only ready positions and attacks with the sword from horseback were examined in an additional 

four treatises, since these techniques were infrequently depicted overall and necessitated seeking 

out as many depictions as possible to maximise the dataset. These treatises are:  

• Berlin, Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz, MS 78.A.15 (hereafter the Berlin Talhoffer). German, c.1450. 
• Copenhagen, Det Kongelige Bibliotek, MS Thott.290.2º (hereafter the Copenhagen Talhoffer). German, 

1459. 
• Vienna, Kunsthistoriches Museum, MS KK5342 (hereafter the Ambrasser Codex). German, 1480-1500. 
• Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Cod.11093 (hereafter Codex 11093). German, 1440-60. 

Many of those not examined were omitted since they contained no illustrations and were not 

connected to an illustrated source to enable matching the techniques. This study will focus only on 

those which are illustrated to ensure greater certainty of the techniques represented, rather than 

attempting to interpret them based solely on often vague text descriptions. In other cases, as many 

treatises are either copies of other such works, or are recognisably derivative, these were generally 

omitted to avoid confusing repetition of techniques within duplicates of the same treatise with 

popularity of that technique. This applies especially to the Talhoffer manuscripts, where later 

treatises frequently either show strong influences from earlier ones, or are essentially copies of an 

earlier manuscript.  The treatises can be loosely grouped into three categories: those representing 6

 A stemma of the Talhoffer treatises up to c.1500 can be found in Franck Cinato, ‘Development, Diffusion and 6

Reception of the “Buckler Play”’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, 
and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), p. 541.
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the teachings of a wider lineage, those containing the work of masters without any direct lineage 

affiliation, and finally anonymous treatises. For treatises in the first category, it is useful to cluster 

them into lineages, as different masters sometimes show either influence or acknowledged descent 

from a given master. Two such lineages can be identified from the selected treatises: that associated 

with Johannes Liechtenauer, and those treatises authored by or showing an influence from Fiore dei 

Liberi.  

  

One of the most well known medieval fencing masters today is Johannes Liechtenauer, despite 

almost nothing being known about the man himself. There is some speculation that he may not have 

existed, but was rather a literary construct used for conveying the fencing system that bears his 

name. The earliest treatise with teachings attributed to Liechtenauer is found in a miscellany 

preserved as Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, MS 3227a, dated to the turn of the 

fifteenth century.  This is the only treatise where the master is referred to in the present tense, 7

implying that Liechtenauer (if he existed) was alive when MS 3227a was produced. His teachings 

were preserved in a series of cryptic verses which became known as the Zedel (‘Recitation’) or 

Merkversen (‘Teaching Verse’). These were continuously reproduced with commentaries by 

students of his tradition through to the seventeenth century. It is these surviving glosses which 

allows us to gain insight into Liechtenauer’s tradition, at least that as it was understood by the 

members of his lineage. The lack of accompanying illustrations is the reason for this treatise not 

being among those analysed.  8

One of the treatises examined which represents the Liechtenauer lineage is the Kal Fechtbuch in 

Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 1507. It was written by Paulus Kal, who claimed to be a 

second generation student of the Liechtenauer tradition, Kal’s master having supposedly been 

taught by the man himself. The treatise contains a combination of his own teachings as well as those 

of Liechtenauer. The manuscript is dated to the late fifteenth century due to its reference to Ludwig 

IX ‘the Rich’, Duke of Bavaria-Landshut (r.1450-79) and contains ninety-five parchment folios. 

 The dating of the manuscript is much debated. Judging by watermarks on the paper, the manuscript could date from 7

1374-1495. An argument for this dating can be found in Eric Burkart, ‘The Autograph of an Erudite Martial Artist: A  
Close Reading of Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Hs. 3227a’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight  
Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 460-6.

 Matthias Johannes Bauer, ‘Teaching How to Fight with Encrypted Words: Linguistic Aspects of German Fencing and 8

Wrestling Treatises of the Middle Ages and Early Modern Times’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books,  
ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 49, 54-7; Hagedorn, ‘German 
Fechtbücher’, p. 258; Karin Verelst, ‘Finding a Way through the Labyrinth: Some Methodological Remarks on 
Critically Editing the Fight Book Corpus’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin 
Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 128-30.
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The techniques examined are those covering sword, mounted sword, sword & buckler, messer, 

dagger, and pollaxe.  9

The other treatise representing this lineage is Kunst des Messerfechtens by the Nuremberg priest 

Hans Lecküchner, found in Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Cgm 582. It is made up of 216 folios, and 

the date of completion is given in the manuscript as 19 January 1482. It is dedicated to Philip the 

Upright, Elector Palatine of the Rhine, and was possibly intended as a presentation copy for him. 

The treatise covers messer fencing exclusively, and is regarded as one of the most comprehensive 

and systematic of the medieval fencing treatises. Lecküchner’s system is laid out in a manner that 

closely parallels that found in other Liechtenauer-tradition treatises, using similar principles and 

techniques despite not covering use of the sword as is most common in the others. Likewise, 

although the Zedel in this treatise is very similar to Liechtenauer’s, it is far longer and more 

detailed.  10

The other master who has left a lasting influence on the works of subsequent authors was Fiore dei 

Liberi. Again, little is known about the man himself. Short biographies given in the prologue of his 

surviving treatises say that he apparently lived in Cividale in Friuli. Given that he claims to have 

been practising for forty years, and his manuscripts date to the turn of the fifteenth century, a date of 

birth of around 1350 could be deduced. He supposedly travelled throughout Italy and Germany as a 

youth to study fencing, and Anglo even suggests that his techniques are influenced by German 

teachings.  His treatises contain an elaborate system of combat conveyed by multiple layers of 11

illustrated teachings. A technique is first presented, followed by its counter, the counter to that 

counter, and occasionally a further counter. These are depicted by a series of masters with differing 

indicators (crowns and garters) to highlight them in the illustration and designate their function in 

the system.   12

 Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Digital Catalogue <http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/0003/bsb00034024/images/> 9

[Accessed 28 January 2016]; ‘Paulus Kal Fechtbuch (Cgm 1507)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/
Paulus_Kal_Fechtbuch_%28Cgm_1507%29> [Accessed 28 January 2016]; Hagedorn, ‘German Fechtbücher’, pp. 253, 
259.

 Hans Lecküchner, The Art of Swordsmanship, ed. Jeffrey L. Forgeng (Woodbridge: Boydell & Brewer, 2015), pp.  10

ix-xi, xvii-xviii.

 Anglo, Martial Arts, pp. 23, 130-1.11

 David M. Cvet, ‘A Brief Examination of Fiore dei Liberi’s Treatises Flos Duellatorum & Fior di Battaglia’, Journal 12

of Western Martial Art September 2008 <http://jwma.ejmas.com/articles/2008/jwmaart_cvet_0908.htm> [Accessed 25 
September 2015]; Charrette, ‘Patterns’, pp. 40-1.
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The Fiore treatise examined for this study is the Getty Fiore, a copy of Fior di Battaglia kept in the 

Getty Museum in Los Angeles as MS Ludwig XV 13. Of the four known surviving copies of Fiore’s 

treatise , the Getty Fiore is regarded as the most comprehensive due to having more detailed 13

accompanying text than the others. The Getty Collection dates the manuscript to around 1410. It is 

composed of forty-seven parchment folios containing instruction in a variety of weapons, of which 

the sections on dagger, sword, sword in armour, pollaxe, and mounted sword have been examined.  14

A later Italian treatise which shows heavy influence from Fiore is De arte gladiatoria dimicandi by 

Philipo di Vadi, preserved as MS Vitt.Em.1324 in Rome’s Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale. Produced 

towards the end of the fifteenth century, many features of the treatise show clear parallels with Fiore 

(Fig. 1.1), particularly the organisation and use of some illustrative conventions. However, Vadi’s 

system of combat diverges from Fiore’s in many respects, advocating a longer sword, as well as 

different guards and footwork. He also outlines many general principles of combat in a lengthy 

verse introduction. The manuscript is composed of forty-two folios, and the sections examined are 

those covering the use of the sword, dagger, and pollaxe.  15

Fig. 1.1. Similarities in 
Fiore’s and Vadi’s treatises. 
A) Diagram of cuts in the 
Getty Fiore, fol. 32r (Italian, 
c.1409, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open 
Content Programme); B) 
Diagram of cuts in Vadi, fol. 
15v (Italian, late fifteenth 
century, Image available by 
Creative Commons). 

The final treatise connected to Fiore, represents a potential cultural crossover. Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek Cod.5278 is often referred to as Die Blume des Kampfes (a German translation 

of Fior di Battaglia), a title adopted due to perceived similarities in technique to Fiore (Fig. 1.2). 

Mindful of Fiore’s supposed German combat training, this could represent the Ur-tradition in which 

 The other three Fiore treatises are found in New York, Morgan Library MS M.383; a copy held privately by the  13

Pisani-Dossi family; and Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France MS Latin 11269. All are dated to within the first 
quarter of the fifteenth century. Mondschein, ‘Italian Schools’, pp. 293-4.

 Cvet, ‘Brief Examination’. 14

 Mondschein, ‘Italian Schools’, pp. 295, 298.15
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Fiore trained. Alternatively, this treatise could indicate the dissemination of Fiore’s teachings, or 

teachings similar to his, outside of their region of origin. Although dated by the Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek to between 1420 and 1425, it has alternatively been dated to c.1428 from its 

description of a duel which took place in that year. The manuscript comprises 204 paper folios, of 

which the treatise takes up only twenty-nine. The remainder of the manuscript is taken up by a 

version of Konrad Kyeser’s early fifteenth-century military compendium, Bellifortis. No text 

accompanies the illustrations. The techniques catalogued are those depicting sword, mounted 

sword, and dagger.  16

Fig. 1.2. Similar ready position in Fiore and 
Die Blume des Kampfes. A) Getty Fiore fol. 
23v (Italian, c.1409, Digital Image courtesy of 
the Getty’s Open Content Programme); B) Die 
Blume des Kampfes fol. 196r (German, 
1420-28, Public Domain Image) 

For masters not directly connected to a wider lineage, the most notable and prolific is Hans 

Talhoffer. Born in the first two decades of the fifteenth century, and at one point fencing master to 

the Swabian knight Leutold von Königsegg, a number of his treatises survive. Five date to the 

fifteenth century, and a further ten (copies of the fifteenth-century ones) from the sixteenth through 

to the early nineteenth century. He was certainly aware of Liechtenauer’s teachings, since the 

earliest of his manuscripts (Erfurt/Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, MS Chart.A.558) reproduces 

Liechtenauer’s Zedel. However, having created many original techniques as well, he cannot 

necessarily be said to be of Liechtenauer’s lineage. Beyond combat techniques, Talhoffer also 

covered the protocols of judicial duels, the trials by combat which were a legal recourse in many 

German regions at the time.  17

 Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Digital Catalogue <http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AL00173264> [Accessed 28 January 16

2016]; ‘Die Blume des Kampfes (Cod.5278)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Die_Blume_des_Kampfes_
%28Cod.5278%29> [Accessed 28 January 2016]; Mondschein, ‘Italian Schools’, pp. 295.

 Hans Talhoffer, Medieval Combat; A Fifteenth-Century Manual of Swordfighting and Close-Quarter Combat, ed. 17

Mark Rector (London: Greenhill Books, 2000), p. 9; Kleinau, ‘Visualised’, p. 100; Verelst, ‘Finding’, p.128. Cinato, 
‘Development’, p. 541. 
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The most renowned of Talhoffer’s surviving treatises is found in Copenhagen, Det Kongelige 

Bibliotek MS Thott.290.2º. The treatise is dated to 1459 due to an inscription on fol.103v which 

gives the date followed by ‘Item Das buoch ist Maister Hannsen Talhoferß’, and is allegedly the 

master’s personal copy. The manuscript is composed of 150 folios and, in addition to Talhoffer’s 

teachings, also features material by Johannes Liechtenauer and Konrad Kyeser’s Bellifortis. Hull 

also suggests Clauss Pflieger as the artist. Only the mounted sword section has been catalogued.  18

Another Talhoffer treatise produced around the same time as the Copenhagen Talhoffer is Berlin, 

Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz MS 78.A.15. The Berlin Talhoffer is dated to the 1450s as it is 

thought to be derived from an earlier version, possibly MS XIX.17-3 in the Königsegg-Aulendorf 

Collection, which is dated between 1440 and 1459 (the time in which Talhoffer was in the family’s 

service). The manuscript is composed of seventy-seven folios. Beyond combat techniques, the 

Berlin Talhoffer also contains detailed illustrations of weapons and judicial duel scenes. Only the 

mounted sword section has been examined.  19

Another well known version of Talhoffer’s treatise is Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, 

Cod.icon. 394a. Produced in 1467 and comprising 137 folios, this is the last of Talhoffer’s treatises 

which was new and original rather than a later copy of a previously written treatise. The sections 

examined include sword, sword in armour, pollaxe, sword and long shield, dagger, messer, sword & 

buckler, and mounted sword. Of particular interest is the possible identification of the artist, Stefan 

Schriber, suggested by Regina Cerman.  The final Talhoffer manuscript examined is Vienna, 20

Kunsthistoriches Museum MS KK5342, known as the Ambrasser Codex. Dating to between 1480 

and 1500, it was copied from an earlier Talhoffer treatise, likely the previously mentioned MS XIX.

17-3. It contains fifty-eight folios depicting the same variety of techniques found in Talhoffer’s 

other works. Only the mounted sword section has been examined.  21

 Hans Talhoffer, Fight Earnestly: The Fight Book from 1459 by Hans Talhoffer, ed. Jeffrey Hull <http://18

www.thearma.org/pdf/Fight-Earnestly.pdf> [Accessed 28 January 2016], pp. 10-12. Hull gives no explicit evidence for 
identifying Pflieger as the artist.

 ‘Talhoffer Fechtbuch (MS 78.A.15)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Cod.11093> [Accessed 28 January 19

2016]; Hagedorn, ‘German Fechtbücher’, p. 259.

 Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Digital Catalogue <http://daten.digitale-sammlungen.de/~db/0002/bsb00020451/images/20

> [Accessed 28 January 2016]; Regina Cerman, ‘Der Bidpai Ms. 680 in Chantilly’ (unpublished masters dissertation, 
Freien Universität Berlin, 1991), pp. 96-107.

 ‘Ambrasser Codex (MS KK5342)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Ambraser_Codex_21

%28MS_KK5342%29> [Accessed 28 January 2016].
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The teachings of another unaffiliated master, Peter Falkner, can be found in ‘Kunste zu ritterlicher 

Were’, preserved in Vienna, Kunsthistoriches Museum MS KK5012. Falkner was a member of the 

Marxbrüder or Brotherhood of St. Mark, a guild of fencing masters founded in Frankfurt in the late 

fifteenth century, and for a time served as its captain. This manuscript, dating to the end of the 

fifteenth century, contains seventy-three folios. The sections examined are those covering sword, 

mounted sword, messer, and assorted staff weapons.  22

Some treatises are compendia of techniques from several masters. The first of these examined is 

found in Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg, Cod.I.6.4º.2, known as Codex Wallerstein. Once owned 

by sixteenth-century fencing master Paulus Hector Mair, the manuscript appears to contain two 

separate treatises. The first portion, comprising seventy-six folios, dates to around 1470 and 

contains both illustrations and text. The second portion, making up thirty-two folios, was likely 

produced much earlier, around the beginning of the fifteenth century, and contains illustrations only. 

The techniques in the first section seem to be unique, bearing no apparent similarities to those of 

any other master. The latter section depicts techniques similar to those found in a group of early 

fifteenth-century German treatises collectively referred to as the ‘Gladiatoria’ group which seem to 

form a distinct tradition of their own.  Sections covering sword, dagger, and messer have been 23

analysed.  24

The Musée national du Moyen Âge in Paris, also known as the Musée de Cluny, holds in its 

collection Cluny Cl. 23842. Dated by the watermarks to the end of the fifteenth century, this treatise 

seems to be a compilation of techniques from several masters, including Johannes Liechtenauer, 

Paulus Kal, Peter Falkner, and techniques found in the ‘Gladiatoria’ group. The manuscript is 

composed of 212 folios with mainly illustrations and only a few brief lines of text to accompany 

 ‘Kunste Zu Ritterlicher Were (MS KK5012)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/22

Kunste_Zu_Ritterlicher_Were_%28MS_KK5012%29> [Accessed 28 January 2016]; Augsburg, Universitätsbibliothek, 
Sigmund Schining Sammelhandschrift, Cod.I.6.20.5, fol. 10r; B. Ann Tlusty, ‘Martial Identity and the Culture of the 
Sword in Early Modern Germany’, Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and 
Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 554-5.

 Matthias Johannes Bauer, ‘Teaching’, p. 48; Karin Verelst, ‘Finding’, p. 125; Hagedorn, ‘German Fechtbücher’, p.  23

255.

 Universitätsbibliothek Augsburg Digital Catalogue <http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bvb:384-uba002009-1> 24

[Accessed 28 January 2016]; Grzegorz Zabinski and Bartlomej Walczak, Codex Wallerstein: A Medieval Fighting Book 
from the Fifteenth Century on the Longsword, Falchion, Dagger, and Wrestling (Boulder: Paladin Press, 2002), pp. 1-2; 
Grzegorz Zabinski, Codex Wallerstein Revised Introduction, HEMAC Group <http://www.hemac.org/data/Codex
%20Wallerstein%20-%20revised%20intro%20by%20Grzegorz%20Zabinski.pdf> [Accessed 28 January 2016], pp. 2-3.
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them. The sections catalogued include those for sword, messer, dagger, sword & buckler, mounted 

sword, and staff weapons.  25

Moving on to anonymous treatises, the oldest treatise surveyed is MS I.33, held at the Royal 

Armouries Museum in Leeds. Known also as the ‘Tower Fechtbuch’, the ‘Walpurgis Fechtbuch’ 

and, more recently, the ‘Luitger Fechtbuch’, I.33 is the oldest known surviving European fencing 

treatise. Written in Latin but with certain terms in German, the treatise covers only sword and 

buckler combat. It contains thirty-two folios, and Forgeng’s recent edition of the treatise dates it to 

between 1320 and 1330 based on the style in which the illustrations are executed, as well as the 

clothing worn by the figures.  Codex 11093, held at the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in 26

Vienna, is another untitled manuscript of German origin, dating between 1440 and 1460. The 

techniques have been variously identified as derived from the ‘Gladiatoria’ group and from 

Talhoffer. The manuscript contains forty-six folios which feature illustrations without any 

accompanying text. Only the mounted combat portion has been catalogued.  27

Although not of the fourteen selected treatises, other treatises are occasionally utilised for 

comparison where they contain useful points. The first of these is Livro do Cavalgar (‘Book on 

Riding’), an unfinished equestrian treatise written King Duarte I of Portugal in the mid-fifteenth 

century and preserved in Paris, Bibliothèque national de France MS portuguais 5. In addition to the 

equestrian treatise, the manuscript contains another work of Duarte’s, Leal Conselheiro (‘The 

Faithful Counselor’). The treatise is the only known medieval work to focus solely on 

horsemanship. Beyond general discussions on riding practices, Duarte also writes briefly on certain 

core principle of fighting from horseback in combat, tournament, and even for hunting. As such, 

combined with the mounted sections in the other treatises, it will be valuable in analysing evidence 

of mounted combat in the other source types.  28

 ‘Cluny Fechtbuch (Cl. 23842)’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Cluny_Fechtbook_%28Cl._23842%29> 25

[Accessed 28 January 2016].

 Jeffrey Forgeng, ‘Introduction’, The Illuminated Fightbook: Royal Armouries Manuscript I.33, ed. Jeffrey Forgeng 26

(Dorset: Extraordinary Editions, 2013), pp. 1-2; Jeffrey Forgeng and James Hester, ‘The Codex’,  The Illuminated 
Fightbook: Royal Armouries Manuscript I.33, ed. Jeffrey Forgeng (Dorset: Extraordinary Editions, 2013), p. 23.

 Österreichische Nationalbibliothek Digital Catalogue <http://data.onb.ac.at/rec/AL00165420> [Accessed 28 January 27

2016]; ‘Cod.11093’, Wiktenauer <http://wiktenauer.com/wiki/Cod.11093> [Accessed 28 January 2016].

 Duarte I of Portugal, The Book of Horsemanship by Duarte I of Portugal, ed. Jeffrey Forgeng (Woodbridge: Boydell 28

Press, 2016). pp. 1, 9, 11. Sections relating directly to combat are found on pp. 76-8, 101-13, 119-36, 140-4
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The other frequently consulted treatise is Petri Montii exercitiorum atque artis militaris collectanea 

in tres libros distincta (referred to today as the Collectanea), a sprawling work published in 1509 

written by Hispano-Italian soldier and fencing master Pietro Monte. Although published after the 

bounds of this study, Monte’s text relates to his experiences during the later part of the fifteenth 

century. Although he does describe specific techniques throughout his sections dealing specifically 

with combat (the treatise is unillustrated), Monte also discusses general principles and details 

concerning equipment at a level of detail unparalleled in other medieval treatises. His work is 

particularly valuable for his coverage of staff weapon and sword & shield use. His renown as an 

expert in the arts of combat are indicated not only by his mention by name on several occasions in 

Castiglione’s Book of the Courtier, but also by a note in one of Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks 

indicating that Monte had given him some pointers in throwing a particular form of military dart.  29

While an attempt has been made to select treatises that represent as broad a range of dates and 

regions as possible, there is inevitably some disproportionate representation in both areas. With the 

exception of two Italian treatises, all of the remaining treatises are German; the consequence of the 

majority of medieval fencing treatises originating from this region. Scholars today, however, should 

not presume any innate regional or cultural separation of these texts, as no such division seems to 

have been recognised by the masters at the time. Both Liechtenauer and Fiore allegedly travelled 

throughout Europe to train. Although ‘German’ and ‘Italian’ might be convenient shorthands to 

refer to distinctive techniques found in treatises by masters from those regions, it is better instead to 

group treatises by schools, masters, and extended lineages. Although some techniques are unique to 

a master or lineage, there are far more techniques that can be found throughout the treatises 

regardless of their region of origin.  

 As for dates represented by the selected treatises, only I.33 can be placed in the fourteenth century, 

with a few other treatises having approximate datings to the turn of the fifteenth. The majority of 

those examined, and indeed the majority in general, were produced in the mid to late fifteenth 

century. However, looking at the techniques presented, there does not appear to have been a 

noticeable shift in practice or principles within the 150 years covered, suggesting that the dataset is 

not unduly compromised by this imbalance. 

 Monte, Collectanea, pp. 3-5, 8-11, 14-20, 22-4; Baldesare Castiglione, The Book of the Courtier, trans. George Bull 29

(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1967), pp. 44, 66, 124, 210; The da Vinci notebook in question is Milan, Veneranda 
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Codex Atlanticus, vol. 2, fol. 144r.
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Intended Audience 
The matter of intended audiences for these arts, and by extension these treatises, is a complicated 

one. Possession of weapons, and with them some level of skill and training in combat, seems to 

have existed across all social strata. Legal records reveal professional champions, instructors, and 

brawlers armed with swords and bucklers falling foul of laws against disturbing the peace or of 

operating a fencing school within the bounds of a given city. The status of these individuals cannot 

have been very high given the derisive tone with which they are discussed.  However, for the 30

period under discussion, many fencing treatises seem to have been written with a high-status 

readership in mind. Some state this outright, such as Fiore dei Liberi’s request to his readers in the 

Pisani Dossi copy of his text that his teachings ‘not be divulged among the peasantry, which Heaven 

created dull and only for the use of heavy work, like animals of burden.’  Furthermore, a number 31

of these appear to have been intended as presentation copies to prospective noble patrons. These 

include the richly executed Munich copy of Johannes Lecküchner’s Messerfechtkunst, which looks 

to have been meant as a gift to the Elector Palatine Philip the Upright, and the Getty copy of Fiore 

dei Liberi’s Fior di Battaglia which was dedicated to Niccolò III, Marquis d’Este.  32

However, beyond the nobility, the existence of fencing guilds such as the Marxbrüder, combined 

with some treatises such as Talhoffer’s covering combat for the judicial duel—styles of fighting 

very different from the mode of chivalric combat by which the aristocracy were permitted to settle 

disputes—demonstrates that formal martial arts training was available to the professional classes. 

These individuals were often literate, and could conceivably have had the means of purchasing a 

manuscript. Nicholas Pol, surgeon to Maximilian I in the late fifteenth century, was for a time the 

owner of MS 3227a, the miscellany containing Liechtenauer’s earliest known treatise, as indicated 

by his signature inside the front cover dated 1494. While it is possible his interest in the manuscript 

was more in the medical and alchemical texts found there, there is no reason why he could not also 

have made use of the fencing treatise.  While the martial arts set down in the treatises could have 33

 Anglo,  Martial Arts, p. 8; Talhoffer, Medieval Combat, p. 11; Terry Brown, English Martial Arts (Norfolk: Anglo- 30

Saxon Books, 1997), p. 15; J.D. Aylward, The English Master of Arms (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1956), p. 7.

 Copy of Flos Duellatorum held privately by the Pisani-Dossi family. Fiore dei Liberi, Flos Duellatorum, trans.  31

Hermes Michelini, Academy of European Medieval Martial Arts <http://www.aemma.org/onlineResources/liberi/ 
wildRose/fiore.html> [Accessed 11 September 2017]. 

 Anglo, Martial Arts, p. 8; Munich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek Cgm 582, edited as Lecküchner, Swordsmanship,  32

pp.xvii-xviii; Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XV 13, edited as Fiore dei Liberi, Tracy Mellow et. al., 
English version of il Fior di Battaglia, ‘The Flower of Battle’, by Fiore dei Liberi, ed. Tracy Mellow et al. (Wiktenauer, 
2003) <http://www.fioredeiliberi.org/fioretranslation-images-getty.pdf> [Accessed 14 April 2016], p. 6.

 Kleinau, ‘Visualised Motion’, p. 100.33
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originated as a system intended for the military aristocracy, by the end of the fifteenth century there 

seems to have been a trickle-down effect of sorts, whereby this training, and in some cases the 

treatises themselves, were made increasingly available to the professional classes.  

Challenges of Utilising the Fencing Treatises 

There are certain challenges posed when interpreting the techniques depicted in the fencing 

treatises. Chief of all is that the lineages of masters and students in these styles of combat have been 

broken. The last students taught by someone with a direct tie to them are centuries long dead. This 

means that even the most well-reasoned and likely interpretations of the martial arts of medieval 

Europe can only ever remain just interpretations, as there are no means of verifying them. 

Furthermore, it is frequently remarked in martial arts circles that one cannot learn a martial art from 

a book alone. This fact was appreciated by the medieval masters as well. The anonymous author 

recounting Liechtenauer’s teachings in MS 3227a states that ‘one cannot really talk about fencing in 

a meaningful manner or explain it with written words, as some might like. You can only show it and 

instruct it by hand.’  Yet the usefulness of written works as a supplement was also recognised, 34

Fiore remarking that ‘without books no one can be a good master or a good student in this art … 

because this art is so vast that there is no one in the world who has such a big memory to remember 

a fourth of this art without books.’  The treatises were useful to a practising student, but learning 35

the art from scratch, and gaining proficiency in it, ultimately relied on practice under the personal 

guidance of a master.  36

It should also be remembered that the treatises represent only that portion of the techniques, or that 

as conceptualised by the author, which were recorded and preserved. While some treatises, such as 

those by Fiore and members of the Liechtenauer tradition, seem to imply the presence of a 

comprehensive system, we cannot be certain that the entire system is portrayed. This is further 

compounded by the tendency for certain manuscripts, such as Codex Wallerstein, to contain 

fragments of teachings from several masters, allowing for the possibility that some of what remains 

of a master’s total surviving teachings are still only partial. Only the discovery of additional works 

containing new material could indicate that parts of a master’s system were not represented in the 

 Thomas Stoeppler (ed.), ‘Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, MS 3227a’, Wiktenauer <http:// 34

wiktenauer.com/wiki/Nuremberg_Hausbuch_(MS_3227a)> [Accessed 21 November 2017], fol. 15v. 

 Liberi, English Fior, p. 6. 35

 Kleinau, ‘Visualised’, p. 96-7. 36
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previously known corpus. Likewise, while we have no justifiable reason to completely doubt the 

authenticity of the techniques recorded in these texts, we cannot always assume the author was 

presenting a proven technique, or effectively conveying the desired technique to the reader. There is 

always the chance that the combat system shown in the treatise was ineffective (or otherwise not 

commonly practised), or that it was effective and widely adopted, but not presented in the treatise in 

a way which would allow later readers to understand it.  37

The indecipherability of techniques in the treatises was not always accidental. Some masters state 

outright that their works were made deliberately vague or cryptic. In the introduction to an early 

fifteenth-century gloss of Liechtenauer’s Zedel known as the Pseudo-Peter von Danzig, the author 

explains: 

   [Liechtenauer] has allowed the Epitome to be written  
   with secret and suspicious words, so that not every  
   man shall undertake and understand them. And he  
   has done that so the Epitome’s Art will little concern  
   the reckless Fencing Masters, so that from those same  
   Masters his Art is not openly presented, nor shall it  
   become common.   38

The meaning of these passages was to be reserved for the master’s students alone. It is only by 

virtue of glosses written by later students who disregarded these wishes that we are able to better 

interpret the techniques described.  39

While the illustrations in the treatises can aid interpretation, they too come with a set of challenges. 

The illustration, attempting to convey an action, portrays a fixed moment within that action. Which 

moment is selected, whether the start, finish, or some other key point, depends on the wishes of the 

master or the opinion of the artist (sometimes in consultation with the master) as to which moment 

will best serve to represent the whole technique. Since this choice varies from treatise to treatise, 

and sometimes within a treatise, care must be taken to understand exactly what the illustration is 

 John Clements, ‘Problems of Interpretation and Application in Fight Book Studies’, Late Medieval and Early 37

Modern Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 193, 205, 208; 
Daniel Jaquet, ‘Experimenting Historical European Martial Arts, a Scientific Method?’, Late Medieval and Early 
Modern Fight Books, ed. Daniel Jaquet, Karin Verelst, and Timothy Dawson (Leiden: Brill, 2016), pp. 216-17; Greg 
Mele, ‘Frog DNA, Concentric Rings, and Old-Fashioned Necromancy: Reconstructing Historical European 
Swordsmanship’, In the Service of Mars Vol. II, ed. Greg Mele (Wheaton: Freelance Academy Press, 2015), p. 240.

 Cory Winslow (ed.), ‘Rome, Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Cod.44.A.8’, Wiktenauer, <http://wiktenauer.com/ 38

wiki/Pseudo-Peter_von_Danzig> [Accessed 21 November 2017], fol. 9v.

 Bauer, ‘Teaching’, 54-7; Kleinau, ‘Visualised’, p. 90.39
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trying to convey to the reader. It is here that accompanying text can fill in the gaps. Fiore makes 

good use of both text and illustration throughout his treatises, often illustrating a core technique and 

then explaining in the text several variations of, or counters to, the technique. There is often much 

more conveyed in the text than in the illustrations. Thus, where at all possible they must be 

examined together.  40

Kleinau cautions scholars to identify the purpose of a given illustration, as this will indicate how it 

should be viewed and factored into an interpretation. Some illustrations served to convey added 

detail for a technique in a way that the text could not. Others were a memory aid for the student, 

containing significant features which triggered associations in those trained by the master to 

recognise them. In other cases, the illustration adds nothing to the explanation of the technique 

whatsoever,  representing a point already made clear in the text and simply further embellishing the 

manuscript to enhance its value and prestige.  41

The artist, it should be remembered, was also not always an infallible executor of the author’s 

wishes. Illustrations were not always executed in great detail, and sometimes portrayed figures in 

anatomically nonsensical ways. Examples of such errors can be found in I.33, where one illustration 

depicts the priest with two left hands, or another where the student’s sword arm position would be 

an awkward contortion in reality (Fig. 1.3). On isolated occasions, the illustrations disagree with 

text altogether. Again in I.33, the author explains a mismatch between text and art on fol. 23r as 

being ‘the fault of the artist’ . In Lecküchner’s Munich treatise on messer fencing, the text 42

accompanying the illustration on fol. 97r reads ‘Item: the illustration below is not meaningful’, 

suggesting that the illustration did not depict what was intended and thus could not be commented 

upon.  43

 Forgeng, ‘Introduction’, p. 18.40

 Kleinau, ‘Visualised’, pp. 95-8, 104-7.41

 Jeffrey Forgeng (ed.), The Illuminated Fightbook: Royal Armouries Manuscript I.33 (Dorset: Extraordinary Editions, 42

2013), p. 91.

 Lecküchner, Swordsmanship, pp. xxii, 194.43
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Fig. 1.3. Illustration errors in I.
33. A) The Priest with two left 
hands. I.33 fol. 4r; B) The 
Student’s awkward arm position. 
I.33 fol. 26r. (German, c.1320, 
Public Domain Images). 

We must also keep in mind the type of combat depicted in the treatises. With few exceptions, the 

fighting portrayed is single combat between a pair of combatants. While often the situations 

presented could occur during any type of engagement, some scenes specifically depict formalised 

combats such as judicial duels or duels of honour. The techniques would also have been applicable 

to sporting matches such as tournament foot combats. The authors were well aware of the 

differences between fighting for demonstration or competition, and fighting in earnest, however. 

Sporting fights were regarded as good practice for the real thing. The system presented in I.33, 

Forgeng argues, is a form representing an intermediate level of training in a sterilised environment, 

where some of the grittier aspects of close quarter fighting are not found. However, the techniques 

can still be effectively applied to earnest combat. Likewise, Lecküchner’s messer treatise contains a 

number of techniques clearly intended for sporting matches and spectacles, yet again plenty of 

others are useful in a life or death situation (Fig. 1.4). Pietro Monte, when discussing the pollaxe, 

states that certain techniques are fine for tournaments or deeds of arms, but others are better suited 

for real combat. It is thus useful to remember that not all the techniques presented would serve a 

combatant well in a fight on a battlefield or in an attack on the street.  44

 Verelst et al., ‘Introduction’, pp. 9-11; Cinato, ‘Development’, pp. 481-2; Forgeng, ‘Introduction’, pp. 19-20;  44

Lecküchner, Swordsmanship, pp. xxiv-xxv; Jeffrey Forgeng, ‘Pietro Monte’s Exercises and the Medieval Science of  
Arms’, The Armourers Art: Essays in Honor of Stuart Pyhrr (Woonsocket: Mowbray Publishing, 2014), p. 111.
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Fig. 1.4. Attacks for sporting and earnest combat. A) A strike for show and competitions, with the flat of the blade to the buttocks in 
Lecküchner fol. 183r (German, 1482, Image available by Creative Commons); B) For earnest fighting, removing the helmet for a 
dagger thrust to the throat in Ambrasser Codex fol. 21r (German, 1480-1500, Public Domain Image). 

As mentioned previously, the fencing treatises, by the very nature of the medium in which they are 

executed, suggest a certain status in their readers. The risk, then, is that they present methods of 

fighting that would not be practised by those outside of that segment of society. While a number of 

the techniques may not come naturally to the untrained (or differently trained) combatant, many 

techniques are intuitive and would probably occur to anyone taking time to become reasonably 

familiar with the weapon in question. The question of whether or not these teachings were 

appreciated and practised outside of the target readership is one that can only be answered with the 

help of the other sources examined in this study.  There remains much that can be learned from 45

studying the fencing treatises and attempting to interpret the techniques presented. However, an 

interpretation made with these points kept in mind may not be as complete or detailed as we may 

like. Yet those details which we can thus confidently tease out of the treatises will carry much 

greater weight and hold up better to scrutiny.  

Methods 

Of the fourteen treatises consulted, a total of 837 illustrated depictions were analysed. For each 

depiction examined, the features noted include the manuscript reference, title (if there is one), 

region of origin, date of production, and identify of the author and illustrator (if known). Techniques 

were interpreted by consulting both the illustrations and, where present, the accompanying text. For 

figures in ready positions, the position of the weapon, feet, and body were noted. For attacks, the 

part of the opponent’s body targeted was noted and (where apparent) the trajectory of the attacking 

 Verelst et al., ‘Introduction’, p. 11.45
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weapon. Also noted is the use of other defensive equipment such as shields or bucklers, whether or 

not the figures are shown in armour, and whether they are shown on foot or mounted.  

For organising the dataset, depictions were sorted into groups by three characteristics: the weapon 

being used, whether the combatants are on foot or mounted, and the action shown (ready position, 

strike, or thrust). This creates categories such as ‘Sword-Mounted-Strike’, ‘Dagger-Foot-Thrust’, 

and ‘Pollaxe-Foot-Ready Position’ into which subgroups organised by specific positions and 

techniques are placed. Individual techniques could be labelled as ‘Sword-Mounted-Strike: Head, 

Straight Down. Legs straight in the stirrups. Body twisted right’ or ‘Dagger-Foot-Thrust: Left 

Shoulder, Down from Right. Right foot forward. Body squared forward.’ The full catalogue of 

treatise depictions used for this study can be found in Dataset D.  

While most depictions in the treatises surveyed were examined and analysed, some were not. Only 

ready positions and attacks were analysed. In some cases treatise illustrations depict binds, when the 

combatants’ weapons come together, usually as a defensive action by one of them, prior to another 

action taking place. While these instances were consulted for comparison to the damage patterns on 

object sources discussed in the next chapter, they were not added to the dataset, since no binds were 

found in the visual sources where an attack was not depicted simultaneously. Furthermore, only 

attacks where the weapon itself was employed were examined. Wrestling or grappling, even if the 

combatants are shown armed with a weapon, were not analysed for two reasons. First, these 

techniques are rarely represented in the visual sources, so there is little to which they can be 

compared. Second, these techniques leave no traces which could be detected and analysed on the 

object sources. The final situation where treatises depictions were not analysed further was where 

the precise action being portrayed was not clear. Occasionally the accompanying text was able to 

shed further light which enabled a depiction to be noted. However, where this was not the case, and 

the interpretation of the actions being shown was not apparent from the information available, it 

was omitted from the dataset.  

Techniques in the Treatises: A General Overview 
The proportional representation of each weapon group from the fourteen treatises is shown in 

Figure 1.5. More specific discussion of this will be presented in the chapter examining the visual 

sources, where the both source types will be compared. The Sword-Foot weapon group, whether 

used in one or two hands, is the most commonly depicted overall. Most treatises feature at least one 
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section, which is typically the longest, covering its use. The high numbers of Falchion-Foot 

depictions, followed by Sword/Buckler-Foot, is not due to commonly large sections covering their 

use in most treatises. Rather, the abundance of falchion and sword & buckler depictions in the totals 

is due to each having a treatise dedicated solely to that style of combat. Both styles do appear in a 

number of the treatises, but in smaller sections.  

 

The two most under-represented weapon groups are Staff Weapon-Foot and Sword/Shield-Foot. It 

is worth noting that the few sword and shield techniques found in the treatises do not involve the 

types of shields commonly depicted in battle, but rather the full length type associated with judicial 

duels in German regions. Nonetheless, as the only shield-based combat depictions found in the 

treaties, they were examined to see how these techniques compare to those involving the more 

conventional combat shield types depicted in the visual sources. The staff weapons depicted in the 

treatises are primarily halberd-like, with a single depiction of a bill-like weapon and others 

resembling something between a glaive and a long-bladed spear.  

The fencing treatises are a unique and valuable genre of medieval literature. They represent not only 

the preserved remains of now lost systems of martial arts, but also part of a wider genre of 

educational literature which attempted to convey practical skills through writing. Although 

consumption of the treatises themselves were restricted to those of a certain sphere of society, the 

question remains, and will be addressed in later chapters, as to whether the techniques and 

Fig. 1.5. Proportional representation of weapon groups in the 
selected fencing treatises.
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principles were similarly restricted, or were understood and practised beyond the intended 

readership.  

The treatises selected for this study represent a broad sampling of the genre, including as diverse a 

range of datings, regions of origin, and weapon groups as possible. While it is unfortunate that the 

coverage of individual weapons groups cannot be even, the proportions of these are in themselves 

valuable. They give a sense, if not of the relative popularity of certain styles of fighting, of the 

relative importance of each in the opinions of the authors. Modern attempts to better understand the 

teachings in the treatises span over a century, and efforts are ongoing. However, the treatises pose 

some difficult challenges to scholars given the relation of these texts to the sometimes secretive and 

counterintuitive practices they represent. The analysis of visual, object, and skeletal source in this 

study, when compared to the depictions found in the treatises, will enable further light to be shed on 

these fascinating sources.  
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Chapter 2 - The Object Sources 

The object sources, comprising surviving specimens of edged weapons and armour, are the very 

tools which were used to engage in the forms of combat focussed upon here. While design features 

such as weight, balance, or shape give some indication as to their intended use, one aspect of these 

objects largely ignored prior to this study, but which can yield valuable untapped information, is the 

wear and damage which they possess. These notches, cuts, and dents provide clues not only of the 

types of actions which these objects executed or sustained, but also the specific parts upon which 

these actions centred. All of this data contributes to a more detailed interpretation of the way in 

which these weapons and armours were actually used. 

This chapter will discuss the analysis of the object sources and, by comparing them with equivalent 

portions of the fencing treatises, the aspects of medieval combat which can be substantiated from 

this data. After introducing the objects selected to comprise the dataset, the methods of recording 

damage data and conducting the analysis will be outlined. As working with the object sources 

involves certain challenges which must be kept in mind, these will then be discussed and addressed. 

Following this will be an explanation of the types of damage which have been identified, and the 

way in which they have been categorised. Next, the results of the object source analysis will be 

presented by weapon type, along with the results of comparisons to relevant portions of the fencing 

treatises. The chapter will finish by highlighting the overall conclusions that were reached.  

Objects Overview 
A total of 116 objects have been identified as exhibiting damage consistent with use. These objects 

are housed in fourteen collections: 

• Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Munich, Germany (6 - 5 swords, 1 helmet) 
• Château de Castelnaud, Castelnaud-la-Chappelle, France (6 - 4 swords, 2 daggers) 
• Deutsches Historisches Museum, Berlin, Germany (20 - 6 swords, 1 dagger, 12 staff 

weapons, 1 helmet) 
• Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nuremberg, Germany (6 - 2 swords, 1 dagger, 1 staff 

weapon, 2 helmets) 
• Kunsthistoriches Museum, Vienna, Austria (6 - 5 swords, 1 dagger) 
• Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, USA (10 - 5 swords, 5 daggers) 
• Musée de Cluny, Paris, France (3 - 3 swords) 
• Musée de L’Armée, Paris, France (18 - 6 swords, 4 daggers, 5 staff weapons, 3 helmets) 
• Museo Stibbert, Florence, Italy (2 - 1 sword, 1 helmet) 
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• Museum of London, London, UK (3 - 3 daggers) 
• Nationalmuseet, Copenhagen, Denmark (6 - 6 swords) 
• Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds, UK (15 - 7 swords, 2 daggers, 2 staff weapons, 1 leg 

armour, 3 arm armour) 
• Vienna Civic Armoury, Wien Museum, Vienna, Austria (5 - 2 swords, 1 staff weapon, 1 

helmet, 1 breastplate) 
• Wallace Collection, London, UK (7 - 4 swords, 1 staff weapon, 2 helmets) 
• Private Collections (3 - 3 swords) 

These collections were chosen for being those which responded to enquiries and possessed objects 

of the required types and dates in sufficient numbers to merit an examination visit. Additionally, 

some objects were examined from UK-based dealers and private collections who generously 

granted the author access to their collections. 

As these institutions house some of the largest collections of arms and armour in the world, it might 

appear surprising that examination resulted in such a small dataset. This was, however, to be 

expected. Surviving arms and armour from the period covered are comparatively rarer than 

specimens from the sixteenth century onward. Of that small body of surviving material, much is in 

too decayed a state to allow identification of damage. Of these, only a small number exhibited 

definite signs of damage. The lack of surviving damage could be due to maintenance by working-

life owners. In other cases curators, conservators, and collectors, in a time before preservation was 

preferred to conservation, could have been responsible for removing damage which may have 

survived. This leaves only a fraction of an already small pool of potential objects. To illustrate this 

point, the eighteen objects catalogued from the Musée de L’Armée were drawn from a short list of 

110 objects. Likewise, the ten objects examined from the Metropolitan Museum in New York were 

drawn from over 150. The small numbers are regrettable but, under the circumstances, inevitable. 

Although this means that the object source dataset is too small to be statistically significant, 

preventing the firmest of conclusions to be drawn, the analysis conducted has still identified a 

number of insightful trends worthy of highlighting. 

Swords 

Fifty-nine swords were examined of the three most common types in use during this period: the 

arming sword, the longsword, and the falchion. They span the full date range covered in this study. 

Only the swords themselves were examined, as none had accompanying scabbards.  

Twenty-three arming swords were examined. Arming swords are the shorter swords, intended for 
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use in one hand, which were worn when fully armed, both when mounted and on foot. With a 

double-edged blade an average of 30 in. (72 cm) long, the whole weapon often measures between 

35-40 in. (89-101cm). Ideal for delivering strikes and slashing attacks, most from this period are 

capable of executing effective thrusts as well.  1

A further twenty eight longswords were found with damage. Swords such as these have also been 

called bastard or hand-and-a-half swords, since they were regarded as being of a length between an 

arming sword and larger ‘two-handed’ swords. However, since all specimens encountered by the 

author have been designed to accommodate both hands, often with room to spare, and ‘two-handed 

sword’ is more often used to describe swords dating from after the period being examined, the 

author has selected longsword as the term used for this study. The double-edged blades are 

frequently longer than those of arming swords. Average blade lengths of 33-50 in. (84-127 cm) are 

not uncommon, with total lengths averaging around 45-55in. (114-138 cm). Although designed to 

strike, slash, and thrust effectively, the advent of more comprehensive plate armour resulted in their 

thrusting capabilities being optimised, allowing more precise attacks to vulnerable areas on an 

armoured opponent. Larger swords, which would from the sixteenth century be known as ‘great 

swords’, were also included in this category.  2

Lastly, eight falchions were catalogued. As a number of similar weapons existed in the period in 

question, known as messers or storta, the term ‘falchion’ is used in this study as an umbrella term 

encompassing all sword-like weapons possessing only a single edge. Only combat with weapons 

termed messers are depicted in the fencing treatises, so there is no way of being certain that 

weapons designated as falchions or storta would have been used in exactly the same way. However, 

their similarities in design is sufficient in the author’s opinion for them to be grouped together with 

the proposition that they were. First appearing in the thirteenth century, Blair suggests that falchions 

may have originated from the early medieval sax, popular in Anglo-Scandinavian and Germanic 

territories. Surviving specimens are comparatively rare, the earliest dating to the fourteenth century. 

Generally speaking, falchions are one-handed weapons with a blade averaging 24 in. (61 cm). 

However, some two-handed varieties exist. The blade is either entirely curved or has a curved edge 

and straight back edge. While earlier examples possessed cross guards, by the fifteenth century 

 Tobias Capwell (ed.), The Noble Art of the Sword (London: The Wallace Collection, 2012), p. 14; Ewart Oakeshott,  1

Records of the Medieval Sword (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 1991), pp. 95, 115, 127, 171, 197, 215; Blair, European, p. 
2. 

 Laking, Record, Vol II, p. 251; Blair, European, p. 2; Oakeshott, Records, pp. 65, 95, 127, 157, 171.2
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some sported knuckle guards or lugs protruding from the guard for added hand protection.   3

Daggers 

The daggers examined are those frequently depicted in a military context, often possessing a 

reinforced blade to enhance their ability to thrust into gaps between armoured plates or through 

lighter armour. Without this feature, it is often difficult to determine if they were intended as a 

weapon or a utility knife. Nineteen daggers of various types were found with damage.  Seven are of 4

the type know as ballock daggers, so named because of their phallic shaped hilts. Their dimensions 

can range between 11 and 20 in. (30-50 cm) in total length with blades of 8-16 in. (20-40 cm). 

Prudish scholars of the nineteenth century referred to them as kidney daggers. Popular with 

civilians and soldiers alike in England, Scotland, and Flanders from the fourteenth century, the 

blades could be single or double-edged, and of thick triangular, diamond or hexagonal section. The 

Scottish dirk of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries is thought to be a descendant of this style.  5

A further six were rondel daggers, regarded as the primary military dagger of the Late Middle Ages. 

The name derives from the pair of horizontal disks forming the guard and pommel. Such daggers 

developed in the early fourteenth century and remained in use through the sixteenth. The most 

common blade design is single-edged of thick triangular section, however other blade sections exist. 

Specimens surveyed ranged from 7-18 in. (18-45 cm) blade length and 11-22 in. (28-56 cm) in 

length overall. Common throughout Europe, it is the sole form depicted in fencing treatises which 

cover dagger combat.  Another style included in this study is the baselard, of which two were 6

examined. This type features a guard shaped like a capital letter ‘I’ and a broad blade of 8-12 in. 

(20-30 cm) which frequently tapers to a fine point, and a grip often some 4-6 in. (12-15 cm) in 

length. Some might qualify baselards as short swords, being designed for effective strikes and 

slashes as well as for thrusting. Originating in fourteenth-century Italy or Germany, the weapon 

remained primarily a civilian one in England, but was popular for military use as well. Usage of the 

term dwindles in the sixteenth century, when the design may have developed into the Swiss or 

 Blair, European, p. 5; Laking, Record, Vol I, pp. 127-28; Ewart Oakeshott, The Archaeology of Weapons (London:  3

Lutterworth, 1960), p. 332; Lecküchner, Swordsmanship, pp. xii-xiv; Heribert Seitz, ‘La Storta — The Falchion’, Armi 
Antiche 1 (1963): 3.

 Blair, European, p. 13.4

 Blair, European, p. 13; Graeme Rimer, ‘Weapons’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and  5

Christopher Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), p. 123; Oakeshott, Archaeology, p. 336.

 Blair, European, p. 16; Rimer, ‘Weapons’, p. 123; Oakeshott, Archaeology, p. 337.6
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‘Holbein’ style dagger. The remaining four daggers are of a cross-hilted type commonly known as 

‘quillon’ daggers.  7

Staff Weapons 

Staff weapons are an under-appreciated, and consequently understudied, category of weapons. 

Twenty-two were catalogued comprising four types: halberds, bills, glaives, and pollaxes. These are 

consistently depicted in combat, whereas many others are more often shown carried by guards or on 

parade, calling into question their use in battle. They comprise a combination of cutting, slashing, 

and thrusting segments mounted on a wooden staff, often reinforced by langets, metal straps 

running from the socket down part of the staff on two or more sides. Frequently referred to as 

‘staves’ in medieval sources, later scholars and collectors labelled them as ‘hafted weapons’ or ‘pole 

arms’. This study uses ‘staff weapon’, which Blair preferred as a happy middle ground. Many styles 

are thought to have originated as agricultural implements which were weaponised, later versions 

altering and optimising solely for military use.   8

Laking was reluctant to categorise specific types, stating that ‘we are not in accord with the practice 

of constructing weapons from vague contemporary descriptions, and of labelling them with 

distinctive names unsupported by some reliable authority or evidence.’   This point must be taken 9

into consideration, as weapons of similar design can be referred to by several different names 

depending on place of origin or the individual describing them. For the purposes of this study, the 

terms previously mentioned will be used for specimens that are reasonably similar in style.  

The halberd, of which thirteen were catalogued, commonly features an axe blade, a vertical top 

spike, and often some manner of beak or back spike which is sometimes hooked downward. It is 

often secured to the shaft by a central socket with langets. Early versions, however, have no beak 

and are affixed to the staff by a pair of loops on the back of the head. The weapon is thought to be 

Swiss in origin, developing sometime in the thirteenth century. Waldman gives the origin of the 

name as a combination of the Old German Halm (‘shaft’) and Barte (‘axe’). Blair asserts that the 

earliest known reference to such a weapon comes from a poem by Konrad von Würzburg (d.1287), 

who makes reference to a ‘Hallembart’. The halberd saw use throughout Europe, although 

 Blair, European, p. 13; Oakeshott, Archaeology, p. 336; Blair, ‘Baselard’, pp. 194, 199-201. 7

 Blair, European, p. 21.8

 Laking, Record, Vol I, p. 144.9
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particularly with German and Swiss forces, until the early seventeenth century.  10

  

The bill, derived from the agricultural implement, is composed of a series of sharpened hooks or 

flukes emanating from both sides of the head with a reinforced top spike. The front hook, 

importantly, always angles forward. It could deliver strikes, slashes, and thrusting attacks, but could 

also pull an opponent off balance or sever straps on armour using the flukes. Similar weapons are 

known as roncone or ronca in Italy and rossschinder or kriegsgertel in German territories. Blair 

gives the thirteenth century as a date of origin, referencing a depiction of one in the former Painted 

Chamber at Westminster. It remained popular throughout the period of this study, particularly in 

England. Three of these were found with damage.   11

Three more staff weapons are glaives. These comprise a single convex cutting edge and a straight 

back. It is typically fitted to the staff by a central socket, with some variants having lugs at the base 

of the head or a beak at the back. Its design allows for striking, slashing, and thrusting attacks. 

Other glaive-like weapons that were placed into this category include those known as vouges and 

guisarmes. Ellehauge gives an origin of at least the early thirteenth century; however many of the 

weapons that he considers glaives are more similar to bills. Waldman suggests that glaives may 

have evolved from the Danish axe, however depictions resembling the weapon in question begin to 

appear from the mid-thirteenth century. They largely fall out of use by the mid-seventeenth 

century  12

  

Lastly, three pollaxes were found with damage. The pollaxe is made up of an axe head with either a 

pointed beak or hammer on the opposite side, a top spike, and a blunted spike on the base of the 

staff as well. A rondel is sometimes positioned further down the shaft to protect the hands. A very 

useful weapon against armoured and unarmoured opponents, it is capable of striking, thrusting, and 

delivering concussive strikes. The term shows up in greater profusion in English sources from the 

fifteenth century. Although isolated earlier uses of the word occur in English, these cannot be 

definitely linked to this weapon. The name derives from the word ‘poll’ (head), rather than ‘pole’. 

Blair even suggests that it may have been a development from the earlier Danish axe.  13

 Blair, European, p. 25; Waldman, Hafted Weapons, pp. 17, 21, 41.10

 Blair, European, p. 23; Rimer, ‘Weapons’, p. 125; Waldman, Hafted Weapons, pp. 115, 119. 11

 Ellehauge, ‘Certain Phases’, pp. 6-7, 21-2, 24-5; Waldman, Hafted Weapons, pp. 22, 107-9, 112.12

 Blair, European, p. 29; Rimer, ‘Weapons’, p. 126; Waldman, Hafted Weapons, pp. 155-6.13
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Armour 

In addition to weapons, specimens of armour will also be examined. By the second quarter of the 

fifteenth century, the gradual adoption of progressively more plate armour, begun in the late 

thirteenth century, would result in a fully armoured man-at-arms encased head to toe in a series of 

carefully sculpted, articulated steel plates. Not all combatants would be fully armoured in an 

engagement, however. Pietro Monte advised differing configurations of armour depending on the 

type of fighting that was expected, suggesting that combatants only wore what armour would be 

most advantageous in a given situation. Furthermore, with plate armour being expensive, a 

combatant of lower rank would be limited to that armour which they could afford.  The plates were 14

shaped to serve as glancing surfaces, providing as much protection as the steel itself. Early styles of 

plate armour were generally similar throughout Europe. By the early fifteenth century regional 

styles began to develop. The two most widespread, and those which comprise the majority of 

surviving specimens, were the Germanic or ‘gothic’ style, which utilised fluting to enhance the 

rigidity, and thus the strength, of the armour; and the Italianate style, which utilised rounded 

surfaces to enhance deflection capabilities. The sixteen pieces of armour examined include eleven 

helmets (two bascinets, eight sallets, and one skullcap), one breastplate, one leg harness, and three 

pieces of arm harness. With the exception of the two bascinets, which date to the turn of the 

fifteenth century, the rest of the armour dates to the mid to late fifteenth century.  15

Having now surveyed the objects which form the dataset, some types of objects were specifically 

not examined. Except for the pollaxe, other weapons categorised as ‘impact weapons’, comprising 

maces, axes, flails, and hammers, were not examined. Axes are extremely difficult to date and 

categorise. Certain fundamentals of axe head design have not changed through the centuries. Nor 

are there many attributes of an axe head which would identify it as being solely a weapon. Thus, 

unless there is a solid context for the find, a given axe head could not be dated with great accuracy, 

and its function as a weapon versus merely a tool would be a matter of debate. The number of 

maces, flails, and hammers from the period is small, most of suitable quality dating to the sixteenth 

and seventeenth centuries. However, the most crucial characteristic which rules out impact 

weapons’ usefulness to this study is the damage patterns they create. Designed to shatter bones or 

buckle armour plates, the surviving signs of such an attack are not so unique as to distinguish it 

 Oakeshott, Archaeology, pp. 284-6, 293; Monte, Collecteana, pp. 154, 168-80.14

 Mike Loades, Swords and Swordsmen (Barnsley: Pen & Sword Books, 2010), p. 134; Oakeshott, Archaeology, pp.  15

284, 290.
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from other circumstances that would result in such damage. There is little to indicate whether or not 

a shattered skull or a dent in a helmet of indeterminate shape was the result of a weapon. Armour 

not examined includes that in a state of deterioration such that surface details are not 

distinguishable, fragments where the specific part of the body for which it was made could not be 

identified, and mail armour, since its flexible design and the ease with which new rings can replace 

old ones makes any damage or repair of damage often too difficult to identify. 

Another group of objects omitted were those designed specifically for use in tournaments. Armours 

built solely for use in the joust sometimes exhibit notching and gouging, however such damage will 

most likely have been the result of lances, a weapon not covered by this study. Weapons designed 

for use in the mêlée or foot combat were often rebated, the edges and tips blunted to avoid serious 

injury to competitors. These will not display the same damage types as those with sharp edges, nor 

will they leave the same types of impressions on armour. Finally, tournament combat was usually 

governed by rules restricting certain actions, such as strikes to certain areas or thrusting altogether. 

Thus, the damage patterns found on tournament arms and armour cannot be said to be comparable 

to those sustained in earnest combat with no such restrictions. 

Methods 

For each object, a record sheet was created containing general measurements and stylistic features. 

Traces of damage and wear still visible to the naked eye were identified and recorded, their location 

designated by their distance from a stated key point on the object. The dimensions of the damage 

are noted where possible, and a description is given taking note of such features as the shape and 

the direction in which it is angled. All damage was photographed with an Olympus TG-4 camera on 

the ‘Microscope’ setting. With a few exceptions where the damage was too large, the camera was 

elevated 9 centimetres above the object and zoomed in to the full extent of the first tier of zoom. 

The only exceptions to this procedure are some photos taken at the Metropolitan Museum, before 

this equipment had been acquired, when the camera on an iPhone 5S was used.  

A rudimentary scale drawing was then made of each object. Blunted portions of blades are indicated 

with a green line over that area. Damage is indicated in red in the appropriate location. The damage 

is not represented at scale, but rather in sufficient size to be visible, and are often rendered in a 

generically representative shape (i.e. a triangle or half-circle) rather than the exact shape of the 

actual damage. Rolled edges are indicated by an arrow showing the direction the edge is rolled. 
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Changes in the angle of a blade are represented by a line. The centre of balance, defined as the point 

along the blade where the weight on either side is even, is represented by a blue line. Finally, on the 

small number of swords where permission was given to perform a rotation test,  the centre of 16

percussion is indicated by a purple line. The centre of percussion is defined as the point along the 

blade around which the weapon will pivot when striking a target. It was regarded as the ideal spot 

for striking, as no energy would be wasted in the pivot, making the stroke feel effortless.  While 

both measurements would be useful to identify in staff weapons, the inability to be certain that the 

staves on which they are mounted are original, or if a potentially original staff was shortened at 

some later point for display purposes, makes it impossible to designate these points with certainty 

that they would have been the same during the weapon’s active life.  

When describing the location of damage, certain terms will be used that merit clarification. For 

swords, the weapon traditionally is separated into four areas: hilt, strong, middle, and weak. The hilt 

comprises the pommel, grip, and guard (also referred to as the quillons). The other three terms refer 

to parts of the blade. The strong refers to the bottom third of a blade nearest to the hilt, the middle to 

the middle third, and the weak to the top third. These terms are anglicised versions of those used by 

several fencing masters. Ringeck splits the blade only into strong and weak, however Fiore 

describes the middle as a distinct area as well. Although in the treatises this separation of the blade 

is only used when referring to swords, it will also be used for examining daggers in this study (Fig. 

2.1).  17

Fig. 2.1. Parts of a sword. Drawing by author. 

 The rotation test, informally named the ‘wobble test’ by Maciej Pulaczewski, involves holding the sword vertically 16

and gently allowing it to move in a circular motion without guiding its movements overmuch. The point which remains 
the most still, and around which the rest of the blade appears to spin, is roughly the centre of percussion. While not an 
exact method of determining this point, it was the only method at the author’s disposal. See Maciej Pulaczewski, ‘The 
Dynamics of Duelling and the Kinetics of Killing: Notes on the Centre of Percussion of Different Sword Designs’, The 
Journal of the Arms & Armour Society 22 No.3 (2017): 155.

 Liberi, English Fior, p. 49; Ringeck, Secrets, p. 17.17
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A blade’s edges, mostly when double-edged but sometimes for single-edged blades as well, are 

traditionally divided into the true edge and false edge. Holding a sword or dagger with the blade 

vertically upward, the true edge is that facing outwards, and the false that facing inwards. Although 

fencing masters used various names for these locations, all recognised these parts as being distinct 

and having different functions. For most swords posessing two symmetrical edges, identifying 

whether or not they had a permanently designated true and false edge is not possible. Unless some 

design feature dictated the way in which it must be worn (and it is possible that such features may 

once have been present on some swords and are now lost), these two edges could vary depending on 

the way in which the sword was placed each time in its scabbard. Thus, only when such design 

features are in evidence are swords documented as having a designated true and false edge. For 

sword and daggers with two edges, damage is recorded as being on the right or left edge (or, in the 

case of single-edged specimens, the edge, the spine, or the back edge). This was recorded in 

reference to a defining characteristic of the sword either facing up or downward, and the blade 

facing to the left.   18

There is no previously set terminology for parts of staff weapons which encompasses all styles. For 

the purposes of this study it is expedient to adopt generic terms which apply to all of the staff 

weapons examined. As no damage was found on the staffs, it is not featured in the dataset. The first 

segment is ‘Socket/Langets’, referring to the area where the head is joined to the staff, and the 

langets which secure it in place. The next three categories are the lower, middle, and upper portions 

of the head, followed by the top portion of the cutting edge and finally the top spike (Fig. 2.2). 

Damage on staff weapons is recorded as being at the front or rear of one of these locations. Front 

always refers to the side with the primary edged surface.  With armour being composed of so many 19

varied parts, there is no way to come up with a uniform way of marking locations on all pieces. 

Thus, locations of damage on armour are given from the perspective of the wearer, and in reference 

to some notable characteristic on the surface such as a stamp, label, or decorative feature. 

 For two examples, see Vadi, De Arte (trans. Windsor), fol. 5r and Lecküchner, Swordsmanship, p. 131.18

 Anglo, Martial Arts, p. 153. To specify, while a few instances of damage were found on the langets of staff weapons, 19

none was found on the wooden staff itself. 
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Fig. 2.2. 
General parts 
of a staff 
weapon. 
Drawing by 
author. 

Where there were sufficient numbers, object groups were divided into sub-groups by date, status, 

and whether or not they formed part of the control group. Some additional sub-groups were also 

added for particular object groups as appropriate. Sub-groups will not be discussed unless they 

contain at least three objects. Specimens from each object group were also highlighted for further 

discussion. Interpretations of the damage are largely based upon the author’s experimentation on the 

trajectory that a weapon, and the object that it contacted with, would have had to travel for their 

impact to leave such a mark, as well as the possible actions that could have taken place after 

contact. This was further informed by examining sharpened weapons used by modern HEMA 

practitioners when conducting two-person drills or sparring. In some cases, the author was present 

for the sessions in which the damage was made, providing a useful guide to the types of damage left 

by various techniques.  20

Dates listed for each object are generally those proposed by the institution in which they are kept. 

However, care must be taken in the degree of confidence one can have in some datings. Sometimes 

the datings provided are generic categories used in the cataloguing system of a museum, giving a 

much broader date range than may actually be merited for the object. One such example is Leeds, 

Royal Armouries, X.8, a ballock dagger with a given date of 1471-99. This is a generic date 

category generated by the cataloguing system, and the dagger is just as likely to date from earlier or 

later than this.  Lacking any features to assign a more specific date, it is perhaps safer to date this 21

piece simply to the later part of the fifteenth century. In other cases, the dates provided are regarded 

today as inaccurate but have not been updated in records. London, Museum of London, A2554, for 

example, is another ballock dagger which, though dated to the late fouteenth century, is more 

consistent with the style of English daggers found in large numbers on the Mary Rose. This places 

 Only two sources permitted access to their sharp practice weapons, as many practitioners, like their medieval  20

forebears, maintain their weapons by regularly grinding and resharpening blades to prevent damage from interfering  
with their techniques or the overall functionality of the weapon.

 Conversation with Guy Wilson, former Master of the Armouries, Royal Armouries Museum. 21
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this dagger more likely in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century.  Where such doubts on 22

dating were found, the author mentions both the date provided by the institution, an explanation for 

why this could be in doubt, and the proposes and alternate one. 

The status sub-group merits further explanation. Weapons of a particularly high degree of 

craftsmanship, especially if they exhibit embellishments such as engraving, etching, or gilding, 

were labelled as high-status objects. The quality of these objects implies that the owner was 

probably of a particularly high status themselves to be capable of affording such a piece. Those 

objects which do not fulfil these criteria were labelled as other-status objects. It should be pointed 

out that this was an artificial division created by the author in an attempt to identify any discernible 

difference in damage patterns, and by extension in use, on those weapons most likely to have been 

used by the upper classes of society; those most likely to have access to the fencing treatises and 

specialised martial arts training. 

Graphs illustrate the damage totals observed. However, conclusions were also formulated through 

comparing the overall damage patterns and concentrations on each individual object, for which 

reason the full catalogue of object source damage can be found in Dataset A.2. Damage will not be 

tabulated and graphed by individual instances on each weapon. Since the amount of damage on 

each weapon is arbitrary, this would result in a single weapon with more damage overshadowing 

several with less. As a solution, the total instances of a given damage type on each part of an object 

are recorded a single instance. For example, a blade with three notches of the same type in the 

strong, two in the middle, and one in the weak, would be tallied with one for each of these parts. 

While not a perfect system, it will enable a view of general occurrence of damage, rather than 

arbitrary totals of individual notches and cuts. The detailed descriptions of damage on individual 

objects can be found on their record sheets in Dataset A.1. 

The typology of swords developed by Ewart Oakeshott will not be used when categorising swords 

in the dataset. Devised as an extension to the typology of early medieval swords created by Behmer 

and Petersen, Oakeshott based his system more on blade characteristics rather than hilts or scabbard 

fittings (the common practice previously). The typology covers swords dating from the twelfth 

 Conversation with Guy Wilson, former Master of the Armouries, Royal Armouries Museum; Maggie Richards, 22

Alexzandra Hildred, and Guy Wilson, ’Ballock Daggers’, Weapons of Warre: The Armaments of the Mary Rose Vol. 3, 
ed. Alexzandra Hildred (Portsmouth: Mary Rose Trust, 2011), pp. 777, 783.
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century through the fifteenth. His dating is based on depictions found in artwork and specimens 

recovered from archaeological sites with a clear indication of the date of deposit. There are twenty-

two types in all, ranging from Type X to Type XXII with several sub-types within some groups. 

Although his typology has become a convenient shorthand, in many respects it proves an 

inconsistent means of grouping swords together, often with specimens of varying date or design 

being placed together simply due to one or two common features.  23

By Oakeshott’s own admission, the typology is in some areas imprecise. Sometimes certain design 

characteristics, first appearing at an earlier period, show up again in blades a century or more later. 

Although swords within each type are generally consistent in dating, outliers can be found as well. 

One example is his grouping into the same Type XVIII category a sword in Vienna’s 

Kunsthistoriches Museum which is reliably dated to circa 1500 with one held at the Nationalmuseet 

in Copenhagen with only a vaguely similar blade design that is dated to the first half of the fifteenth 

century.  Some swords within a type bear little resemblance to others in the group, even when 24

looking at features they supposedly share. Using Type XVIII once again as an example, while the 

two swords previously mentioned have similar blades that are characteristic of the type (diamond 

section with a sharp taper to the point), other specimens placed in this category include one with a 

blade of flattened hexagonal section and another with a hollow ground blade with a pronounced 

central ridge. It is the author’s opinion that this typology is too inconsistent to be a useful means of 

categorising swords.  25

Challenges 

Three major considerations need to be addressed when identifying damage. First, how can one 

distinguish damage from use and damage resulting from decay? Second, how can one be confident 

that damage was the result of edged weapons as opposed to weapons not covered by this study, or 

even of actions not related to combat such as manufacturing marks or quality testing? Finally, how 

can damage be confirmed as contemporary with the object’s working life, as opposed to occurring 

due to the actions of subsequent owners?  

 Oakeshott, Archaeology, p. 202. 23

 Ewart Oakeshott, The Sword in the Age of Chivalry (London: Lutterworth, 1964), pp. 17-18; Oakeshott, Records, pp. 24

181, 184. The Kunsthistoriches Museum sword is A.456W, made for Philip the Handsome. The object number of the 
Nationalmuseet sword was not listed by Oakeshott.

 Oakeshott, Records, pp. 171, 174, 176.25
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The first question is easier to address. Compared to damage resulting from rust and decay, damage 

consistent with use tends to be more geometrically distinctive. Notches are typically sharply 

triangular or smoothly rounded, and cuts into surface are distinctly straight and tend to have a 

wedge or triangular section consistent with having been caused by impact with an edge. Material 

decay, conversely, is typically more jagged and lacks a clear geometric pattern (Fig. 2.3).  

 
Fig. 2.3. Sharp contrast between triangular notch and 
surrounding corrosion. (PF 1923, Sword, c.1350, private 
collection). Photo by author.  

As for the second matter, distinguishing damage caused by edged weapons as opposed to other 

weapons or actions involved a mixture of processes. At the most general level, damage was only 

recorded if it was found on the blade of an edged weapon—which could provide some insight into 

how that and similar blades were used—and, in the case of elements of armour, if the damage 

generally appeared to have resulted from the impact of an edge or point as opposed to a blunt 

surface. Conclusions from experiments conducted by the research team of the Towton mass grave 

connecting variously shaped puncture wounds on the skeletal remains provided a solid interpretive 

foundation to distinguish those punctures most likely to be caused by swords, daggers, and staff 

weapons from those caused by projectiles such as arrows or crossbow bolts.  The difference in 26

shape, combined with the low likelihood of such projectiles penetrating portions of plate armour 

(most such punctures were located on helmets, where the armour was quite thick), allowed for these 

to be identified and filtered out of the dataset with confidence. Lastly, the possibility that some 

damage to armour could either have been the result of manufacturing marks or proofing is unlikely 

for two reasons. First, both practices seem to have been far less common, if existent at all, prior to 

the sixteenth century. But perhaps more importantly, the locations and shapes of damage points give 

no suggestion of being placed in an orderly fashion for reference or demonstration of quality; they 

are too erratic to give any indication of being inflicted intentionally by the maker or wearer.  

 Novak, ‘Battle-related’, pp. 91, 97-926
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The third matter poses a greater difficulty. There is currently no means to determine the dating of 

damage to metal. There is always the possibility that, rather than originating from use in combat 

during the time the specimen was used for war, damage could have been the result of later activity. 

Armour or weapons could have been accidentally struck against surfaces, leaving some form of 

mark on the surface, centuries after its working life while it resides in a museum. There is also the 

possibility that later custodians succumbed to the temptation to make use of them in mock combats, 

reenactments, or performances, resulting in damage consistent with combat use but dating to far 

later. The author was told several anecdotes by collections staff in which objects had been used in 

this way in the past.   27

There are three ways in which this issue has been addressed. Firstly, some fencing treatises specify 

which parts of a weapon are to be used for various purposes. If these conventions were widely 

known and accepted, it would stand to reason that most damage would be concentrated in these 

areas. However, this cannot be solely relied upon, as there is no guarantee that a weapon’s original 

user had been comprehensively trained in its use, nor can even a trained combatant reliably bring 

their weapon to bear in exactly the correct way every time, especially in the heat of earnest combat. 

The second way involves identifying objects whose condition or provenance precludes the 

opportunity for damage to have been inflicted after its working life. Objects in fragile condition are 

less likely to have aroused the temptation in later owners to wield them. Alternatively, an object’s 

provenance could be such that later tampering would have been less likely to occur. These objects 

thus form a control group. If the damage found on them is consistent with that found on other 

objects, a stronger case can be made to regard that on the latter group as contemporary with the 

object’s working life as well. Finally, although it must be accepted that some damage may have 

been inflicted after an object’s working life, this should not be taken as a common occurrence. By 

surveying as many objects as possible, trends in the types and locations of damage will emerge and 

anomalies will be more readily identified. If an overwhelming majority of damage shares common 

features, it becomes more difficult reasonably to attribute all such occurrences to later tampering.  

The Control Group 

The control group which will be used to test the authenticity of damage on object sources totals 

thirty-six objects (eighteen swords, twelve daggers, two staff weapons, three helmets, and one 

 Conversations with Olivier Renaudeau (Curator, Musée de L’Armée, Paris) and Guy Wilson (Former Master of the 27

Armouries, Royal Armouries Museum, Leeds).
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breastplate). They are drawn from two overall groups. The first are those in a decayed condition 

such that they are too fragile to be usable. The majority of control group objects, twenty-seven in 

all, come from this group. The remaining nine objects possess some sort of special provenance. The 

first batch of such objects are held at the Vienna Civic Armoury. Although the Zeughaus itself was 

constructed in the sixteenth century, the maintenance of an arsenal to equip the citizen militia goes 

back further. A pair of late fifteenth-century longswords were found there, as well as a halberd of 

the same period. A sallet and the sole breastplate in the dataset are kept here as well, probably 

deposited in the arsenal by the wealthy Viennese furrier Jörg Strasser in 1504.  28

Next is a mid-fifteenth-century arming sword from the Musée de L’Armée that is part of the 

‘Castillon Group’. This group of eighty swords was discovered in the River Dordogne in the 1970s, 

apparently housed in a pair of casks found in a sunken barge. Oakeshott divided the swords into 

three groups labelled A through C. Despite Thomas listing it as a Group C sword, this piece better 

fits the characteristics of a Group B sword with its long, narrow blade, fish-tail style pommel, and 

quillons that swell at the tips. The circumstances under which they were deposited in the river 

remain a mystery, although theories range from a shipment of arms to the English prior to the Battle 

of Castillon in 1453 to weapons gathered from the field after the same conflict had ended. Being 

found in the recent past, even though some were in very good condition, the likelihood that their 

most recent owners would have allowed them to be struck or damaged is small. This is particularly 

true of the Musée de L’Armée piece, which is in a decayed state.  The last special provenance 29

weapons are three swords from the ‘Alexandria group’. This group of around 170 swords of 

primarily Italian manufacture bear Arabic inscriptions stating that they were deposited in the Hall of 

Victories in Alexandria between 1365 and 1437. After the Ottoman conquest of Egypt in 1517, they 

were transported from Alexandria to the Imperial Arsenal at Hagia Irene in Constantinople. Many 

 Vienna, Wien Museum, Catalogue, entry 126701, 126723. The longswords are 126004 and 126005. The halberd is 28

126011.

 Paris, Musée de L’Armée, Collection Record for J PO 21952; Ewart Oakeshott, ‘Further notes on a River-Find of 29

15th Century Swords’, The First Park Lane Arms Fair (London: The Hillingdon Press, 1984), pp. 7-9; Ewart Oakeshott, 
‘The Swords of Castillon’, The Tenth Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerings, 1993), pp. 7-9; Clive Thomas, 
‘Additional notes on the Swords of Castillon’, The Spring 2012 London Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerings, 
2012), pp. 49, 59.
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remain in the Army Museum in Istanbul today, however a number have since the mid-nineteenth 

century made their way into other museums and private collections.   30

The first of these is a late fourteenth-century arming sword in a private collection bearing an 

inscription dating its deposition to 1367. Its blade markings, concentric circles and a reversed letter 

P, suggest it is of Italian make. It was likely a diplomatic gift from the Cypriotes to the Sultan as 

part of the treaty following an earlier attack on Alexandria. The second is a longsword housed at the 

Metropolitan Museum in New York. It too is of Italian make, and its inscription states that it was 

deposited at Alexandria in 1419, making it likely a diplomatic gift as part of peace negotiations 

which took place between King Janus of Cyprus and Sultan Shaykh al-Mahmudi. The final sword is 

a late fourteenth-century longsword in the Royal Armouries collection at Leeds. Though the 

inscription gives no date, its style suggests a deposition into the Arsenal, again as a diplomatic gift, 

between 1400 and 1401. Unlike the other two, the marks on this blade identify it as being of 

German make, probably from the workshops at Passau.  31

Types of Damage 
Fifteen distinct types of damage were identified which can be grouped into six categories. The first 

category is shifts in the angle of the blade (Fig. 2.4). Rather than resulting from use, they are the 

result of ongoing maintenance to the blade; grinding to remove damage or repeated honing of the 

edge. Within some angle shifts, traces of the notch which the owner was attempting to eliminate are 

still visible. While these give no indication as to the actions which resulted in the damage, they 

highlight areas of the blade which received the most abuse. 

 A.F.C. De Cosson, ‘European Swords with Arabic Inscriptions from the Armoury of Alexandria’, Bulletin de la 30

Société Royale d’Archéologie d’Alexandrie 31 (1937): 21-4; D.G. Alexander, ‘European Swords in the Collections of 
Istanbul Part I: Swords from the Arsenal of Alexandria’, Waffen-und Kostümkunde 2 (1985): 81; David Oliver, ‘Some 
European Knightly Swords from the Arsenal of Alexandria’, The Sixteenth Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerings, 
1999), pp. 13-14; Clive Thomas, ‘A Distinctive Group of Swords from the Arsenal of Alexandria’, The Twentieth 
London Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerings, 2003), pp. 33, 40; Clive Thomas, ‘“King of Emirs”: Pious donations 
of European swords to the Arsenal of Alexandria during the time of the Viceroy Sayf al-din Aristay’, The Spring 2011 
London Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerigns, 2011), p. 15.

 London, Peter Finer, Stock Catalogue for 2373; New York, Metropolitan Museum, 29.150.143; Leeds, Royal 31

Armouries, IX.915; Alexander, ‘European Swords’, pp. 82, 90; De Cosson, ‘Arabic Inscriptions’, p. 11; Thomas, 
‘Distinctive Group’, pp. 30-1, 40; Thomas, ‘King of Emirs’, pp. 16, 26.
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Fig. 2.4. Examples of blade angle 
shifts. A) Leeds, Royal Armouries, 
VII.1670, Pollaxe, fifteenth century 
(Photo by author); B) Modern sharp 
sword owned by Ingo Petri (Photo 
courtesy of Ingo Petri).  

Next comes rolled edges (Fig. 2.5). Rather than an indentation made into the blade, a portion of the 

edge has deformed such that it is bent back in one or more directions. Rolled edges can show up as 

small ripples in the blade or as larger portions of the edge bent back. They could result from blades 

striking something of sufficient hardness to warp the steel, the edge being struck at such an angle 

that it deforms rather than notches, or of a strike executed without proper blade alignment which 

made the edge catch rather than passing smoothly through the target. A corroboration of the first 

and last of these possibilities comes from a rather unlikely source. While examining modern sharp 

practice weapons owned by historical fencing specialist Guy Windsor, he showed me a kitchen 

knife with a stainless steel blade that, after chopping off a protruding bone from a leg of lamb, 

developed a rolled edge similar to many that were documented in the original objects. While not 

conclusive evidence explaining every instance of rolled edges, it is an interesting case of a 

characteristic damage type being directly linked to a particular action.  

 

Fig. 2.5. Examples of rolled edges. A) Paris, Musée de Cluny, 11818, Sword, late fifteenth century; B) Nuremberg, German National 
Museum, W1765, Sword, mid-fourteenth century; C) Modern stainless steel kitchen knife of Guy Windsor after cutting through a 
lamb bone. All photos by author.  

The third group consists of broken off pieces or signs of repair (Fig. 2.6). Only broken blade tips 

were recorded amongst the objects examined. While the exact actions that resulted in a break or 

repair cannot be deduced, it indicates the considerable wear that could be placed upon that part of 

the blade. The fourth group is triangular notches. Within this group there are four sub-groups: 

A B C

A B
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notches that resemble equilateral or isosceles triangles (pointing perpendicularly into the edge), the 

same but with a rolled edge, triangular notches with points angled off centre, and the same with a 

rolled edge. The same sub-groups apply to the fifth group, composed of rounded notches (Fig. 2.7). 

Fig. 2.6. Repair of a broken sword tip (Paris, Musée de L’Armée, J PO 1962, Two 
Handed Sword, 1470-1500). Photo by author. 

 

Fig. 2.7. Examples of triangular and rounded notches. A) Triangular notch (Paris, Musée de L’Armée, K PO 468, Vouge, late 
fifteenth century); B) Triangular notch with rolled edge (New York, Metropolitan Museum, 1984.73, Falchion, 1490-1500); C) 
Angled triangular notch (Nuremberg, German National Museum, W1765, Sword, mid-fourteenth century); D) Angled triangular 
notch on a modern sharp sword owned by Ingo Petri (Photo courtesy of Ingo Petri); E) Round notch (Leeds, Royal Armouries, X.6, 
Rondel Dagger, 1400-30); F) Round notch with rolled edge (PF 2373, private collection, Sword, late fourteenth century); G) Angled 
round notch (Paris, Musée de L’Armée, J PO 21952, Sword, c.1450); H) Rounded notch formed by a winding action from the bind 
on modern machete owned by Guy Windsor. All photos by the author unless otherwise specified.  

Both of these notch types are the result of two edges impacting against each other. Triangular 

notches could have occurred in two cases: the edges biting into one another and then disengaging 

without much movement of either while bound or, upon contact, one or both blades sliding off of 

one another. The latter action would be probably create triangular notches with rolled edges. Such 

techniques can be found in several treatises; in the Liechtenauer tradition it forms part of a group of 

A B C D

E F G H
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techniques known as zucken or ‘pulling’.  Rounded edges seem to be the result of the one blade 32

twisting against the other while bound, with the result that a divot is scooped out of the steel. This 

action appears in several fencing treatises, particularly those forming part of the Liechtenauer 

tradition where it is known as winden or ‘winding’. Twisting the blade allowed the fencer to switch 

their angle of attack. Round notches could also result from impact with a surface without a 

triangular edge profile that was nonetheless thin enough to leave a notch rather than simply rolling 

the edge.  33

Explanations for angled notches depend on their location and the direction in which they are angled. 

Although there are cases where a notch is in such a location that it must be described in its own 

peculiar manner, generally they are designated as being angled either towards the tip (the tip of the 

blade for swords and daggers, and the tip of the top spike for staff weapons), or towards the guard 

(for swords and daggers) or base (for staff weapons). Notches angled towards the tip generally 

indicate that the weapon was either descending and met with an ascending weapon, or vice versa.  

In some cases, however, both weapons could have been descending, and one could have struck the 

other from above. Far more actions could result in notches angled towards the guard (or base). In 

some cases two descending or horizontally travelling weapons might collide. In other cases, a 

descending blade could impact against an ascending one, or vice versa, which could create a guard-

angled notch depending on the position of the blades and which edges impacted. There are certain 

actions and techniques which would produce exceptions to these rules, but this is a useful guide 

from which to build an interpretation.  

The final group is composed of cuts and gouges (Fig. 2.8). These are typically found on the flats 

and spines of blades, on the sockets or langets of staff weapons, and on surfaces of armour. This 

group has one subgroup: where the cut is accompanied by an additional characteristic such as a 

rolled edge, dent, or puncture. Cuts are the result of a sharp edge striking an unsharpened surface. A 

rolled edge here again indicates an impact at a non-perpendicular angle, and can serve as evidence 

for the likely trajectory of the strike. Dents can indicate that an attack was made with more strength 

than a simple slice or light strike, and a puncture is a sign that the attack which caused it was more 

of a thrust than a strike. 

 Examples of glancing parries and other techniques involving the swords sliding along each other can be found in the  32

Getty Fiore fol. 26r and Ringeck, Secrets, pp. 107-9. 

 For an explanation of the principle of winding in the treatises, see Lecküchner, Swordsmanship, p. 422 and Ringeck,  33

Secrets, p. 26.
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Fig.2.8. Examples of cuts. A) Cut (Florence, Museo Stibbert, 16855, Skullcap, late fifteenth century); B) Cut with dent (Paris, Musée  
de L’Armée, PO 656, Sallet, c.1450); C) Cut on modern sharp sword blade owned by Ingo Petri (Photo courtesy of Ingo Petri). All 
photos by author unless otherwise specified.                                                         

Results 

Swords 

Arming Swords 

For arming swords (Fig. 2.9), damage is mainly confined to the blade, particularly upper and lower 

parts of the middle bordering the weak and strong. Although no fencing treatise specifically advises 

use of the arming sword in this manner (either alone or paired with a shield or buckler), the 

illustrations support this damage distribution; most binds are made with the middle and strong, and 

most strikes are made with the middle and weak (Fig. 2.10). Damage to the lower middle and strong 

is probably defensive (parrying an incoming attack or binding an opposing weapon) and damage to 

the upper middle and weak is probably offensive (striking a target or an attack parried by the target). 

A greater number of rolled edges and angle shifts at the middle and weak suggests that these parts 

were prone to more abuse, being exposed to wear both in attack and as it is parried during a target’s 

defense. One instance of damage was found on the flat (at the weak), perhaps the result of the blade 

being parried while attacking. Likewise, only a single instance of damage, a cut, is found on a 

guard, suggesting that single-handed sword combat did not often result in blades impacting the 

guard (or at least hard enough to leave marks). It is also interesting that notches with rolled edges 

seem to occur most often at the strong and weak. Being the locations best suited for defence and 

attack respectively, winding or off-angle impacts resulting in the metal being folded over in one 

direction or another would be more likely to occur here.  

A B C
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 Fig. 2.10. Single-handed use of different part of the blade in the fencing treatises. A) Bind with strong from the Getty Fiore, fol. 33v 
(Italian, c.1409, Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program); B) Strike with middle from the Munich Talhoffer, fol. 
122r (German, 1467, Image available through Creative Commons). 

Most arming swords exhibit a greater concentration of damage on a single side, implying 

designated true and false edge even if it is not currently apparent. Fortunately, two arming swords 

have hilt designs which dictate the way in which it would be worn and, by extension, designate  

fixed true and false edges. One, with the exception of a single notch on the flat, is damaged on the 

true edge alone.  The other is even more interesting, as the true edge damage is entirely confined to 34

the middle and weak, while that on the false edge is entirely at the strong.  While true edge damage 35

is likely to be a mix of defensive and offensive depending on the location, false edge damage at the 

strong is primarily defensive. This is supported by Lecküchner, whose treatise frequently depicts 

receiving attacks on the back edge (Fig. 2.11). Although these techniques are shown with the 

falchion, it was understood by many masters that techniques of one weapon could be applied to the 

other, the sixteenth-century master Joachim Meyer calling the falchion ‘an origin and basis for all 

 Paris, Musée de Cluny, 11818, which has decoration on only one side of the hilt, indicating that that side would face  34

outward when worn.

 Florence, Museo Stibbert, 2182, which possesses quillons which protrude at an angle on one side for added hand  35

protection and thus can only be held in one manner.

Fig. 2.9. Arming Swords (23 Objects)
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weapons that are used with one hand.’  The centre of percussion was determined for an Italian 36

arming sword from the end of the fifteenth century using the rotation test.  Over half of the sword’s 37

twenty-three damage points are in the vicinity of this point on both sides of the blade. This would 

seem to be a strong endorsement for intentionally trying to utilise this point when striking, much of 

the damage present probably occurring when these attacks were parried by the target. That this 

sword is also a high status piece might imply specialist training by the owner. 

Fig 2.11. Bind with the back edge from 
Lecküchner, fol. 42v (German, 1482, 
Image available through Creative 
Commons). 

When dividing the arming 

swords into sub-groups by 

date (Fig. 2.12), damage 

distribution across blade parts 

varies. Fourteenth-century 

damage is restricted largely to the lower middle and strong. That from the early and late fifteenth 

century is spread throughout all parts with a slight concentration towards the middle. Mid-fifteenth 

century damage is found primarily at the strong and weak, whereas late fifteenth-century pieces 

show damage spread all over. This contrasts with the fencing treatises, in which there is no 

perceivable variance in technique in the 150-year period covered here. It is tempting to suggest that 

these trends imply some shift in technique from the late fourteenth century through the fifteenth; 

perhaps a gradual move away from a strike dominated style to one favouring strike and thrust 

equally. However, the number of weapons in each date sub-group is too small for solid conclusions 

to be drawn. 

There appears to be no significant difference in damage patterns between high-status and other-

status weapons (Fig. 2.13). For arming swords, despite the specialist training available to high-

status individuals, there may have been no significant difference in the way the weapon was used as 

 Joachim Meyer, The Art of Combat: A German Martial Arts Treatise of 1570, ed. Jeffrey Forgeng (London:  36

Greenhill Books, 2015), p. 121.

 Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum, W1877. 37
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could be noticed by damage patterns. That is to say, certain techniques concerning body and weapon 

manipulation may have distinguished formally trained individuals from those without such training, 

but certain key points such as ways in which specific parts of the weapon were employed may not 

have differed in any meaningful way. Some contrasts can be observed between control group 

swords and others (Fig. 2.14). Most notable is the low occurrence of damage on individual control 

group swords, what damage there is occurring chiefly at the lower middle and strong. Non-control 

group swords have more damage per blade, which is more widely spread throughout. There is also 

less of a variety of damage types on control group swords. However, apart from these general 

Fig. 2.12. Arming Swords by Date - Late 14c (6)
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Fig. 2.13. Arming Swords by Status - High (7)
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patterns, the small size of the control group does not necessarily allow for more specific 

conclusions. Overall, the differences are not so extreme as to merit calling any of the non-control 

group damage into question. 

Case Study: ‘Alexandria Group’ Sword, Italian, Late 14th Century (PF 2373, Private Coll.) 

Fig. 2.15. PF 2373, Sword, late fourteenth century, private collection. All photos by author. 

The presence of most damage on the right edge suggests that this may have been designated as the 

true edge (Fig. 2.15). Points 1-3 are round notches with the edge rolled up. If it served as the true 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig. 2.14. Arming Swords - Control Group (9)
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edge, this would indicate that the blade was either held upward and impacted off-angle against 

another travelling from the wielder’s left, or downward and impacted off-angle against another 

travelling from the wielder’s right. They are most likely defensive, parrying or binding an opposing 

weapon.  Point 4 is a triangular notch angled towards the guard. If both combatants were on the 

same level, then the edges would have met with both travelling either in sideways or descending 

strikes. If the wielder of this sword were mounted, however, and attacking or defending against 

someone on the ground, then their blow could have been ascending and met the opposing blade as it 

was travelling sideways. That this notch is at the weak suggests that this sword was on the 

offensive. Points 5-7 are triangular notches. It is difficult to interpret their possible trajectories. The 

location for all three could imply that the wielder attacked and was parried, which would show both 

true and false edge attacks being made, but for certain in all three cases the blades disengaged soon 

after impact rather than staying bound and winding. Being part of the control group, the damage on 

this sword can be safely regarded as being contemporary with the weapon’s working life. 

Longswords  

Damage distribution on longswords is generally equal throughout the blade (Fig. 2.16). Some 

individual longswords, however, do show concentrations either in one or two particular areas. The 

longsword group contains the largest amount of hilt damage, all of which is to the quillons with the 

exception of one cut to the grip. This suggests that the longsword techniques brought opposing 

blades in contact with the guard more often, or at least harder, than those with arming swords. 

Treatise sources corroborate this point as well, since many techniques either involve binding an 

opposing blade against the hilt to make an opening for an attack or to gain leverage over it. ‘Murder 

strikes’ also involve both hands on the blade with the hilt being used as an axe to strike or hook an 

opponent or their weapon (Fig. 2.17). Rounded notches stand out as the dominant type of damage 

both in general and across each blade part, followed by triangular ones. Damage to the flat of the 

blade is found only on a single sword, all at the weak.  38

 Paris, Musée de Cluny, 11829. An indication of the blade being beaten away.38

Fig. 2.16. Longswords (28)
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Fig. 2.17. Two-handed use of different parts of the blade in the fencing treatises. A) Murder strike and parry at the middle from the 
Munich Talhoffer, fol. 20r (German, 1467, Image available through Creative Commons); B) Bind with hilt at the strong from the 
Getty Fiore, fol. 26r (Italian, c.1409, Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program); C) Strike with the weak from Die 
Blume des Kampfes, fol. 198r (German, 1420-28, Public Domain Image). 

Most longswords exhibit more damage to one edge, again suggesting that there was a designated 

true and false edge even if it is not currently apparent. There also appears to be a pattern of damage 

on one side being more abundant on the upper parts, with that on the other edge primarily found on 

the lower parts. The side with the lower damage could be the true edge, since binds with the true 

edge strong are common enough. However, given the treatises’ frequent mention of false edge 

parrying and binding, the edge with more upper blade damage could the true edge. Upper edge 

damage on the presumed false edge, then, could be interpreted as being from false edge strikes, 

which are also frequently mentioned in the treatises (Fig. 2.18). Three longswords possess hilts 

which designate a true edge by the way they would be worn. Two are Danish ring-guard two-

handed swords from the end of the fifteenth century.  The third is the famous ‘writhen hilted’ 39

sword in the Royal Armouries collection in Leeds.  While the unlabelled Danish sword conforms 40

to the pattern of having most damage on the true edge, with false edge damage focused on the 

strong, the other two show damage throughout the middle and into the lower weak on both sides. 

Treatise sources depict plenty of strikes and binds involving the middle of the false edge as well, 

which could explain the presence of such damage (Fig. 2.19). 

 Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 787 and an unlabelled two-handed sword, both with ring guards that can only be held  39

in one manner to allow the hands to be protected.

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, IX.949, where the pommel is shaped with one of the twisted rods protruding in such a way  40

as to require that side to be facing outward when worn.
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Fig. 2.18.  Parries with the true and false edges in the fencing treatises. A) True edge parry at the strong from Vadi, fol. 26v (Italian, 
late fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons); B) False edge parry at strong from the Cluny Fechtbuch, fol.56v 
(German, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image). 

Fig. 2.19. False edge strike with the middle from Kunste zu 
ritterlicher Were, fol. 7r. (German, late fifteenth century, Image 
available by Creative Commons). 

The centres of percussion were identified on four 

longswords. The first three were calculated by the 

rotation test.  The fourth was listed by Clive 41

Thomas in a catalogue entry published in Park 

Lane Arms Fair.  All save for W910, a late 42

fifteenth-century piece, are from the late 

fourteenth to early fifteenth century. With the exception of IX.915, all have damage in the vicinity 

of the centre of percussion, probably the result of these attacks  parried by the target. Only one, 

W910, has damage in this area on both sides of the blade. This sword is also the only high-status 

weapon of the four. Damage being centred around this area would indicate intentional use of this 

point for striking, and that training for this may not have been entirely restricted to high-status 

combatants.   43

 Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum, W910, W1846, and W1877.41

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, IX.915. See Thomas, ‘King of Emirs’, p. 26.42

 The four high-status swords, respectively, are Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum W892, W910, W1846, and  43

Leeds, Royal Armouries, IX.915

A B
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Divided by date (Fig. 2.20), there were not enough longswords from the mid-fifteenth century to be 

examined further. Given the small size of the fourteenth-century sub-group, it is uncertain as to 

whether the comparative lack of damage to the weak is indicative of a trend. In all, although the 

graphs show differing concentrations, when comparing the damage patterns across individual 

objects there seems to be no discernible difference in damage patterns by date; suggesting that use 

did not shift in any significant way in the period being examined. The treatises seem to support the 

notion of consistency of technique across the date sub-groups. Masters of the Liechtenauer tradition 

even into the sixteenth century taught a longsword system based on teachings codified in the 

fourteenth century. Likewise, although not acknowledged,  Vadi’s De Arte Gladiatoria Dimicandi of 

the 1480s borrows heavily from the teachings of Fiore, who wrote his works some eighty years 

earlier. There appears to be little difference in distribution between the high and other status sub-

groups (Fig. 2.21). The same types of damage are generally found in both groups in the close to 

similar proportions.  The same can be said for control group longswords compared to the others 

(Fig. 2.22). This result lends greater credibility to all of the damage found on the non-control group 

longswords as well. 

Fig. 2.20. Longswords by Date - 14c (3)
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Case Study: Longsword, German, Late 15th Century (Vienna Civic Armoury, HMW 126004) 

With the right edge exhibiting all of the blade damage (Fig. 2.23), it is likely to have been the true 

edge. Point 1 strongly resembles the round divot from the modern machete which was the result of a 

winding technique. This, combined with its location at a point that would have been parrying an 

attack, suggests that this notch was defensive and made from one or both blades winding against 

each other while in contact. Point 2 is a triangular notch angled towards the guard, implying contact 

with the opposing blade while both were travelling downwards or sideways. Point 3, a triangular 

notch, has more rounded edges which suggests some movement of the blades together before 

disengaging. The same can be said for Point 2. Both at the strong, they are probably defensive. 

Point 4 is a combination of jagged round notches with a slight angle shift as well. This, combined 

with the location, would be an indication of damage and edge wear from successful strikes. Points 5 

Fig. 2.22. Longswords - Control Group (7)
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and 6 being on the false edge quillon indicates that the opposing blade struck each time while this 

edge was being brought to bear, either in defence or offence.  

Fig. 2.23. HMW 126004, Sword, late fifteenth century, Vienna Civic Armoury. All photos by author.  

Falchions 

Damage on falchions (Fig. 2.24) shows a greater concentration at the middle. No hilt damage was 

found in this weapon group. The trend of triangular and round notches being found most frequently 

persists, both overall and in each part. Damage is mainly found on the primary edge, with damage 

to the back edge chiefly found at the weak and middle (which is often sharpened as well). Some 

damage to the back edge was also found on the thick spine at the strong. Middle and weak strikes 

made by both the true and false edges are well documented in the treatises covering falchion use. 

Binds are also frequently shown which use the middle and strong part of the false edge. This either 

is a parry or a binding of an opposing weapon. (Fig. 2.25). No centres of percussion were identified 

for falchions.  

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Fig. 2.25. Falchion use of different part of the blade in the fencing treatises. A) True edge strike with middle/weak parried with 
middle true edge from the Munich Talhoffer, fol. 113v (German, 1467, Creative Commons Image); B) False edge bind with strong 
and false edge strike with weak from Kunste zu ritterlicher Were, fol. 19r. (German, late fifteenth century, Creative Commons 
Image). 

The only sub-groups with sufficient numbers to merit highlighting were those based on status (Fig. 

2.26). High-status falchions show both a larger amount and variety of damage. This sub-group also 

exhibited a greater amount of damage to the sharpened portion of the back edge (at the weak and 

middle), perhaps indicating more specialist training in executing less intuitive false edge attacks. 

One would have expected high-status weapons to show less damage, if only because of a greater 

likelihood of them being more rigorously maintained. While the patterns may not necessarily 

suggest difference by status in technique, they could indicate high-status pieces being used more 

frequently. As there were no control-group falchions examined, comparison with non-control group 

specimens was not possible. 

Fig. 2.24. Falchions (8)
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Case Study: Falchion of Maximilian I, Late 15th Century (Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet 4580) 

Fig.2.27. CopNM 4580, Falchion, late fifteenth century, Copenhagen Nationalmuseet. Photos by author. 

This falchion was said to have been presented to the Danish Royal Family by Emperor Maximilian 

I; this combined with its design making it a weapon of very high status (Fig. 2.27). Point 1 is a 

series of five small cuts which indicate repeated contact with another blade. Points 2-4 are rounded 

notches with the edges rolled up. While 2 and 3 seem to be simply from the blades meeting slightly 
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off-angle, Point 4 could be the result of a winding technique. These damage points being at the 

strong and lower middle suggests they are defensive, either from parries or binds. Point 5 is a rolled 

edge, suggesting either damage from striking a solid target or an attack by the wielder which was 

parried. Point 6 is another rounded notch with a rolled edge, suggesting a slight winding when 

bound to the opposing weapon. The locations of the damage here demonstrate the use of both the 

true and false edge in the manner depicted in the fencing treatises. Furthermore, this being a high-

status piece, it demonstrates knowledge of the principles as described in the treatises by the strata of 

society to which they were normally intended. It is tempting to speculate as to whether or not this 

damage was the result of use by the Danish royal to whom it was gifted, or by Maximilian himself.  

Conclusions 

Arming swords and falchions share many common damage characteristics, including distribution 

and type, adding further credibility to the notion that techniques for one were applicable to the 

other. All three sword types share the most common types of damage—triangular and round notches

—showing these to be the most common damage types for swords overall. All swords exhibit most 

of their damage on blade edges, although the greater amount of hilt damage on longswords was 

likely due to the techniques differing from those of the other two shorter weapons. Both location 

and type of damage can help to form interpretations of the probable actions which caused individual 

damage points. In general, damage found at the lower middle and strong has a higher probability of 

resulting from defensive actions; the wielder parrying an incoming attack or binding an opposing 

weapon. Damage located at the upper middle and weak has a greater likelihood of having resulted 

from offensive actions. In such cases, notches are probably the result of the wielder’s attack being 

parried by an opposing weapon, whereas rolled edges could also have been caused by a successfully 

executed strike in some circumstances. More detailed interpretation than this must be reserved for 

discussion of each individual instance of damage, which will be presented in Dataset A.1.  

Damage to the false edge on all types also indicates that this part was in use along with the true. For 

arming swords and longswords, where edge designation is not always apparent, concentrations of 

damage on one side indicates that a true and false edge was designated, and that their uses were 

distinct. These ideas are all well represented in the treatises. For those swords with a determined 

centre of percussion, that a portion of the damage was found around this point indicates that the 

efficacy of identifying and using it when striking was understood and practised. That damage was 
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found on both sides of the blade in this area shows that, although the body mechanics for false edge 

strikes can vary, the usefulness of this point for strikes using either edge remained constant.  

There appears to be no substantial difference in damage patterns across the date sub-groups where 

these could be examined. This implies no dramatic shifts in the ways in which swords were used in 

the 150 year period being covered. This matches with what is taught in the treatises, which indicate 

no shift in technique with these weapons even into the sixteenth century. It is curious that 

differences in damage patterns between high and other-status weapons was found in falchions, but 

not in arming swords or longswords. Perhaps these contrasting trends are an indication of a 

difference in training with falchions between high-status individuals and lesser men-at-arms or non-

military types. Either this difference did not extend to the double-edged sword types, or any 

differences are not apparent solely through examining damage patterns. Despite some differences 

between control group and other swords amongst the arming swords, the differences were not 

necessarily sufficient to call the non-control group weapons into question. A larger data set would 

be necessary to do this with any certainty. That longswords in both sub-groups appear to agree is 

more reassuring. Although examination of more swords would solidify these conclusions, the data 

at hand gives no cause to regard any of the sword damage as suspect.  

Daggers 

Since, with the exception of hilt design, many daggers share similar overall features regardless of 

type, this group will first be examined in general (Fig. 2.28). All damage is restricted to the blade, 

mostly at the middle and strong. The most common types of damage overall are rounded and 

triangular notches, with cuts found throughout the blade as well. One of these is located on the flat, 

the only such damage to this location in the dagger group. Rolled edges appear less frequently, only 

at the middle and strong. Angle shifts are restricted to the strong and weak.  

Fig. 2.28. Daggers (19)
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Few dagger strikes or slashes are depicted in the treatises; they are used almost exclusively as 

thrusting weapons. This fact implies that blade damage on daggers resulted from defensive actions, 

the dagger having set aside an incoming attack by striking aside the opposing weapon; or offensive 

actions when an opposing weapon struck away the dagger while it was attempting a thrust. Parries 

with a dagger are shown being executed both single handed, usually in a reverse grip, and at times 

with the second hand holding the upper portion of the blade. In both cases, connection with the 

incoming weapon is made with the middle and strong, matching the damage patterns in the dataset. 

As the treatises show dagger parries frequently utilising the flat and back edge, damage to these 

areas is almost certainly the result of parrying. Angle shifts at the strong and weak reflect the 

particular abuse, in defence and offence, sustained by these parts. That to the weak may have 

resulted from repeated thrusting attacks. While thrusts to unprotected areas would not wear greatly 

on the tip, thrusts into the gaps in armour, or through light armour such as mail, could gradual wear 

on the edge such that grinding and honing the weak would be necessary (Fig. 2.29).   44

Fig. 2.29. Dagger techniques in the fencing 
treatises. A) Single-hand dagger parry from 
Getty Fiore, fol. 19r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content 
Program); B) Two-hand dagger parry from 
Vadi, fol. 29v (Italian, late fifteenth century, 
Creative Commons Image); C) Dagger 
thrusts in armour to the visor sight and 
groin from Kal Fechtbuch, fol. 34r 
(German, late fifteenth century, Creative 
Commons Image). 

There is little significant difference between the dagger types (Fig. 2.30). 

All show concentrations of damage mainly at the strong and middle, and of 

generally the same type. Likewise, there is no substantial difference in 

damage patterns when divided by date (Fig. 2.31). As edge configurations 

vary greatly amongst the daggers recorded, these are isolated into single-

edged, double-edged, and finally those which shift between the former two 

at various points along the blade (Fig. 2.32). Overall there are no substantial 

differences between the sub-groups. For all daggers, regardless of edge configuration, damage is 

found primarily on the main cutting edge. When divided by status (Fig. 2.33), here too damage 

 The only two dagger strikes recorded in the treatises surveyed are in the Kal Fechtbuch fols. 75v, 76r.44
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distribution is essentially similar in both. This implies that, while training with the dagger may have 

varied by status, it did not do so in such a way that would be apparent on the weapon itself. A lot of 

dagger techniques in the treatises involve wresting and grappling, none of which would leave any 

evidence on the blade. Since the majority of daggers surveyed are in fragile or decayed condition, 

for once the control group outnumbers other specimens (Fig. 2.34). There is comparable placement 

and types of damage across both sub-groups. This comparability lends greater credence to damage 

on non-control group daggers.  

Fig. 2.30 Daggers by Type - Ballock (7)
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Fig. 2.31. Daggers by Date - 14c (3)
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Fig. 2.32. Daggers by Edge Type - Single-Edged (6)
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Fig. 2.34. Daggers - Control Group (12)
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Fig. 2.33. Daggers by Status - High (6)
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Case Study: Ballock Dagger, possibly English, dated by MoL mid-14th century but most likely 

late 15th or early 16th century (Museum of London, A2445) 

Fig.2.35. MoL A2445, Ballock Dagger, dated by MoL mid-fourteenth century but most likely late 15th or early 16th century, 
Museum of London. Photos by author. 

Points 1-3 are all triangular notches, the last two with the edge rolled down (Fig. 2.35). They are the 

result of contact with another blade where the two disengaged without any winding movements. 

Unfortunately, these features give no definite indication of the direction the blades were travelling.  

The blade is of asymmetrical diamond section. If it were being held in a reverse grip with the edge 

facing outward, as often depicted in the treatises, Points 4 and 5 are cuts situated on the right side 

corner of the back edge, and Point 6 is found on the left side corner. The location of Points 4 and 5 

indicate that either the wielder parried to their right, or the wielder’s attack was set aside to their left 

by a parry coming from their right. Point 6, being at the weak, is probably the result of the wielder’s 

attack being set aside from a parry travelling from their left and setting it aside to their right. 

Conclusion 

It is particularly noteworthy that there are no substantial differences in damage patterns in any of 

the dagger sub-groups. This implies that, regardless of the design, daggers were used in essentially 

the same way when fighting. Triangular and rounded notches, as with swords, are the most common 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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damage type. That the control group matches well with the other daggers enhances the credibility of 

all damage recorded. All dagger damage is found on the blade, indicating that techniques did not 

tend to result in blades coming into contact with hilts. This is supported by the treatises, where 

either blades bind with blades, or wrestling and grappling with the rest of the body play a 

substantial role. The latter not leaving any trace, no conclusions can be drawn concerning those 

techniques with the data at hand. Looking at the techniques that do impact the blades, clashes in the 

treatises are often of the type and location that match the damage found on the daggers examined.  

Damage present is evidence for both offensive and defensive actions. As with swords, that found 

towards the lower end of the blade nearer the guard probably resulted from the dagger parrying an 

incoming attack, while damage at the upper portions nearer the tip were more likely to have resulted 

from the wielder’s attacks being parried by an opposing weapon. Only angle shifts or certain types 

of rolled edges around the tip provide possible evidence for thrusting attacks. More specific 

interpretations of individual instances of damage are found in Dataset A.1.  

Staff Weapons 

Most of staff weapons examined are halberds, and most specimens of all types date to the late 

fifteenth century. Only two (a pair of pollaxes) can be regarded as high-status, and only a  

further two fall into the control group. Consequently, it is only possible to examine staff weapons by 

individual type (Fig. 2.36). For halberds, damage is primarily found on the axe head and top spike, 

suggesting that these two parts were those most often used in combat. Much of the head damage is 

found at the upper portion, while most top spike damage is towards the middle at the front (the axe 

head side), with some also at the back. Some damage was recorded at the top of the head, where the 

axe meets with the top spike. One explanation for damage here is that the halberd was struck to 

parry a thrust from the top spike. The other is that these represent cases of the halberd parrying an 

attack, either deflecting a thrust or catching the edge from an incoming strike. Although not found 

in any treatises within the period being covered, this latter technique can be found in a later treatise 

by Joachim Meyer, another adherent to the Liechtenauer tradition who published an extensive 

treatise in 1570 (Fig. 2.37).   45

 Meyer, Art, pp. 264-5, 277, 281.45
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Fig. 2.37. A) Parrying with top of the halberd 
head in Joachim Meyer’s Art of Combat, p. 
277; B) Close-up of the halberd heads from 
the previous image. (German, 1570, Public 
Domain Images)  

Fig. 2.36. Staff Weapons by Type - Halberds (13)
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Most damage on bills is at the head, primarily on the lower to middle portion of the cutting edge, or 

on the inside of the front hook. This indicates that the lower and middle portions, being 

unobstructed by the hook, were probably used for strikes, and the inside of the hook was used for 

strikes and binds. Additional damage can be found at the back of the head and on the top spike. 

There is also a single instance of damage to the top of the head, which no doubt has a similar 

explanation as that proposed for halberds and depicted in Meyer. Most damage on glaives is at the 

lower part of the head. Although primarily at the front, almost as much can be found on the back as 

well. Some can also be found on the socket just below the head. All of this damage is most likely to 

be from offensive actions, the result of the weapon being parried while attempting an attack. The 

lower part of the head and the socket, if struck or bound, would afford greater leverage for the 

defender in displacing an incoming strike. The area on which all three pollaxes share damage is the 

top spike. Most of this is concentrated on the back side, however some is on the front as well. This 

suggests a great deal of thrusting with the top spike, the damage there likely being from where the 

attacks were parried. This idea is supported by Monte, who advocated using the top spike over the 

edges in earnest combat.  Two have damage to the axe head, while one has several cuts to the 46

langets at the front, just below the head. The latter damage indicates parrying, either by this pollaxe 

or another weapon.  

Little coverage of staff weapons apart from pollaxes are found in the treatises. What is covered 

shows them primarily in a series of ready positions which, since the images depict several varieties 

of staff weapon, can be interpreted as applying to all types. The damage patterns on individual staff 

weapons can sometimes give indications as to the likely position in which it was held, as will be 

detailed in the subsequent case studies and in Dataset A.1. The strikes and thrusts depicted in the 

treatises are of the type that could cause damage and wear similar to that found on the staff weapons 

in the data set (Fig.2.38). The pollaxe has more coverage in the treatises. Many strikes and thrusts 

are of the type that could have left damage and wear patterns like that on the pollaxes examined 

(Fig. 2.39). Interestingly, binds that would have caused similar damage to that found on the langets 

are found not only in pollaxe sections of treaties, but also in one of the previously mentioned staff 

weapon sections. This fits with the Monte’s advice that staff weapons should be used in a similar 

manner to pollaxes, implying that the opposite is true as well.  47

 Monte, Collecteana, pp. 42, 156.46

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 126. 47
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Fig.2.38. Staff weapon techniques in the fencing treatises. A) Low ready position from Getty Fiore, fol. 46r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program); B) High ready position with butt forward and top spike thrust from Kunste zu 
ritterlicher Were, fol. 64v (German, late fifteenth century, Creative Commons Image); C) strike with lower head overcoming a bind 
from Kunste zu ritterlicher Were, fol. 65r. (German, late fifteenth century, Creative Commons Image). 

Fig. 2.39. Staff weapon strikes and binds in the fencing treatises. A) Axe strike from Getty Fiore, fol. 37r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program); B) Bind to langets from Kal Fechtbuch, fol. 34r (German, late fifteenth 
century, Creative Commons Image); C) Top spike thrusts from the Copenhagen Talhoffer, fol. 134v (German, 1459, Public Domain 
Image).  

Case Study: Halberd, c.1500 (Berlin, Deutsches Historisches Museum, W 59/0206) 

Point 1 is a rounded notch with the edge rolled up (Fig. 2.40). This occurred either when it was 

parrying an incoming attack, or when it was parried while attempting to thrust with the top spike. If 

it was being held with the axe down, the opposing weapon would likely have been travelling from 

the wielder’s right. If held with the axe up, the opposing weapon would have been travelling from 

their left. Point 2 is a triangular notch angled towards the tip. This is probably from offensive 

action, either a successful strike which struck a hard target, or a strike that was parried. Meyer 

depicts a technique which could cause Point 1, as previously mentioned. Strikes from the pollaxe 

sections of several treatises, if made with a halberd, could certainly have caused Point 2.  

A B C

A B C
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Fig. 2.40. DHM W 59/0206, Halberd, late fifteenth century, Deutsches Historisches Museum. Photos by author. 

Case Study: Pollaxe, Late 15th Century (Leeds, Royal Armouries, VII.1542) 

Point 1 is a small rounded notch which, given its location, is probably the result of either a 

successfully landed strike, or one that was parried (Fig. 2.41). Points 2 and 3, cuts to the top of the 

beak, are almost certainly defensive, however which combatant was parrying the other is unclear. 

Points 4-6, two cuts and a rounded notch, given their location at the lower part of the top spike, are 

probably from thrusts by the wielder that were parried. Points 7 through 11 are cuts along the 

brasswork forming part of the langet. Point 7 is particularly interesting as the cut extends across all 

three strips. As staff-to-staff striking would not leave so deep a series of divots, these are probably 

from the langets clashing with an edge, either to parry an attack, or as the wielder’s attack was 

parried. The trajectories of the two weapons depends on whether the pollaxe was being held with 

the axe up or down.   

1 2
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Fig. 2.41. RA VII.1542, Pollaxe, late fifteenth century, Royal Armouries 
Museum. Photos by author. 

Conclusions 

Despite the differences in design, the damage present suggests that there were similarities in usage 

across staff weapon types. Strikes with the head and thrusts with the top spike seem to be the most 

common techniques, or at least their use results in the most damage to the weapon. As these are the 

most prominent features of most staff weapons, this simply confirms that function follows form. 

The lack of damage to the staffs, which would at once confirm techniques presented in the treatises 

and contribute to identifying original specimens, is unfortunate. Evidence for both offensive and 

defensive actions can be found in the damage present. Damage to cutting edges and thrusting points 

are probably from attacks made by the wielder which were either parried or, for some rolled edges 

to main cutting portions, struck their targets. For damage to certain parts of the head and to the staff 

and langets, the cause could be either offensive (attacks which were parried by the target) or 

defensive (the wielder parrying an incoming attack).  The lack of depictions in the fencing treatises 

of staff weapons apart from pollaxes prevents further deduction as to whether each type had a 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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particular method of use. However, with Monte’s statement that they should be used as the pollaxe, 

we at least have this to consult for applicable techniques. That the damage found on these weapons 

conforms to the techniques shown for pollaxes would seem to lend further weight to Monte’s 

advice.   

Armour 

The armour pieces will be separated into parts. Apart from helmets, where enough were catalogued 

to justify graphing the damage, the other parts and their damage will simply be discussed. Most 

damage on helmets (Fig. 2.42) is found on the right side of the skull, followed by the visor sights. 

All but a few instances of damage are cuts. The substantial denting on one sallet would suggest that 

it was dealt by a more powerful weapon than a sword, possibly a staff weapon.  One gouge in a 48

helmet involves a roughly triangular puncture through the helmet skull towards the top on the right 

side.  This too could have been delivered by the beak of a pollaxe or a similar part of another type 49

of staff weapon.  

Only a single breastplate was found with damage.  Housed at the Vienna Civic Armoury, thus 50

forming part of the control group, this piece exhibits a triangular notch to the edge of the left arm 

opening and a rounded notch or dent on the left side of the collar. A single piece of leg armour for 

the top three-quarters of the right leg showed a distinctive rolled edge on the lower portion of the 

fan plate of the poleyn.  Lastly, three pieces of armour for the arms were found with damage. The 51

 Paris, Musée de L’Armée, PO 656.48

 London, Wallace Collection, A70.49

 Vienna, Wien Museum, HMW 12672350

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, II.151

Fig. 2.42. Helmets - General (11)
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first showed a pair of cuts to the right spaulder.  The second showed a pair of cuts on the underside 52

of the left vambrace, just below the couter.  The final piece shows a cut to the rear of the right 53

pauldron, as well as a rolled edge on the besagew on the same side.  54

The damage described is almost certainly from edged weapons, although unfortunately it is not 

possible to deduce what type. When discussing combat in armour, Sigmund Ringeck lists the areas 

in which an armoured opponent is vulnerable: the face, armpits, hands and insides of gauntlets, 

behind the knee, between the legs, and all joints and points of articulation. He reinforces 

Liechtenauer’s statement that all of these areas should be targeted with the thrusts.  Similar targets 55

are advised by Monte, who also includes the feet.  However, a number of other treatises show 56

strikes directed to armoured opponents, many targeting the same parts of armour as those 

catalogued here (Fig. 2.43). 

 

Fig. 2.43. Attacks to armoured combatants in the fencing treatises. A) Strike to the helmet from Getty Fiore, fol. 37r (Italian, c.1409, 
Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program); B) Strike to the back of an armoured leg from the Berlin Talhoffer, fol. 
29v (German, c.1450, Public Domain Image); C) Thrust to lesser-armoured armpit from Kal Fechtbuch, fol. 34r (German, late 
fifteenth century, Creative Commons Image). 

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, II.168.52

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, III.4700.53

 Leeds, Royal Armouries, III.4804.54

 Ringeck, Secrets, p. 288. 55

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 112.56
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Case Study: Bascinet, French or Italian, c.1390-1400 (Paris, Musée de L’Armée, H 15) 

Fig. 2.44. H 15, Bascinet, 1390-1400, Musée de L’Armée. Photos by author.  

The single instance of damage on this helmet is from an edged weapons striking the visor vertically 

and leaving a crease across both ridges of the right sight. As the greater amount of edge rolling is at 

the bottom, the blade which did this was travelling straight down with the blade vertically upward 

and the attacker facing the wearer. Whether they were on the same level, or whether the wearer was 

mounted and his attacker on foot (the reverse would not match damage), cannot be ascertained. 

Strikes like this are shown above to have been depicted in the treatises; a rare case of an 

unmistakeable direct correlation between a technique and a piece of damage.  

Conclusion 

With so little armour, it is not possible to come to any solid conclusions regarding how the damage 

found reflects wider trends. All instances of armour damage suggest offensive actions made by an 

opponent against the wearer. We can say with certainty, however, that both strikes and thrusts 

directed at armoured opponents seem to have been practised. The damage on these armours seems 

to be in keeping with techniques depicted in the fencing treatises, and the targets specifically 

advised for fighting an armoured opponent. Overall lack of damage found on armour is probably the 

result of two factors. First, the design of the armour, meant to present glancing surfaces which 

prevented weapons from gaining purchase, often fulfilled its role such that damage that would leave 

a lasting trace was not common. The most important factor, explaining why much of the abuse 

which armour is known to have sustained has left no remaining trace, is that this equipment was no 

doubt rigorously maintained to ensure peak performance. Cuts and gouges were buffed off, dents 

hammered out, and parts with more serious damage replaced. The surviving damage, then, could be 

1
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taken as representative of the type of damage that was more widespread when armour was used in 

combat prior to maintenance.  

Conclusions 
Out of the many large collections surveyed, only a small fraction exhibits damage consistent with 

use. Perhaps this is an indication that arms and armour were often well maintained to keep them in 

peak condition. This is almost certainly the case for armour. It is interesting, then, that swords were 

found with damage most often compared to other object types. Perhaps, like armour, swords were 

considered valuable enough to repair and maintain for as long as possible, allowing for traces to 

linger on a blade for a longer period of its working life. This survey has created a typology of edged 

weapons damage which has been shown to be consistent across the whole range of specimens. 

These damage types also have plausible interpretations for causes that are supported by the fencing 

treatises. Some of these interpretations are further reinforced by evidence from modern sharp 

weapons used for practising these techniques today. That control group weapons in each type bear 

sufficient similarity to others in their types, with no obvious anomalies, allows the study to safely 

proceed without calling any of the damage examined into question.  

For swords and daggers, damage is primarily found on the blade, in particular the edges. Staff 

weapons exhibit damage mostly on their main offensive points, the primary cutting edge and the top 

spike, confirming that function follows form. That this tendency is supported by the fencing 

treatises adds greater validity to these interpretations. Though armour is not the focus of this study, 

the damage found on the small number of pieces examined is nonetheless valuable. It shows that 

both strikes and thrusts were employed against armoured opponents, even if the former attack 

would seem counterintuitive. Damage to weapons appears to be a combination of evidence for both 

offensive and defensive actions; the result either of the weapon parrying an attack, or the weapon’s 

attack being parried. Successful strikes or thrusts are unlikely to leave lasting marks on the blade 

apart from rolled edges or angle shifts from ongoing maintenance. That the damage found across all 

the objects is not only consistent in general location within types, but also conforms to the target 

areas and techniques described in the treatises, is very reassuring. Across the weapon groups there is 

a consistent majority of triangular and rounded notches. These are signs of regular blade-to-blade 

contact in the course of fighting. This again may seem obvious, but having the data to conclusively 

support this assertion allows scholars and practitioners finally to venture out of the realm of pure 
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speculation. Some damage, particularly the rounded notches, even allows us to narrow down to a 

smaller selection of techniques as likely causes.  

Despite a slight variance in arming sword damage locations when examined in the date sub-groups, 

there appears to be no substantial evidence for noticeable variance in edged weapon use throughout 

the dates covered by this study. This result corresponds with the treatises, where similarly no shifts 

in overall technique can be detected within this period. The downside to such findings is that it is 

not possible to use them to submit the proposed dates of the objects to scrutiny. Had distinct damage 

patterns for each date sub-group emerged, the damage on each object could be examined to 

determine if it corresponded to the pattern for its alleged dating. This could have reinforced the 

dating for some objects, and perhaps called others into question. However, unfortunately, no such 

assessment could be undertaken. 

An unintended, but nonetheless interesting, consequence of surveying objects for the dataset was 

identifying three swords which, despite being regarded as purely ceremonial pieces intended for use 

in processions or stately rituals, were found to possess damage consistent with use in combat. The 

first is the ‘Sword of the Constable of France’, held at the Musée de L’Armée in Paris, whose blade 

possesses no fewer than a dozen instances of damage.  The second is the ‘Dragon Sword’ of 57

Sigismund I at the Kunsthistoriches Museum on which two instances of damage were found. The 

final ceremonial sword is held at the Nationalmuseet in Copenhagen, on which were observed five 

instances of damage. The hilt furniture of these swords reduces the likelihood that they were ever 

intended to be used in their current state. Rather, it is possible that they were crafted using older 

blades which, in their previous lives,  may have seen action. Perhaps they held an auspicious 

provenance which has now been lost, belonging to a noteworthy individual or having been present 

at a certain battle or engagement, which merited it being used to craft a ceremonial weapon. These 

damage points have been until now unremarked upon, perhaps even unobserved, and would likely 

have remained so were it not for the opportunity to conduct this object survey. 

Some of the damage patterns present have also provided proof for certain techniques discussed in 

the treatises which may not necessarily occur to an untrained combatant. Damage has been found 

which validates the use of the false edge both in defence and offence. Furthermore, with many 

 Paris, Musée de L’Armée, J26.57
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weapons with identified centres of percussion possessing damage concentrations around this area, a 

strong argument can be made that the benefits of using this particular area of the blade was 

appreciated and practised. Of even greater interest is that damage validating both of these 

techniques can be found on weapons of varying status, implying that some of these techniques in 

the treatises which might be regarded as specialised and counterintuitive were, in fact, understood 

and practised by those outside of their high-status audience.  

These findings also put to rest the contentious idea espoused by several groups of HEMA 

practitioners that, wherever possible, an incoming attack should be parried with the flat of one’s 

blade instead of the edge.  This is occasionally discussed in the fencing treatises, albeit rarely and 58

for specific situations. However, the evidence presented here indicates that edge met with edge far 

more often that it did with the flat. Furthermore, the majority of rounded and triangular notches on 

the edges indicate blade-to-blade contact. If edge met with flat as often as is argued, one would 

expect to see far more damage to blade flats, and rolled edges, shearing, or angle shifts on blade 

edges (suggesting repair of these) than has been recorded. 

Unfortunately, only in rare cases can specific techniques be attributed to individual instances of 

damage. Often there are so many variables at play (the possible trajectories of both weapons, the 

way in which they might have been held, and the position of the combatants) that forming such an 

interpretation is impossible. One area in particular that often cannot be elaborated upon is 

identifying whether damage was caused while the wielder was on foot or mounted. Where damage 

is so placed that this possibility stands out, it is mentioned in the object record. Nonetheless, the 

ability to isolate even a handful of possible techniques is still valuable; all the more so when they 

correspond to those that appear in the treatises. Although often unable to recreate exact events by 

which damage occurred, the analysis of the object sources have still proven invaluable to unlocking 

previously unappreciated layers of edged weapons that have sat in collections for centuries with 

large aspects of their stories left untold.  

 Arguments for flat parries can be found in John Clements, ‘How to Teach an Understanding of Parrying’ Association 58

for Renaissance Martial Arts <http://www.thearma.org/essays/parrying.htm#.VgUrM3tUzc9> [Accessed 25 September 
2015]; John Clements, ‘On Damaged Edge… Historical Evidence, Practical Experience’, Association for Renaissance 
Martial Arts <http://www.thearma.org/essays/damagededge.htm#.VflbRntUwSp> [Accessed 16 September 2015]; 
Kevin Cashen, ‘The Physical Reality of Forceful Edge-to-Edge Impacts’, Association for Renaissance Martial Arts 
<http://www.thearma.org/essays/impacts.htm#.VfCMc3tUzrl> [Accessed 9 September 2015]. A sword’s design,  
particularly the quillons, calls this theory into question. Since the quillons align with the edges, they only protect the  
hand when the edge is brought to bear, even at an angle, on the opposing weapon. If the flat were used  as suggested, 
there would be little to stop an incoming attack from travelling down the blade and striking one or both of the hands. 
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Chapter 3 - The Visual Sources 

The largest body of source material consulted for this study are the visual sources. They include visual 

representations of combat from the period and regions being examined, other than those found in the 

fencing treatises, in a variety of art media including manuscript miniatures, paintings, drawings, 

sculptures, and tapestries. Although visual sources have been utilised by scholars of medieval combat 

for some time, no in-depth art historical study of medieval martial artwork has included an examination 

of combat techniques portrayed by individual combatants. Furthermore, the use of visual sources by 

medieval combat scholars has been tempered with a certain wariness; mindful of the warning by art 

historians that medieval art should not be too heavily relied upon for realistic depictions. By analysing 

a large sample of visual sources, this chapter will identify patterns of combat representation and, 

comparing them to the techniques discussed and illustrated in the fencing treatises, assess the reliability 

of these sources, regardless of their original intended purposes, as representations of medieval martial 

arts. These findings will also help to determine the particular techniques and principles which they can 

contribute to substantiating.  

The chapter will begin with an overview of the types of visual sources examined, followed by a 

discussion of the challenges which must be considered when approaching the visual sources with such 

an intent as this. The introductory sections will conclude with an explanation of the methods employed 

in gathering and analysing the visual sources in the dataset. The findings of the analyses are organised 

by weapon group. This includes the identification of trends in depiction (both general and within sub-

groups such as by date or region), and results of comparisons to relevant portions of the fencing 

treatises. Following this will be a discussion of several additional questions, including discussion of 

mounted combat depictions in particular, and the degree to which portrayals of popular scenes were 

more influenced by conventions than an effort to reflect reality. Finally, prior to conclusions, a single 

art source, a manuscript which contributes largely to certain parts of the dataset, will be examined 

separately.  
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The Visual Source Dataset 

Sources included in the visual source dataset include works within the dates (c.1350-1500) and regions 

(Western Europe) covered by this study. As examining combatant figures from the entire body of 

eligible visual sources is beyond the scope of this study, the sources gathered are a sampling assembled 

with the intention of representing as broad a range of dates, regions, and media as possible. With time 

as the greatest limitation, many sources were gathered from the catalogues and image databases of 

museums, libraries, and archives which have been made available online. Despite this effort, all media 

are not equally represented in the dataset. However, this is not due to biased searches, but rather to 

patterns which emerged, and which will be discussed later, of certain media depicting combat more 

often. 

Manuscript miniatures form the largest portion of the visual sources. Many of the manuscripts in which 

they are found contain works of literature, including romances or compilations of legends. Chronicles 

and histories also feature heavily, as do religious texts such as picture bibles, books of hours, and 

breviaries. Sources were drawn heavily from the wealth of manuscripts made digitally available by 

such institutions as the British Library, the Getty Museum, the Bibliothèque nationale de France, and 

the Pierpont Morgan Library. Additionally, sources were examined from the Art Library at the 

Courtauld Institute of Art in London. Further sources still were found in smaller collections and as 

individual manuscripts were encountered in the course of the survey.  

Paintings, drawings, and prints have also proved valuable sources of combat portrayals. Beyond works 

on canvas or panel, depictions of combat have also been found on frescoes, altarpieces, and painted 

furniture such as cassoni. Printed sources provide depictions from the later portion of the time period 

being examined. Drawings, whether formal works, studies for later works, or informal sketches, have 

also contributed sources to the dataset. Tapestries depicting massed battle scenes have also yielded 

useful data. Sculptures, frequently of saints or other martial religious figures, often feature them 

wielding weapons. Combat scenes have also occasionally been found in stained glass windows and on 

objects such as medals or pendants. Large numbers of sources in these media have been gathered 

through surveys of the Courtauld Institute Art Library, as well museums such as the Victoria & Albert 
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Museum and the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Additional sources were observed and 

catalogued individually from other museums, churches, and surviving medieval buildings.  

Challenges 

A degree of caution must be taken when approaching the visual sources for insight into martial arts, in 

which only a comparatively small portion of the population would have had an informed, specialised 

understanding. Thus, it is important to consider what is currently understood about the degree of 

realism that can be expected from such sources. As many works of art were commissioned, the wishes 

of the patron or the intended audience would dictate the piece. However, while this might imply that 

works produced for an audience well informed with regards to combat—such as members of the 

aristocracy—would have a greater likelihood of depicting a greater degree of reality, it would also 

depend on whether they considered that reality a priority for the piece. While they might have 

appreciated an accurate depiction of combat or taken note of an inaccurate one, the intended purpose of 

the work might have rendered the point unimportant. 

When not bound by the patrons’ wishes, the artist’s own desires for the work could also impact the 

reality of the depiction. The piece could be intended as symbolic or narrative, such as depictions of 

both the Nativity and the Adoration of the Magi in a single image, resulting in figures appearing 

multiple times (Fig. 3.1). Alternatively, the artist could have adhered to certain aesthetic conventions. 

The Italian artist and polymath Leon Battista Alberti advised that painters should get their inspiration 

by observing nature, but that they should ‘always choose the most beautiful.’  Real combat being 1

visually a disorganised affair, perhaps some artists felt it was too disorganised to be accurately 

portrayed within the dictates of art at the time.  2

This does not imply a total lack of realism in artistic depictions of combat, nor is there any indication 

that artists remained firmly in one camp or another. Some realistic elements were employed as way of 

making the scene more engaging for the viewer. Many depictions of soldiers from the late fourteenth 

and early fifteenth centuries onwards seem to be derived from accurate observation. Some artists were  

 Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting, ed. John R. Spencer (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), p. 93.1

 Hale, Artists, pp. 127, 137, 139, 154.2
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known to have either observed battles, interviewed participants, or even participated themselves. It is 

noteworthy that while Antonio Pisanello, painter of the Tournament Battle of Louverzep fresco in the 

Palazzo Ducale in Mantua, fought against the Venetians in 1439, Paolo Ucello, responsible for The 

Battle of San Romano cycle, had never taken part in combat. Yet, both are equally meticulous in their 

portrayal of the equipment, and often the positions of the combatants (Fig. 3.2).  By the fifteenth 3

century, artists seem to have begun making greater use of their own observations or experience as 

inspiration for their work. Scheller mentions as an example the Pontifical of Antipope Benedict XIII, 

where the degree of specificity in the illuminations suggests that they were informed by someone with 

substantial knowledge of the procedures being depicted. That the illuminator has been identified as 

Sancho Gontier, a Spanish monk in Avignon during Benedict’s tenure, reinforces this point.  There is 4

also the possibility that some illuminators, when commissioned to add illuminations to a manuscript, 

would read the text to guide and prompt their work.  5

Fig. 3.1. Narrative painting in which figures are depicted multiple times to convey ongoing events in a single work. Giovanni Di 
Francesco Del Cervelliera, Nativity and Adoration of the Magi, Paris, Musée du Louvre, MI 523. (Italian, 1457-59, Public Domain 
Image). 

 Kim W. Woods, ‘Sacred art as the “Bible of the Poor”’, Art & Visual Culture 1100-1600, ed. Kim W. Woods (London: Tate 3

Publishing, 2012), p. 37; Hale, Artists, pp. 46, 138, 155-6; Robert Woosnam-Savage, ‘Reality or Fairy Tale? Arms and 
Armour in Uccello’s San Romano Battle Paintings’, The Eighteenth Park Lane Arms Fair (Ashford: Geerings, 2001), pp. 
10-18.

 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Latin 968; Richard Kay, Pontificalia: A Repertory of Latin Manuscript 4

Pontificals and Benedictionals, University of Kansas Libraries <https://kuscholarworks.ku.edu/bitstream/handle/1808/4406/
PONTIFICALIA.pdf> [Accessed 26 May 2018], p. 157.

 Alexander, Illuminators, pp. 54, 70-1, 143, 148. 5
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Fig. 3.2. A) Antonio Pisanello, Tournament Battle at Louverzep (Italian, 1436-44), Mantua ,Palazzo Ducale; B) Paolo Ucello. Battle of 
San Romano (Italian, 1438-40), London, National Gallery, NG583. (Images available by Creative Commons). 

Manuscript miniatures come with their own particular set of challenges. Tradition might dictate the 

way in which a particular scene was portrayed, especially commonly reproduced scenes such as The 

Massacre of the Innocents or St. George and the Dragon. Again, the intent of the patron played a 

significant role, as indicated by surviving contracts for illuminations. Many specify the subject of an 

image with no further details. Others are more particular, such as the instructions for the illumination of 

an early fifteenth-century Sallust by Jean Lebègue of Paris. The contract requested that, in the scene 

depicting the arrest of Volturcius, no one was to be shown as wounded. In cases where written 

instructions are vague, however, the possibility of more specific instructions being given outside of the 

formal contract cannot be ruled out.  6

Often instructions for the illuminator would be provided in the manuscript itself. Instructions could 

take the form of rough sketches found either in the margins or in the area to be filled in with the 

miniature, the intent being that the finished product would cover them. Alternatively, text instructions 

were placed in the manuscript to serve as prompts. These instructions sometimes remained as 

rubricated explanatory text, although in some cases this could well have been their sole intended 

purpose. In other instances, instructions were written in the margins, some of which survived the 

 Alexander, Illuminators, pp. 52-3. The Sallust preserved as Geneva, Bibliothèque publique et universitaire, MS 54, the 6

illumination mentioned being found on fol. 15v.

A B
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trimming process and are still visible. An example of the latter can be found in a copy of Honoré 

Bouvet’s Somnium super materia schismatis,  from c.1395, where a surviving note reads ‘Here let the 

King of Scotland be painted and the figure as was said above’.  7

Another common source for guidance and inspiration for artists across all media were model books, 

containing illustrations which could be used either as a foundation on which to build a new work, or as 

a catalogue of stock images to copy. It is also possible that model books were sometimes used to show 

examples of an artist’s work to a prospective patron. References to such tools date back as early as the 

sixth century, and can be found throughout the Middle Ages, such as in the will of Jean Chatard, a 

painter from Lyons who died in 1361, where he leaves a student his ‘patrons’, a batch of drawings, to 

aid in his work. Ames-Lewis emphasises the importance of these model books, stating that if a 

medieval drawing has survived past the rough time of its creation, it was more than just a drawing and 

had an intended utility.  Model books could reflect the work of a single artist or contain contributions 8

by multiple distinct individuals. The drawings are typically generic, containing only the essential 

elements of a scene without any elaboration, giving the artist the ability to fill in details. Around the 

turn of the fifteenth century, greater amounts of detail begin to appear, including carefully executed 

studies of single parts of the body. By the Late Middle Ages, the use of these books appears to have 

been restricted to individual workshops or artists. A number of manuscripts that appear to have served 

this purpose survive today and will be examined in a later section.  9

Works in other media could also have played a role in informing artists’ depictions. Mass produced art 

objects, such as Limoges enamels or Byzantine ivories, could also have served to influence the ways in 

which certain scenes or figures were portrayed. Public art, such as murals and sculptures, could have 

inspired similar designs for miniatures, and vice versa. The use of manuscripts as exempla to create a 

duplicate manuscript was a well-established practice, but there are also recorded instances of 

manuscripts serving as exempla for other media. In 1373, the painter Jean de Bruges is said to have 

 Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Latin 14643 fol. 270; Alexander, Illuminators, pp. 53-4, 56, 60, 63-4; 7

Personal communication with Dr Scott McKendrick, British Library, London.

 Scheller, Exemplum, pp. 19, 21, 25-6; Alexander, Illuminators, pp. 124-6; Francis Ames-Lewis, Drawing in Early 8

Renaissance Italy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), p. 14.

 Scheller, Exemplum, pp. 41, 43, 47, 54-6.9
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borrowed an illuminated Apocalypse from King Charles V for use in producing the tapestries on the 

same theme at Angers for Louis of Anjou.  By remaining mindful of these points, it is possible to 10

approach and interpret the visual sources in a more informed manner.  

Method 

Visual sources dating between 1350 and 1500 and produced throughout Western Europe were surveyed 

for depictions of figures using the edged weapons covered in this study. Sources include manuscript 

miniatures, paintings, drawings, engravings, sculpture, tapestries, stained glass, and objets d’art. 

Several key points were noted for each source examined:  

• The position in which the weapon is held 
• For attacks, the intended target area 
• For strikes, the parts of the weapon being used 
• The stance of the wielder.  

The dataset includes figures both on foot and on horseback, armoured and unarmoured, and using 

weapons alone and paired with defensive arms such as shields or bucklers. Swords and falchions were 

separated into different weapon groups to identify any potential differences in their depiction. Also, 

since the detail of the depictions vary greatly, sometimes rendering it impossible to distinguish an 

arming sword from a longsword, for visual source analysis all non-falchion swords were examined as a 

single weapon group.  

A system was developed to catalogue the visual sources for ease of organisation and analysis. Sources 

are separated into weapon depicted, whether the figure is on foot or on horseback, and the whether the 

depiction is a ready position, a strike, or a thrust. This produced weapons groups such as Sword-Foot-

Ready Position or Dagger/Buckler-Mounted-Thrust. Within each of these weapons groups are 

categories for each distinct position or target, under which all matching depictions are listed. Each art 

source was recorded with the reference given by the institution holding it, such as a collection number 

from a museum, or a call number and page or folio for a manuscript or printed work. Where available, 

information such as the formal title of the work, artist, date of production, region of origin, and the 

 Scheller, Exemplum, pp. 22, 28, 31-2; Alexander, Illuminators, p.130.10
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context of the scene portrayed was also noted. The full art source catalogue employed for this study can 

be found in Dataset B.1.  

Analysis of these sources was conducted in two phases. First, the visual sources were analysed to 

identify trends within each weapon group and position or target category. The sources were then further 

divided into sub-groups (only when sub-groups were composed of three or more sources) by date of 

production, region of origin, and media to identify any trends specific to these characteristics. This 

analysis was expressed in a series of graphs of which only those useful to the discussion are reproduced 

here; the complete set of graphs are found in Dataset B.2. In the second phase visual source weapon 

groups were compared with illustrations and descriptions of equivalent techniques in the fencing 

treatises to determine to what extent they matched. Visual source categories which match with treatise 

categories in terms of weapon position or attack target area were then listed in a table to compare the 

accompanying stances in each source type. Visual source category matches are represented on the 

graphs by the category name being in all capitals (only on the General graph), and matches across both 

weapon and stance in the visual source/treatise comparison tables are indicated in red. Again, only 

those tables relevant to the discussion were reproduced here, and the complete set is found in Dataset 

B.2.  

Findings 

A total of 261 visual sources were examined, from which 1,838 individual combat depictions were 

found. The larger number of individual depictions is due to multiple miniatures found in single 

manuscripts, and also of sources portraying multiple figures engaged in combat. Looking at the dataset 

as a whole, the sword on foot is the most commonly depicted weapon group. Combat on foot is 

portrayed more often than on horseback with only two exceptions: the Sword/Shield weapon group, 

where mounted portrayals are more frequent, and the Dagger/Shield weapon group where the 

depictions of mounted and unmounted use are essentially equal (albeit both in small numbers). Staff 

weapons of all types are only depicted being used on foot with the exception of two manuscript 

miniatures.  With the single exception of the Dagger-Mounted category, ready positions are more 11

 Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Library, MS Ludwig XIII 6 fol. 6 and Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Arsenal 11

5089 fol. 247v. The first depicts Charles Martel, while the latter shows a battle scene from the Crusades between the Turks 
and the Count of Flanders.
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common than attacks. Further dividing up attacks, thrusts are more common than strikes overall, 

however in some individual weapon groups the opposite is true. Figures are more often depicted 

armoured than unarmoured. Only in the Falchion-Foot-Strike and Dagger-Foot-Ready Position groups 

is the opposite true, and even in these cases the majority of unarmoured figures is not a large one. In 

several categories all combatant figures are shown wearing armour. Of defensive arms, the shield is 

most commonly depicted, with bucklers appearing less often. 

  

Swords 

The Sword group is divided into ready positions, strikes, and thrusts on foot, and the same mounted. 

Ready positions outnumber attacks by a large margin. Within attacks, depictions of thrusts are more 

common than strikes in both mounted and foot groups.  

Sword-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.3) 

This group is the largest in the study, made up of 415 sources and divided into forty-one positions 

categories. Generally, those figures in stances with the left foot forward are shown with their bodies 

either squared forward or twisted right. The bodies of those with the right foot forward are either 

squared forward or twisted left. For two-handed positions, the left foot forward is more common than 

the right, and the body is most often either squared forward or twisted right.  

While most of the commonly occurring positions (Fig. 3.4) are single-handed, their equivalents in two-

handed positions are the most common within that sub-group. The most common position is Back Over 

Right Shoulder. Stances are evenly divided between right and left foot forward. The body is most often 

squared forward. When the body is twisted, it is always twisted right when the left foot is forward, and 

to the left when the right foot is forward. The next most common position, and the only frequently 

depicted two-handed one, is Two Hands-Back Over Head. Stances are fairly evenly divided between 

left and right foot forward. The body is most often squared forward, and when twisted is more often 

facing the right. Following this is Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back. Here, the body twisted right 

is most common. All discernible stances save one show the left foot forward. The next most common 

position is Forward Over Head. Again, the left foot is forward in almost all cases. The body is most 

often twisted right, and less often squared forward. In no depictions is the body twisted left. The last of 
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the five most common positions is Back Over Head. There is a fairly even split between depictions 

showing the right foot forward and the left. Primarily the body is squared forward, and less often 

twisted left. There are no depictions showing the body twisted right. There were no noticeable 

differences when the sources were placed within sub-groups. Dividing the sources by date, there is no 

great variance as to the common positions. Likewise, divided by region, although every region is not 

equally represented in the dataset, the same handful of positions stand out in each sub-group. Despite 

the majority of sources being manuscript miniatures, when divided by media, the few sources in other 

media cluster around the same common positions.  

Fig. 3.3. Sword-Foot-Ready Positions
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Fig. 3.4. Examples of Sword-Foot-Ready Positions. 
A) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig 
XIII 7 fol. 163v (Flemish, 1480-83, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); B) 
Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 
2643 fol. 226v (Flemish, late fifteenth century, Source 
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); C) New York, Morgan Library, 
MS M.119 fol. 74r (Flemish, late fifteenth century. 
The Morgan Library & Museum. Purchased by J. 
Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913) in 1902); D) Rogier 
van der Weyden, Nativity, New York, Metropolitan 
Museum 49.104 (Flemish, c.1460, Public Domain 
Image); E) London, British Library, Royal MS 14 E 
V fol. 428v (Flemish, 1479-80, © British Library 
Board). 

Just over half of the ready positions have equivalents portrayed in the fencing treaties (Figs. 3.5 and 

3.6). Two-handed positions matched more often than those involving one. While two-handed positions 

are most often depicted in treatise sources, single-handed ones are most often found in the visual 

sources. This discrepancy is largely due to extensive depiction of mounted sword combat in the visual 

sources, for which coverage in the treatises is minimal. Visual sources contained a greater variety of 

stances than treatise sources. Both source types are generally in agreement in having the left foot 

forward for most ready positions except in certain circumstances, such as when the weapon is held on 

A B C

D E
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the left side or over the head (the two situations with the most right foot forward stances). Since many 

of the positions have the weapon held ready on the right side or above the head, a step forward with the 

right foot would be natural for any of the strikes that would most likely be made. Thus, starting with 

the left foot forward in preparation for this makes sense. In many cases the same foot is forward in both 

source types, but it is only the positioning of the body that differs. Finer details like this, while 

important for the treatises to distinguish, may either have eluded many artists or not been regarded as 

vital to the overall purpose of the work. 

One area where there is significant divergence between visual sources and the treatises is the influence 

that armour plays on ready positions depicted. Over half of the visual sources depict combatants in 

armour, and the presence or absence of armour does not seem to affect the ready positions in which 

figures are shown. In the treatises, however, armoured figures are depicted almost exclusively in half-

sword positions, where one hand is placed on the blade to enable more precise thrusts to the few 

vulnerable areas on an armoured opponent. This not only demonstrates that the treatises acknowledged 

a difference between unarmoured and armoured sword combat on foot which the visual sources do not, 

but also implies that, at times, the visual sources depicted armoured figures out of creative license 

rather than an intention to reflect reality.  

Fig. 3.5. Sword-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3. 6. Matches between visual 
sources and fencing treatises.  
A) London, British Library, 
Additional MS 38126 fol. 146r 
(Flemish, c.1480, © British 
Library Board); B) Getty Fiore 
fol. 22r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
Image courtesy of the Getty’s 
Open Content Programme). 
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Sword-Foot-Strikes (Fig. 3.7) 

Comparatively few strikes are depicted; only eleven spread over seven categories. The right foot is 

portrayed forward in all discernible stances. In most cases the body is squared forward, but when 

twisted is always to the left. All strikes target the head, neck, and shoulders. Most are made with the 

weak of the blade, with a few made with the middle. Since the numbers of strikes are so small, and they 

do not cluster into any categories, no majorities can be clearly discerned. Neither are there sufficient 

numbers in any of the sub-groups to merit exploring them further. 

The majority of visual source categories, five in all, match with equivalents in the fencing treatises 

(Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). Two-handed categories matched most often, and in both source types this type of 

position was depicted most frequently. However, since in all but one of the visual sources the figures’ 

legs are obscured, no more detailed analysis can be made. Even for the one exception, treatise sources 

depicted other stances besides the matching one; however, the difference is only in body position. The 

parts of the blades used for striking in both source types are in agreement (mostly weak strikes but to a 

lesser extent also incorporating the middle) in all but one category: Two Hands Left Shoulder Down, 

where treatises sources show only strikes with the middle while the visual sources show only use of the 

weak. Most target areas require the attacker to deliver a strike originating either from their right or from 

above. In both cases, advancing forward with the right foot to make this attack would be the natural 

accompanying movement to maximise effect. This too matches the treatises, where most of the stances 

show the right foot forward. Monte is quite specific about this point, stating that strikes originating 

from the left should be made with the left foot forward, and those originating from the right should be 

made with the right foot forward.  12

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 117.12

Fig. 3.7 Sword-Foot-Strikes
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Fig. 3.9. Matches between visual sources and fencing treatises. A) London, British Library, Egerton MS 912 fol. 198v (French, c.1415, © 
British Library Board); B) Munich Talhoffer, fol. 75r (Germany, 1467, Image available by Creative Commons). 

Once again, armour has a differing influence on the techniques depicted in the visual and treatise 

sources. The majority of combatants in the visual sources are shown in armour, and their targets are 

depicted equally in armour and out. Yet there appears to be no difference in targets between 

unarmoured and armoured attackers or targets. Conversely, with the exception of a single slice to the 

neck of an armoured opponent from behind depicted in the Getty Fiore,  no other strikes to armoured 13

targets or by armoured opponents can be found in the treatises. As with ready positions, this could 

Fig. 3.8 Sword-Foot-Strikes. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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imply creative license, rather than a desire to reflect reality, at times dictating both the presence of 

armour in the visual sources as well as the techniques shown involving armoured combatants.  

Sword-Foot-Thrusts (Fig. 3.10) 

Thrusts appear in greater numbers, seventy-eight in all divided into forty-four target categories. Single-

handed thrusts are equally divided into those held in the standard grip (the index finger closest to the 

guard), and a reverse grip (the little finger closest to the guard). The left foot is more often forward than 

the right in general, and the most common body positions are squared forward, twisted right, and 

twisted left respectively. Only two categories are numerous enough to stand out (Fig. 3.11). The first is 

Chest-Straight. In all discernible cases the left foot is forward during these attacks. Most often the body 

is squared forward, yet when twisted it is only to the right. The second is Abdomen-Straight. The left 

foot is forward in all discernible cases, and the body is squared forward in all depictions save one, 

where it is twisted right. Several other targets show some prominence, but with three occurrences in a 

dataset where single and double occurrences are common it cannot be said to be great. These thrusts 

target the face, right armpit, and back (the latter with a reversed grip). Although conclusive patterns 

cannot be further read into such small clusters, it is interesting to note that most categories with more 

than one source amongst two-handed and half-sword thrusts target these same five areas. When divided 

into sub-groups, the most common thrusts are represented across multiple periods, regions, and media. 

Apart from this, no other distinctive trends can be observed. 

Six target categories matched equivalents in the fencing treatises (Figs. 3.12 and 3.13). Two-handed 

thrusts matched most often, yet single-handed ones appear most often in the visual sources. That half-

sword attacks, a technique commonly found in the treatises where one hand is placed on the blade for 

better point control, can be found in the visual sources as well is particularly interesting. It 

demonstrates that there was at least some awareness of techniques found in the treatises beyond their 

authors and their circles of students. For those categories possessing at least one weapon/stance match 

between the visual sources and the treatises, one or the other source types depicts additional stances as 

well. Both source types are also in agreement in that all portrayed stances show the left foot forward. 

This tendency extends to both source types as a whole, where the majority of figures making thrusts are 

portrayed with their left foot forward. The right foot is shown forward in certain cases, such as where 
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the attack is to the right side of the target, or where the thrust is coming straight from the centre (in this 

latter case both left and right foot forward stances are depicted). In the treatises, having the left foot 

forward takes the attacker’s body off-centre from the target, shielding it from counter-attack and 

allowing the left hand to defend or grapple if necessary. That this stance is depicted consistently in both 

source types, even without this reasoning being overtly stated in the treatises, is noteworthy.  

Fig. 3.10 Sword-Foot-Thrusts
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Fig. 3.11. Examples of Sword-Foot-Thrusts. A) London, British Library, Additional MS 15277 fol. 51v (Italian, c.1400, © British Library 
Board); B) London, British Library, Royal MS 20 C I fol. 225 (French, early fifteenth century, © British Library Board). 
 

Fig. 3.12 Sword-Foot-Thrusts. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.13. Match between visual sources and fencing treatises. A) Master of the Figdor Deposition, The Martyrdom of St. Lucy, 
Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, SK-A-1688 (Flemish, c.1500, Public Domain Image); B) Getty Fiore, fol. 27v (Italian, c.1409, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Neither visual nor treatise sources vary target areas for thrusts by the presence or absence of armour on 

attackers or targets. The majority of visual source combatants are shown armoured, as are their targets, 

and armoured combatants delivering thrusts in the treatises are found in the Sword-Foot category. In 

both source types the same target areas, many shared, remain the same. This implies that, regardless of 

whether an artists’ addition of armour to figures was realistic in the given circumstance, there appears 

to have been a general understanding as to the viable targets for a thrust against an armoured opponent 

which, though found in the treatises, were appreciated beyond just their readership.  

Sword-Mounted-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.14) 

The third largest group, mounted ready positions comprise 244 depictions divided into twenty-eight 

categories. Legs are more often held straight in the stirrups, however a fair number are shown bent as 

well. The body is most often squared forward, slightly less often twisted right, and even less frequently 

to the left. The most common ready positions are the same here as those for Sword-Foot; the only 

difference being the order of prominence (Fig. 3.15). There is more equality between bent and straight 

leg stances among Back Over Head depictions, body squared forward is the most common position. 

For Forward Over Head and Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back, the body twisted right is most 

common. In all but one source for Two Hands-Back Over Head, the body is squared forward. These 

A B
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general trends persist when the sources are looked at in sub-groups as well. For larger categories, 

representation can be found across all time periods, regions, and media. 

Fig. 3.14 Sword-Mounted-Ready Positions
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Fig. 3.15. Examples of Sword-Mounted-Ready Positions. A) Alessandro Botticelli, Scenes from The Story of Nastagio degli Onesti, 
Madrid, Museo Nacional Del Prado, P02838 (Italian, c.1483, Public Domain Image); B) London, British Library, Cotton MS Julius E IV 
fol. 22v (Flemish, late fifteenth century, © British Library Board); C) Albrecht Dürer, The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Detroit, 
Detroit Institute of the Arts, 09.1S404.1 (German, 1497-8, Public Domain Image); D) Antonio Pisanello, Tournament Battle of Louverzep, 
Mantua, Palazzo Ducale (Italian, 1436-44, Image available by Creative Commons); E) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS 33 fol. 27 
(German, 1400-10, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Seven visual source categories contained matches with equivalent positions found in the fencing 

treatises (Figs. 3.16 and 3.17). All matching positions are single-handed; for while two-handed ready 

positions can be found in the visual sources (albeit in the minority), none are depicted in the treatises. 

For both source types, there appears to be no definite favoured leg position. It is interesting to note the  

lack of any positions in which the body is twisted left, possibly because any subsequent attack from 

such a position (particularly strikes) could have endangered the horse. Armour appears to have no 

influence upon mounted ready positions with the sword in either the visual or treatise sources. Most 

combatants in both source types are shown wearing armour. Yet the same ready positions are adopted 

even when the combatants are depicted unarmoured. This implies that the treatises regarded many key 

ready positions for mounted combatants as being applicable both in and out of armour. Furthermore, 

A
B C

D E
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these results suggest that this principle was appreciated to some extent by those outside of strictly 

martial circles. 

 

Fig. 3.17. Match between visual sources and fencing treatises. A) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Arsenal 3480 fol. 143 
(French, early fifteenth century, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) Kal Fechtbuch fol.19r (German, late fifteenth century, Image available by 
Creative Commons). 

Fig. 3.16 Sword-Mounted-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Sword-Mounted-Strikes (Fig. 3.18) 

Thirty-four depictions of mounted sword strikes were examined which could be grouped into thirteen 

target categories. Where discernible, there is near parity between legs being bent and straight in the 

stirrups, however the legs are obscured in most depictions. Most figures are shown with their bodies 

squared forward. Strikes are made near equally with the weak and middle of the blade. Only two target 

categories stand out: Head-Down and Two Hands-Head-Down (Fig. 3.19). For the former, most legs 

are obscured, bodies are primarily squared forward, and most strikes are made with the weak of the 

blade. For the latter, those few legs that can be seen are straight in the stirrups, all bodies are squared 

forward, and strikes are equally made with the weak and middle. Although the latter stands out as the 

most common, it cannot be overlooked that this is due to the depictions of a single manuscript, a copy 

of Guiron le Cortois which contains a substantial number of miniatures depicting mounted combat.  14

This manuscript will be highlighted later in this chapter for analysis on its own. For this same reason 

the sub-groups will not be examined, since the entire category is heavily influenced by the input from 

this manuscript. This matter will be addressed later in more detail. 

 London, British Library, Additional MS 12228. 14

Fig. 3.18 Sword-Mounted-Strikes
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Fig. 3.19. Example of Sword-Mounted-Strike. London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fol. 128r (Italian, 1352-62, © British 
Library Board). 

Only two target categories are found in both the visual and treatise sources (Figs. 3.20 and 3.21). No 

two-handed mounted strikes are found in the treatises, yet these are depicted in equal numbers to 

single-handed strikes in the visual sources. The lack of figures with visible legs makes more detailed 

stance comparisons impossible. Only one figure has visible legs in the Head-Down category, and his 

weapon/stance combination matches the sole equivalent depiction in the treatises. While only straight 

legs are depicted in these categories, in both source types a mixture of straight and bent legs can be 

found even within a given category. Both source types depict the weak and middle of the blade being 

used for Head-Down strikes, with the weak most common. 

Armour has no apparent bearing on strikes made by Sword-Mounted combatants in either source type. 

All but one of the combatants are armoured in the visual sources, as are most combatants in the 

treatises. For both source types the same target areas are struck regardless of whether the attacker or 

combatant are armoured. The treatises also depict a larger number of strikes by and against armoured 

mounted combatants compared to those on foot. Not only does this suggest that the same strikes were 

considered useful both in and out of armour, but that they were seen perhaps as more effective against 

armoured opponents on horseback than on foot. That this notion appears to be echoed in the visual 

sources suggests that this may have been understood outside of purely martial arts circles.  
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Fig. 3.21. Match between visual sources and fencing treatises. A) Pierro della Francesca, Battle Between Heraclius and Chosroes, Arezzo, 
Church of San Francesco (Italian, 1452-66, Public Domain Image); B) Getty Fiore fol. 44r (Italian, c.1409, Digital Image courtesy of the 
Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Sword-Mounted-Thrusts (Fig. 3.22) 

A total of twenty-six mounted thrusts were examined which were grouped into twenty target categories. 

Some thrusts, as with those on foot, are shown executed from a reverse grip. Most figures’ legs are 

obscured, but of those that can be seen all but one has their legs straight. Most bodies are squared 

forward, with slightly fewer twisted right. Although no category shows a large majority over any other, 

the face appears to be the most commonly targeted area (Fig. 3.23). Divided by date (Fig. 3.24), the 

most common categories are represented in all periods. It is also tempting to propose the possible 

indications of a shift in target areas across the periods covered. Many of those target areas only found 

in fourteenth-century sources, the chest for example, would only be effective against lighter armour. As 

the dates progress, depictions shift away from these areas and into areas more commonly associated 

with fighting against more comprehensive plate armour (which most of the figures are shown wearing). 

Fig. 3.20. Sword-Mounted-Strikes. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Although the fourteenth-century sources show chest thrusts against armoured targets, it could still 

reflect a mentality where such attacks were more common. However, that a chest thrust against an 

armoured target can be found in Kunste zu ritterlicher Were (c.1495), argues against this notion.  The 15

categories are represented across regions as well. The majority of sources come from manuscript 

miniatures. 

Fig. 3.23. Example of Sword-Mounted-Thrust. Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty 
Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 6 fol. 3 (Flemish, 1467-72, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Only two categories matched with those in the treatise 

sources. Both are single-handed thrusts, for only two 

sources depict two-handed ones in the visual sources, 

and none are found in the treatises. However, while they 

match in terms of target areas and positioning of the  

 Kunste zu ritterlicher Were, fol. 70r. 15

Fig. 3.22 Sword-Mounted-Thrusts
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weapon, none match in stance.Generally, most treatise sources depict bent legs for mounted thrusts, 

while straight legs are primarily found in the visual sources. Once again, armour does not seem to 

influence the targets attacked in either source type. All but two combatants are armoured in the visual 

source, and the majority are armoured in the treatises as well. In both source types target area are not 

varied even if the attacker or target is unarmoured. Regardless of the degree of protection being worn, it 

would appear that the treatises advocate a series of target areas for thrusts which are universally useful. 

This appears to have been recognised by many artists producing the visual sources as well.  

Sword and Shield 

This group is divided into ready positions, strikes, and thrusts on foot, as well as the same three groups 

while mounted. Ready positions are overall most common for both foot and mounted combatants. For 

attacks, strikes, both mounted and on foot, are more commonly portrayed than thrusts. Comparisons 

with treatise sources for this group are not exact, since the only style of shield portrayed in the treatises 

is of the large Swabian style which covers the whole body and was commonly portrayed on foot in the 

judicial duel. This bears little physical resemblance to the smaller shields portrayed more often in the 

visual sources which, unlike the Swabian shield which is shown grasped by a central pole, was often 

Fig. 3.24 Sword-Mounted-Thrust-By Date
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fastened to the forearm by loops or straps. Lacking any closer equivalents, it is still useful to identify 

similarities between the depictions which could suggest universal principles of shield usage regardless 

of style. There are no depictions of mounted sword and shield combat in the treatises.  

Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.25) 

This group is composed of 131 sources divided up into twenty-three position categories. The left foot is 

shown forward more often than the right, and the body is equally portrayed either squared forward or 

twisted right (rarely to the left). The shield is depicted equally held either close across the front of the 

body or close to the left side, with fewer depictions showing it extended out from the body.  

Four positions stand out as most commonly portrayed, many of which are the same as those in the 

previous groups (Fig. 3.26). The most common is Forward Over Head. The left foot is shown forward 

most often, and the body is most often twisted right, with very few squared forward. The shield is 

typically held close to the left side, slightly less often close in front of the body, and only twice 

extended outwards. Trailing further behind with almost half as many portrayals is Back Over Right 

Shoulder. Both feet are depicted forward equally, and the body is squared forward in all except for one 

source where it is shown twisted right. In all but a very few instances, the shield is shown held close 

across the front of the body.  

Low And Right is next. This position is found in three slight variants, with the blade either held 

straight, upward, or downward. The left foot is held forward most often, and the body is most often 

squared forward and less often to the right. The shield is held close across the body most often, and 

close to the left side or extended out in equal but lesser numbers. The last of the commonly found 

positions is Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back. The left foot is always forward in these depictions, 

and the body is equally shown squared forward or twisted right. There is likewise a relatively equal 

split between figures holding the shield close across the body, close to the left side, and extended out. 

When divided by date, all of the most common positions can be found in each period. The same can be 

said for regional divisions. The sources are mainly drawn from manuscript miniatures. 
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Fig. 3.26. Examples of Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions. A) Anonymous, Scenes From 
the History of Jason, Paris, Musée de Cluny, Cl.374 (Italian, early fifteenth century, Photo 
by author); B) London, British Library, Harley MS 4374 fol. 225v (French, 1473-80, © 
British Library Board); C) London, British Library, Royal MS 20 B XX fol. 49v (French, 
c.1420, © British Library Board); D) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 
343 fol. 47r (Italian, 1380-5, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF). 

Four visual source categories match with those in the treatises (Figs. 

3.27 and 3.28). All are single-handed; only one two-handed ready 

position can be found in the visual sources and none are present in 
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Fig. 3.25 Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions
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the treatises. Forward Over Head is the most commonly depicted position for this weapon group in 

both source types. Furthermore, the other matching categories are among the largest for the visual 

sources. Only one category contained no weapon/stance matches. The Forward Over Head category in 

visual sources matched treatise sources in nearly half of all depictions. In all categories visual source 

portrayals depicted a greater variety of stances than those found in the treatises. In many cases, 

however, the only difference between the two was the positioning of the shield. The left foot is forward 

in all treatise depictions for this weapon group, allowing the shield to be furthest forward in its best 

defensive position. This matches with the general trend in visual sources despite right foot stances also 

being occasionally depicted. However, this discrepancy could be explained by the difference is shield 

styles depicted in the two source types. The tendency of ready positions in the visual sources to depict 

the shield held closer to the body fits with Monte’s advice that, when defending, the shield should be 

held close in just such a manner.  The majority of visual source figures in this group are shown 16

wearing armour. However, no Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Position figures are shown armoured in the 

treatises. This is largely due to the specific style of shield combat depicted in the treatise sources, where 

armour was not permitted. Thus, that there were any matches at all between the source types is 

interesting, and suggests certain ready positions that were seen both by martial artists and non-martial 

artists alike as applicable both in and out of armour. 

Fig. 3.27 Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.28. Match between art sources and fencing treatises. A) London, British Library, Royal MS 17 F II fol. 258 (Flemish, 1479, © 
British Library Board); B) Munich Talhoffer, fol. 66v (German, 1467, Image available by Creative Commons). 
 

Sword/Shield-Foot-Strikes (Fig. 3.29) 

There are seventeen strikes recorded with the sword and shield, divided into ten target categories. In 

almost all cases, the right foot is shown forward and the body is squared forward. In a few depictions 

the body is shown twisted left, but never the right. The shield is typically held close to the left side, less 

often across the front of the body. Of particular interest is that one strike, made by a background 

combatant in the Naval Battle at Punta San Salvatore fresco in Siena’s Palazzo Pubblico, appears to be 

made with the false edge (Fig. 3.30). This technique appears frequently in the treatises and, not being 

necessarily an intuitive use of the weapon, would imply some specialist knowledge or informed input 

for the artist to decide to depict it. Only one target area stands out, that being Head-Down. Where 

discernible, the right foot is forward in all but one portrayal, and in all but one the body is squared 

forward. All figures are holding the shield close across the front of the body. Most of the strikes are 

made with the weak of the blade, with a couple using the middle. Although this category contains 

depictions across the date, region, and media sub-groups, the small numbers overall do not permit 

useful further examination in these areas. 

A B
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Fig. 3.30. Examples of Sword/Shield-Foot-Strikes. A) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 112(1) fol. 201r (French, c.
1470, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) False-edge strike. Spinello Aretino, Naval Battle at Punta San Salvatore, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena 
(Italia, 1407-8, Photo by Thom Richardson). 

Head-Down is also the only category which matches positions in the treatises (Figs. 3.31). It does so 

for only one of its several weapon/stance combinations, which is the only such combination depicted in 

the treatises. Yet it should be pointed out that the target in the visual source is lying prone, so the match 

is not exact. The weak is the only part of the blade used in the treatises, and while it is the most 

commonly used part in the visual sources as well, the middle is also used in some portrayals. No two-

handed strikes are depicted in the treatises compared to the larger number (albeit still in the minority) 

found in the visual sources. Only left foot stances are shown in the treatises, while a mixture of left and 

right are found in the visual sources. This again could be the result of the different style of shield. 

Whereas the smaller, more manoeuvrable shields shown in the visual sources could allow for the shield 

to maintain defence while stepping forward with the right foot to strike, the larger shields in the 

treatises might be better utilised kept forward while simply reaching out with a strike without stepping 

Fig. 3.29 Sword/Shield-Foot-Strikes
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forward beyond the bounds of its protection. All but one of the figures in this group are armoured, and 

likewise all but one target is armoured as well. Yet, once again, there are no armoured Sword/Shield-

Foot figures in the treatises. Hence, no further conclusions can be drawn as to the impact of armour in 

choice of strike targets in this weapon group.  

Sword/Shield-Foot-Thrusts (Fig. 3.32) 

This group is composed of seven sources, each in its own target category. All but two figures are shown 

with their left foot forward, and the body is most often twisted right. Interestingly, when the shield is 

not held close to the left side, in many cases it is shown blocking an incoming attack. Most of the 

thrusts target the upper body (Fig. 3.33) with the exception of one which targets the wrist. The number 

of sources in this category is too small for examining the sub-groups. While two categories match those 

found in the treatises, there are no matches in weapon/stance combinations (Fig. 3.34). Unlike strikes, 

both source types depict a mixture of right and left foot stances, with no apparent pattern to suggest that 

one was preferable over the other for particular targets or types of thrusts. All combatants are armoured, 

and in all but one case so are their targets. Since no Sword/Shield-Foot figures in the treatises are 

shown armoured, no direct comparisons can be made. 

Fig. 3.31 Sword/Shield-Foot-Strike. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.33. Example of Sword/Shield-Foot-Thrust. New York, Morgan Library, MS G.24 fol. 
85v (Flemish, c.1350. The Morgan Library & Museum. Gift of the Trustees of the William S. 
Glazier Collection, 1984). 

Sword/Shield-Mounted-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.35) 

With 250 sources grouped into sixteen categories, this group is the second largest of the dataset. Where 

they are visible, legs are more often straight in the stirrups, and the body is most often squared forward. 

The shield is most often held close across the body, and slightly less often close to the left side. Five 

positions appear in notably large numbers (Fig. 3.36). Although not in the same order of prominence, 

four of these match those most common for Sword/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions. The most common in 

this group is Back Over Right Shoulder. Legs are most often straight in the stirrups, and the body is 

most often squared forward. The shield is depicted held close across the body or close to the left side. 

The next position Forward Over Head. The legs are most often straight in the stirrups, and the body is 

most often twisted right. The shield is typically held close across the front of the body. The next 

position is Forward Over Right Shoulder. In all but three sources the figures’ legs are straight in the 

stirrups, and most have their bodies twisted right. The shield is held close across the body and close to 

the left side in fairly equal amounts.  

Fig. 3.34 Sword/Shield-Foot-Thrusts. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.36. Examples of Sword/Shield-Mounted-Ready Positions. A) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 6 fol. 10 
(Flemish, 1467-72, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); B) London, British Library, MS Yates Thompson 28 
fol. 70 (Italian, c.1425, © British Library Board); C) London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fol. 273r (Italian, 1352-62, © British 
Library Board); D) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Nouvelle acquisition française 5243 fol. 62v (Italian, 1370-80, Source 
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); E) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 6 fol. 3 (Flemish, 1467-72, Digital Image courtesy of the 
Getty’s Open Content Programme). 
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Next comes Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back. The legs of most figures in this group are 

obscured, but those that are not are all straight in the stirrups. Bodies are also obscured in many cases, 

but most that are visible are twisted right. Most have their shields held close across the body. The final 

common position is Low And Right. In most cases the blade is held upwards. Most visible legs are 

straight, and the majority of bodies are squared forward. All but three figures are shown with their 

shields held close across the front of the body. Most positions show up across the range of time periods. 

Likewise, they can be found represented in works from the multiple regions. As the majority of sources 

in this group were miniatures, and there are too few sources of other media for useful comparison, they 

were not sub-divided by this characteristic. All but two combatants are armoured, so identifying 

armour’s impact on techniques was not possible.  

Sword/Shield-Mounted-Strikes (Fig. 3.37) 

Mounted strikes with the sword and shield number thirty-nine, divided into ten target categories. Most 

strikes are shown made with the weak of the blade, fewer with the middle, and one with the strong. Of 

the few figures with visible legs, most are straight in the stirrups. The majority of bodies are squared 

forward, and the shield is held close across the body and close to the left side in near even amounts.  

Four strikes are found most frequently (Fig. 3.38). The first is Left Side Head-Down From Right. Only 

two figures’ legs are visible, both straight. All visible bodies are shown squared forward, and in most 

cases the shield is held close across the front. Most strikes are made with the weak of the blade. The 

second is Head-Down. Only three figures’ legs are visible, two bent and one straight. Where the body is 

visible, it is always squared forward, and the shield is most often held close to the left side. Strikes are 

most often made with the weak of the blade. The only non-head target amongst the common strikes is 

Left Shoulder-Down From Right. The sole figure with visible legs has them straight, and all bodies are 

squared forward. In most cases the shield is held close to the left side, and most strikes are made with 

the weak of the blade. The final common strike returns to the head: Right Side Head-Down From Left.  

Few legs are visible amongst these figures, and those visible bodies are shown squared forward. 

Shields held across the front and close to the left side are fairly evenly portrayed, and most strikes are 

made with the weak. Although source numbers were not sufficient to adequately represent all dates and 

regions, the strikes can be seen to be diversely represented in both sub-groups. Since the large majority 
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of sources for this group were miniatures, the media sub-group was not examined further.  All 

combatants are shown armoured, and in all but three cases the target is as well. With no Sword/Shield-

Mounted combatants found in the treatises, no further comparisons can be made for this group. 

 

Fig. 3.38. Examples of Sword/Shield-Mounted-Strikes. A) London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fol. 264r (Italian, 1352-62, © 
British Library Board); B) Anonymous, Romance of Tristan and Iseult, Auvergne, Chapel at St. Floret Castle (French, late fourteenth 
century, Public Domain Image); C) London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fol. 216r (Italian, 1352-62, © British Library Board); 
D) London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fol. 266r (Italian, 1352-62, © British Library Board). 
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Fig. 3.37 Sword/Shield-Mounted-Strikes
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Sword/Shield-Mounted-Thrusts (Fig. 3.39) 

A total of fourteen thrusts with mounted sword and shield were found in the dataset, divided into nine 

target categories. Many figures’ legs are obscured, but those that are not show fairly equal 

representation of straight and bent legs. Likewise, the body squared forward and twisted right are 

depicted in near equal numbers. The shield is slightly more often shown held close to the left side. 

Most of the target areas are the upper body (Fig. 3.40). Concentrations are too small to identify 

common targets. Since most of these sources are from the late fourteenth century and are of Italian 

origin, dividing into these sub-groups is not useful. Likewise, in terms of media, all sources in this 

group are miniatures. All combatants are armoured, and all but one of the targets are as well. With no 

equivalent treatise portrayals, no conclusions regarding armour’s influence on techniques can be made. 

Fig. 3.40. Example of Sword/Shield-Mounted-Thrust. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, MS Arsenal 5089 fol. 235v (Flemish, c.1462, Source gallica.bnf.fr / 
BnF). 

Fig. 3.39 Sword/Shield-Mounted-Thrusts
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Sword and Buckler 

The only sword and buckler groups that will be discussed is Sword/Buckler-Foot-Ready Positions. No 

strikes with the sword and buckler, on foot or mounted, were found in the dataset. Nor were any thrusts 

with the sword and buckler while mounted found. For thrusts on foot and ready positions on horseback, 

too few were found to merit detailed discussion.   

Sword/Buckler-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.41) 

This group numbers forty-nine sources divided into sixteen categories. The left foot is most often 

shown forward. The body is shown squared forward or twisted right in near equal amounts, with fewer 

twisted left. Four positions occur most frequently, most of which are the most common in the other 

sword-based weapon groups (Fig. 3.42). The most common is Back Over Right Shoulder. For those 

with legs visible, the right foot is most often forward. The body is most often squared forward, and in 

most depictions the buckler is extended out to the front. Next most common is Forward Over Head. 

Most figures are portrayed with the left foot forward and with the body twisted right. All are shown 

with the buckler extended out in front. Another familiar position also common to this group is the Back 

Over Right Shoulder Across Back. Where visible, most combatants have their left leg forward and their 

body twisted right. In all but one depiction, the buckler is extended out in front. The last common 

position is Over Head-Blade Left. All figures with visible legs have the left foot forward, and all but 

Fig. 3.41 Sword/Buckler-Foot-Ready Positions
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one has their body twisted right. Bucklers are typically held low and to the left, sometimes extended 

out.  

When divided into sub-groups, all positions, particularly the most common ones, are well represented 

across a variety of dates and regions. Miniatures make up the majority of sources in this group, yet 

again among the common positions are sources from other media as well. Ten categories, more than 

half of the total, matched with equivalents in the treatises (Figs. 3.43 and 3.44). Sometimes mismatches 

were due only to the position of the body or buckler. Both source types feature a mixture of stances 

with an overall tendency to hold the buckler in front of the body most often, either close or extended 

forward. Most combatants are shown wearing armour in the visual sources. Yet, when examining the 

unarmoured combatants there appears to be no variance in technique. There are no armoured sword and 

buckler wielders in the treatises. The 

degree of matching between the source 

types might suggest that sword and 

buckler use by armoured combatants in 

the visual sources might be a product 

of artistic license rather than a 

depiction of reality. 

Fig. 3.42. Examples of Sword/Buckler-
Foot-Ready Position. A) Pierro della 
Francesca, Battle Between Heraclius and 
Chosroes, Arezzo, San Francesco 
(Italian, 1452-66, Public Domain Image); 
B) London, British Library, Additional 
MS 18850 fol. 241r (French, 1410-30, © 
British Library Board); C) Master of the 
Legend of St. Ursula, St. Michael 
Fighting Demons, Bruges, Bruges 
Museum Onze-Lieve-Vrouw ter Potterie, 
O.P64.I (Flemish, late fifteenth century, 
Public Domain Image); D) Paris, 
Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS 
Français 2663 fol. 258r (French, 
1400-25, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF). 
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Fig. 3.43 Sword/Buckler-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.44. Match between visual sources and fencing treatises. A) London, British Library, MS Yates Thompson 31 fol. 46v (Spanish, late 
fifteenth century, © British Library Board); B) Leeds, Royal Armouries Museum, MS I.33 fol. 16r (German, c.1320, Public Domain 
Image). 

Falchion 

Only ready positions, on foot and mounted, will be examined here for falchions. Few sources were 

found for strikes and thrusts on foot, and no sources were found depicting strikes or thrusts on 

horseback. Mounted falchion sources will not be compared to treatise sources, as no treatise sources 

depict this weapon group.  

Falchion-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.45) 

Positions in this group number 124 sources which were grouped into twenty position categories. Most 

figures have their left foot forward, and their bodies most often squared forward. Six positions appear 

most frequently (Fig. 3.46). Once again, these positions are the equivalents of the most common for 

many sword-based groups. The most common is Back Over Right Shoulder. Depictions of the left and 

right foot forward are fairly even. Most often the body is squared forward, but less often it is twisted 

right. The next most common position is Two Hands-Back Over Head. The left leg is forward slightly 

more often than the right. In all but one source the body is squared forward. Next is Forward Over 

Head. The left foot is most often shown forward. All figures except for one are depicted with the body 

twisted right. The next position is Two Hands-Back Over Right Shoulder. Most figures in this group 

A B
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have obscured legs. Of those that don’t, left and right foot forward stances appear equally. Bodies 

squared forward and twisted left appear in close numbers. Following this position is Back Over Head. 

Again, many figures’ legs are obscured, but of those that are not right and left foot forward stances 

appear fairly equally. In all but one instance bodies are squared forward. Last is Back Over Right 

Shoulder Across Back. The left foot forward is most often forward. and the body is most often shown 

twisted right or squared forward.  

Divided by date, there are very few depictions in the late fourteenth century. However, most of the 

positions found are well represented throughout the various periods of the fifteenth century. Depictions 

of many of the techniques can likewise be found across most of the regions covered. There is even a 

relatively diverse representation across various media, even though miniatures remain the dominant 

form. Five categories matched with those in the treatises (Figs. 3.47 and 3.48). All are single-handed, 

since no two-handed positions are depicted in the treatises. Both source types depict other stances 

besides those they share, however, and both show no apparent pattern indicating preference relative to 

the weapon position. Being a largely single-handed weapon, this style of fighting could lend itself to 

greater versatility in foot placement, since single-handed strikes could be made naturally from all 

directions with either foot forward, albeit with varying degrees of power. Just over half of visual source 

Fig. 3.45 Falchion-Foot-Ready Positions
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combatants portrayed are wearing armour, yet there is no apparent difference in positions adopted 

between armoured and unarmoured figures. No armoured figures are found in the treatises using 

falchions. Yet nothing about falchion use, particularly with its seeming similarity to other sword-based 

groups, suggests that it was an unarmoured style in reality. Even if armour was an artistic choice in the 

visual sources, it may not have necessarily been an unrealistic one. 

 

Fig. 3.46. Examples of Falchion-Foot-Ready Positions. A) Jan Pollack, Arrest of Christ, Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, MA 3716 
(German, c.1482, Photo by author); B) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 5 fol. 47v (Flemish, c.1475, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); C) Antonio Pollaiuolo, Studies of Male Nudes in Combat, London, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, CAI.793 (Italian, late fifteenth century, Photo by author); D) Benedetto da Maiano, Proto Martyrs at Marrakesh, London, 
Victoria & Albert Museum, 241- 1889 (Italian, c.1480, Photo by author); E) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS 63 fol. 237 (French, 
1413-15, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); F) Giovanni di Matteo, Massacre of the Innocents, Siena, 
Church of Sant’Agostino (Italian, c.1482, Public Domain Image).  
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Fig. 3.48. Match between visual sources 
and fencing treatises. A) London, British 
Library, Harley MS 4374 fol. 211 (French, 
1473-80, © British Library Board); B) 
Lecküchner, fol. 34r (German, 1482, 
Image available by Creative Commons). 

Falchion-Mounted-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.49) 

Falchion-Mounted-Ready Positions number forty-one in all, divided into eleven position categories. Of 

those figures with legs visible, the majority are bent in the stirrups. Bodies are equally represented 

squared forward or twisted right, and to a lesser extent left. Two positions stand out as occurring 

frequently (Fig. 3.50). Here too, these positions are those most often depicted in the sword-based 

categories as well. The most common is Back Over Right Shoulder. Where visible, legs are more often 

bent, and the body squared forward. The second position is Forward Over Head. Most figures’ legs are 

obscured, but those that are not are all bent. In all but one source, the figures’ bodies are twisted right.  

Fig. 3.47 Falchion-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Divided by date, the positions can be found across a broad range of periods. By region, though only 

two had sufficient numbers to merit charting, the techniques can be found in both in balanced 

proportions. The majority of sources in this group were manuscript miniatures. Most combatants are 

armoured in the visual sources, with no apparent difference in positions from unarmoured combatants. 

There are no depictions of mounted falchion wielders at all in the treatises. As with the Falchion-Foot 

group, factoring in the similarities to sword-based groups, nothing about the falchion indicates that it 

would be used any differently in or out of armour. Hence, visual source depiction may be artistic 

license, yet still a reflection of occasional reality. 

 
Fig. 3.50. Examples of Falchion-
Mounted-Ready Positions.  
A) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale 
de France, MS Arsenal 5090 fol. 
58r (Flemish, c.1462, Source 
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) 
Anonymous, Scene from the 
Trojan War, Paris, Musée de 
Louvre, R.F.2145 (French, late 
fifteenth century, Public Domain 
Image). 
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Falchion and Shield 

Here again, only ready positions on foot and mounted will be discussed. The number of sources 

gathered for strikes and thrusts on foot were small, and no Falchion/Shield-Mounted strikes or thrusts 

were found at all. No treatise sources depict this weapon combination. 

Falchion/Shield-Foot-Ready Position (Fig. 3.51) 

Twenty-one ready positions on foot were found, divided into eight categories. Most combatants with 

visible legs are shown left foot forward. Bodies are equally depicted squared forward or twisted right. 

In most cases the shield is held close across the front. The same two positions common to the Falchion-

Mounted, and also present in Falchion-Foot and the sword-based groups, are the most common here 

(Fig. 3.52). The first, Back Over Right Shoulder, is depicted mainly with the left foot forward, body 

squared forward, and shield held close across the front. The second, Forward Over Head, is typically 

shown left foot forward, body twisted right, and shield held close across the front.  

Divided by date, there is some representation across periods. However, the small numbers prevent any 

definitive conclusions to be drawn from this. The same can be said for the sub-groups divided by 

region. The majority of sources are drawn from manuscript miniatures. Over half of the combatants are 

shown in armour, and share the same positions with unarmoured combatants. Although there are no 

treatise depictions of this weapon group, the overall similarities to sword-based groups suggests that 

conclusions for those groups would likely apply here as well. This weapon group could have been 

practised as depicted in the visual sources, in or out of armour, even if it is not covered in the treatises. 

Fig. 3.51 Falchion/Shield-Foot-Ready 
Positions
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 Fig. 3.52. Examples of Falchion/Shield-Foot-
Ready Position. A) London, British Library, 
Royal MS 20 B XX fol. 63 (French, c.1420, © 
British Library Board); B) London, British 
Library, Royal MS 20 C VII fol.24 (French, late 
fourteenth century, © British Library Board). 

Falchion/Shield-Mounted-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.53) 

Mounted ready positions with the falchion and shield number sixteen in total, divided into six 

categories. The legs are primarily bent, and bodies squared forward and twisted right are depicted fairly 

equally. The shield is most often held close to the left side. The one position that is found more than 

twice is Forward Over Head (Fig. 3.54). Here, although a number of figures have obscured legs, those 

visible are portrayed bent and straight fairly equally. The body is shown twisted right slightly more 

often than squared forward, and the shield is equally held close to the left side and across the front; 

with one instance of it being extended out front. The concentrations within the sub-groups are too small 

to be useful for further examination. All save one of the combatants are portrayed armoured. This, 

combined with the lack of equivalent treatise depictions, prevents additional interpretation beyond the 

likelihood that this group corresponds to the other falchion and sword-based groups. 

A B
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Fig. 3.54. Example of Falchion/Shield-Mounted-Ready Position. New York, Morgan Library, 
MS M.52 fol. 291r (Flemish, c.1500. The Morgan Library & Museum. Purchased by J. 
Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913) in 1905). 

Falchion and Buckler 

Only ready positions on foot will be discussed for this group. Only a single mounted ready position 

with this weapon combination was found, and no strikes or thrusts were found at all. 

Falchion/Buckler-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.55) 

Six sources were found for this group, divided into four categories. For those figures with visible legs, 

the left foot is forward slightly more often than the right. In all but one source the body is squared 

forward, and the buckler is most often held to the left; sometimes close to the body and other times 

extended outward. The only position found in multiple sources is Back Over Right Shoulder (Fig. 

3.56). The most common accompanying stance is left foot forward and body squared forward with the 

buckler extended outward. Division into sub-groups was not examined due to small numbers. The 

majority of sources date to the late fifteenth century, are primarily French, and are manuscript 

miniatures. All but one visual source combatant is portrayed in armour. While the weapon group does 

appear in very small numbers in the fencing treatises, no ready positions are among the depictions. 

Nonetheless, it is an indication that the weapon group was practised and, like the other sword and 

falchion-based groups, was probably practised in much the same way in and out of armour.    
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Fig. 3.56. Example of Falchion/Buckler-Foot-Ready Position. Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS Français 2645 fol. 347r (Flemish, late fifteenth century, Source 
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF). 

Falchions: Realistic portrayal or artistic license?  

It is possible that falchions are sometimes depicted in the visual sources not so much to portray a 

weapon distinct from swords in reality, but rather as a device appropriate to the subject matter of the 

scene. In every falchion group, the majority of depictions are set either in Antiquity or involve non-

European figures. Thus, the falchion could have been depicted in the hands of these combatants as a 

way of differentiating antique and exotic figures from contemporary and European ones. Comparing 

the sword and falchion categories, there is a great deal of overlap in the positions depicted for both, 

suggesting perhaps that there could at times have been no deliberate effort on the artist’s part to depict 

two different weapons with distinctive styles of use, but rather only a wish to establish a visual 

difference in the figures. However, similarity in the positions of swords and falchions should not be 

altogether surprising. As has been discussed previously, the style of combat for both, particularly 

swords used single-handedly, were regarded by some masters as essentially interchangeable. Even if a 
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falchion is depicted just as a visual distinction from a sword, the treatises support the idea that this does 

not necessarily diminish its value as a source for documenting the weapon’s use.  

Dagger 

Only ready positions and thrusts will be examined, as no dagger strikes, on foot or mounted, were 

found. Dagger-Foot combatants were found far more often than those on horseback. While ready 

positions slightly outnumber thrusts on foot, the opposite is true for mounted figures. No treatise 

sources depict mounted use of the dagger.  

Dagger-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.57) 

The largest of all the dagger groups, sixty-nine ready positions were found which divide into ten 

position categories. Categories are evenly split between standard and reverse grips. Most often the left 

foot is forward. The body is most often squared forward, but twisted right is frequent as well. A single 

position carries a noticeable majority within the group: Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder 

(Fig. 3.58). The left foot is forward most often, and the body is most often squared forward. Divided by 

date, the positions are well represented across a range of periods. The same can be said for the region 

sub-group. Although miniatures remain the dominant media, amongst those categories with larger 

numbers of sources, positions appear across multiple media. 
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Fig. 3.58. Example of Dagger-Foot-Ready Position. Florence, Museo di San Marco, Missal 558 
fol. 41v (Italian, c.1430).  

Six categories match across both source types (Figs. 3.59 and 3.60). All 

are single-handed positions, for while several two-handed positions are 

found in the treatises, none are depicted in the visual sources. The left foot 

is most commonly shown forward in all treatises positions, which matches 

the tendency in visual source depictions. Of particular interest is the 

presence of left-handed dagger use matching across both source types. 

This reinforces the suggestion that, as a common secondary weapon, left-

hand usage was appreciated and trained. Fewer than half of the 

combatants portrayed are wearing armour in the visual sources. While armoured dagger use does 

appear in the treatises, no figures are portrayed in ready positions. Nonetheless, this indicates that 

dagger combat in armour was practised. Furthermore, it is probable that, as a primarily thrust-based 

form of fighting, it was practised in the same manner both in and out of armour. Thus, the portrayal of 

armour in dagger combat in the visual sources is probably of reasonable accuracy. 

Fig. 3.59 Dagger-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.60. Match between visual source and treatise 
source. A) Antonio Pollaiuolo, Studies of Male Nudes in 
Combat, London, Victoria & Albert Museum, 
7598-1861 (Italian, late fifteenth century, Photo by 
author); B) Vadi, fol. 42v (Italian, late fifteenth century, 
Image available by Creative Commons). 

Dagger-Foot-Thrusts (Fig. 3.61) 

Fifty-three dagger thrusts on foot were found which could be divided into thirty target categories.  Most 

often the right foot is forward, and the body is typically squared forward. Three categories contain 

notably large numbers of depictions (Fig. 3.62). One is Reverse Grip- Face-Down From Right. Most of 

the figures’ legs are obscured. Of the two that are not, one has their left foot forward, and the other their 

right. The body is most often squared forward. The next target is Reverse Grip-Chest-Down. Both of 

the figures with visible legs have their right foot forward, and all figures have their bodies squared 

forward. The final target is Neck-From Right. Those figures with visible legs are portrayed right foot 

forward; body squared forward and twisted right are portrayed in equal numbers. Divided into the 

subgroups, those attack categories containing multiple sources are represented across several dates and 

regions. Miniatures continue to be the most common media type. The largest position categories are 

represented only in manuscript miniatures. 

Six categories match across the two source types (Figs. 3.63 and 3.64), only half with weapon/stance 

matches. All matching categories are single-handed; while both source types show two-handed thrusts, 

in both they are in the minority. Visual and treatise sources depict a mixture of right and left foot 

stances, however the treatises differ in that both are depicted relatively equally. Most of the combatants 

depicted are armoured, and in just under half of the depictions the target is as well. Conversely, only a 

small number of treatise sources depict Dagger-Foot-Thrusts in armour. However, for both source 

types, there is no apparent varied technique as influenced by the presence or absence of armour. This 

not only suggests that dagger combat was practised both in and out of armour, but also that this 

A B
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universality may have been recognised by artists and resulted in the visual source portrayals as they 

are. 

Fig. 3.62. Examples of 
Dagger-Foot-Thrusts. A) 
London, British Library, 
Royal MS 20 C VII fol. 
212v (French, late 
fourteenth century, © British 
Library Board); B) Paris, 
Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS Français 2643 
fol. 97v (Flemish, late 
fifteenth century, Source 
gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); C) 
London, British Library, 
Additional MS 18850 fol. 
255r (French, 1410-30, © 
British Library Board). 
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Fig. 3.64. Match between visual 
source and treatise source. A) 
London, British Library, Royal MS 
20 B XX fol. 80v (French, c.1420, 
© British Library Board); B) Getty 
Fiore fol. 13r (Italian, c.1409, 
Digital Image courtesy of the 
Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Dagger-Mounted-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.65) 

Six figures were found in ready positions with the dagger on horseback. These positions are grouped 

into three categories. Only one figure has visible legs, which are held straight in the stirrups. All but 

one has their body squared forward. The only category with multiples sources is one frequently 

occurring across other dagger-based weapon groups: Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder (Fig. 

3.66). There were not enough sources of diverse dates, regions, and media to merit dividing into sub-

Fig. 3.63 Dagger-Foot-Thrusts. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
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groups; the majority are French miniatures dating to the early fifteenth century. All visual source 

combatants are portrayed armoured. Combined with there being no equivalent treatise positions, further 

comment on the impact of armour on techniques cannot be made. 

 Fig. 3.66. Example of Dagger-Mounted-Ready Position. New York, Morgan Library, MS M.394 
fol. 215v (French, 1415. The Morgan Library & Museum. Purchased by J. Pierpont Morgan 
(1837-1913) in 1910). 

Dagger-Mounted-Thrusts (Fig. 3.67) 

Eight mounted dagger thrusts were found which divide into four target categories. None of the figures’ 

legs are visible, and the body is squared forward in all but one source. The only target which was found 

multiple times is Reverse Grip-Face Down (Fig. 3.68). As with the mounted ready positions, since the 

majority of these sources are French miniatures from the early fifteenth century, examining them by 

their sub-divisions was not necessary. All but two combatants are shown armoured, as are most of the 

targets. Yet, unarmoured combatants are shown executing the same techniques as armoured ones. 

Although there are no treatise equivalents to this weapons group, it is likely that practice would follow 

the same lines as the Dagger-Foot-Thrust group. 

  

Fig. 3.65 Dagger-Mounted-Ready Positions
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Fig. 3.68. Example of Dagger-Mounted-Thrust. Master of the Centenar, St. George at 
the Battle of El Puig, London, Victoria & Albert Museum, 1217-1864 (Spanish, 
1393-1410, © Victoria and Albert Museum, London). 

Dagger and Shield 

Only Dagger/Shield-Foot-Ready Position will be examined further. There were no strikes found using 

this weapon combination either on foot or mounted, and the number of source for thrusts on foot, 

mounted ready positions, and mounted thrusts are too small for detailed analysis. No treatise sources 

depict this weapon combination.  

Dagger/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.69) 

Five sources were found which could be divided into two categories. Both categories are single-

handed. Figures with their right and left foot forward are found in equal numbers, and in most cases the 

body is squared forward. The most common position, as before, is Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right 

Shoulder (Fig. 3.70). In most cases the shield is held on the left side. The other category is a left handed 

depiction of the same position, except that the dagger is held over the left shoulder. Again, the sources 
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here are primarily French miniatures from the late fifteenth century, so the sub-groups will not be 

discussed. All but one figure is shown armoured, and the unarmoured combatant is found in the most 

common position. As only a single ready position with the dagger and buckler was found, this overall 

group will not be discussed further.  

Fig. 3.70. An example of Dagger/Shield-Foot-Ready Position. Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de 
France, MS Français 111 fol. 95v (French, 1480-5, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF). 

Staff Weapons 

To identify any differences in depiction, the each type of staff weapon will be examined separately. 

With the exception of two sources involving the pollaxe, all staff weapon combatants on are on foot 

and use no additional defensive arms.  

Pollaxe 

Given that only two sources were found for strikes and only one for thrusts with the pollaxe, only ready 

positions on foot will be discussed. Two sources depict the pollaxe held in a ready position whilst 

mounted, but this is an insufficient number to discuss in detail.  

Fig. 3.69 Dagger/Shield-Foot-Ready Positions
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Pollaxe-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.71) 

Forty-eight sources showing the pollaxe in a ready position were found, which were divided into 

fourteen position categories. Left foot forward stances are most common, however the right can be 

found in certain situations as well. The body is most often squared forward. Three positions appear 

frequently in the visual sources (Fig. 3.72). The most common is Back Over Head. In most cases the 

axe is facing forward. Where legs are visible, the left foot is most often forward, however the right 

forward is only slightly less common. All have their bodies squared forward. The staff is most often 

held with both hands towards the base, and slightly less often towards the middle. The second most 

common is Back Over Right Shoulder. The pollaxe is depicted either with the axe or beak facing up. 

Where visible, the left foot is most often forward. The body is most often twisted right, and the staff is 

most often grasped near the base or at both the middle and base. The last common position is Back 

Over Left Shoulder. Where visible, the right foot is always forward, and in all but one case the body is 

squared forward. The staff is held near the base in all except one depiction. Divided by date, although 

only one late fourteenth-century source was found, the various positions are well represented across the 

fifteenth century. Similarly, many of those categories with multiple sources show up in multiple region 

sub-groups as well. As the sources are primarily miniatures, the media sub-group was not examined 

further. 

Fig. 3.71 Pollaxe-Ready Positions
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Fig. 3.72. Examples of Pollaxe-Ready Positions. A) Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Mss.h.h.I.1 p.214 (Swiss, 1478-83, Image available by 
Creative Commons); B) London, British Library, MS Harley 4418 fol. 99 (French, c.1450, © British Library Board); C) London, British 
Library, Royal MS 14 E IV fol. 201v (French or Flemish, 1470-80, © British Library Board). 

 

Only one category matches across both source types (Figs. 3.73 and 3.74). However, this category 

matches in weapon/stance combination entirely. Both source types show the staff being held at the 

middle and base most often for this position, while in some treatise sources the staff is held at the 

middle only. This grip is adopted in most pollaxe ready positions in the treatises, while the visual 

sources depict a greater variety of grips. While the left foot is most commonly forward in the visual 

sources, in treatises sources both right and left and shown forward equally. Armour plays no apparent 

role in determining ready positions adopted in either source type. All but two visual source combatants 

are portrayed in armour, as are the majority of treatise figures. Yet positions adopted do not vary when 

figures are unarmoured. This suggests that staff weapons were used in the same manner both in and out 

of armour. It also indicates that depictions of both armoured and unarmoured combatants in the visual 

sources reflect reality. 

Fig. 3.73 Pollaxe-Foot-Ready Positions. Visual/Treatise Comparisons
Position Art Treatises
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Fig. 3.74. Match between visual source and treatise source. A) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 2643 fol. 42v 
(Flemish, late fifteenth century, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) Cluny Fechtbuch, fol. 183r (German, late fifteenth century, Public 
Domain Image). 

 

Halberd 

Although appearing in small numbers, sufficient sources were found to examine ready positions, 

strikes, and thrusts for the halberd. Ready positions are most commonly depicted, and for attacks 

thrusts appear slightly more often than strikes.  

Halberd-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.75) 

Fifty-one sources showing halberds in ready positions were found, which were divided into six position 

categories. Depending on the position, the right foot and left foot are shown forward relatively equally. 

The body is most often squared forward. The one position that is depicted frequently is Back Over 

Head (Fig. 3.76). The axe is always facing forward, the right foot is forward most often, and the body is 

typically squared forward. The figures are most often grasping the middle and base of the staff, or 

slightly less often just the middle. Concentrations across the sub-groups were not sufficient to merit 

examining in detail. The majority of sources are Swiss miniatures from the late fifteenth century. No 

matching ready positions with the halberd were found in the treatises. Most visual combatants are 

depicted in armour, as are all treatise source figures. As with the pollaxe, similarity of positions in and 

A B
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out of armour indicates that techniques were the same regardless of what the combatant was wearing. It 

also suggests that both armoured and unarmoured depictions in the visual sources can be seen as a 

reflection of reality. 

Fig. 3.76. Example of Halberd-Ready Position. Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Mss.h.h.I.1 p. 27 (Swiss, 
1478-83, Image available by Creative Commons). 

Halberd-Strikes (Fig. 3.77) 

Five sources depict strikes with the halberd, making up three target categories. Most of the figures’ legs 

are obscured, but the right foot and left foot are shown forward each once. No majority for body 

position can be determined; visible bodies are either twisted right or left. The one attack that was found 

multiple times was Head-Straight Down (Fig. 3.78), however all depictions were found in the same 

Fig. 3.75 Halberd-Ready Positions
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miniature.  Unfortunately nothing more can be said about these figures, as all save for their weapons 17

are obscured. Late fifteenth-century miniatures make up the majority of sources for this group, and no 

single region holds any majority.  

Fig. 3.78. Example of Halberd-Strike. New York, Morgan Library, MS M.876 fol. 121v 
(English, first half of the fifteenth century. The Morgan Library & Museum). 

A single target category matched with the only Staff Weapon-Strike category in the treatises, which 

happens to depict a halberd. However, weapon/stance combinations cannot be compared since the 

visual source figure’s legs are obscured. All sources of both types, where visible, show the staff being 

held at the middle. All but one of the combatants are armoured in the visual sources, as are their targets. 

All treatise sources depict armoured staff weapon wielders, and again there is no perceived difference 

in strikes executed out of armour in the visual sources. Thus, not only did armour have no apparent 

influence over techniques executed, but also visual sources depicting attacks by and against figures 

both in and out of armour probably reflect reality.   

Halberd-Thrusts (Fig. 3.79) 

Eight halberd thrusts were found, each making up their own target category. Most figures’ legs are 

obscured, but of those visible two have their right foot forward and one their left. The body is typically 

squared forward or twisted left. Target areas are primarily the head and upper body, sometimes the 

 New York, Morgan Library, MS M.876 fol. 121v.17

Fig. 3.77 Halberd-Strikes
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lower parts of the torso (Fig. 3.80). When divided by media, there is a fairly even split between 

miniatures and engravings. All sources are from the late fifteenth century, and all are either Swiss or 

German. Despite Monte advocating that thrusts should be the primary attack with the halberd,  no 18

matching halberd thrusts were depicted in the treatises. In half of the visual source depictions the 

combatant is armoured; likewise for the targets. Yet unarmoured figures show no variance in technique. 

All treatise sources depict armoured staff weapon wielders. As with other staff weapon groups, this 

indicates that the techniques were applicable in and out of armour, and that visual source depictions of 

both are probably accurate. 

 

Fig. 3.80. Example of Halberd-Thrust. Bern, Burgerbibliothek, 
Mss.h.h.I.3 p. 57 (Swiss, 1478-83, Image available by Creative 
Commons).  

Glaive 

Only ready positions and thrusts with the glaive will be discussed further; strikes were found among the 

dataset but were too few in number. Ready positions and thrusts appear in similar amounts.  

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 126.18
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Glaive-Ready Positions (Fig. 3.81) 

Sixteen figures were found in ready positions with the glaive, divided into four categories. The left foot 

is most often forward, but the right is commonly depicted as well. The body is most often twisted right.  

Two positions recur frequently (Fig. 3.82). The first is Held Front-Horizontal Right. The left foot is 

almost always forward, and the body almost always twisted right. The staff is most often held either at 

the base, or at the middle and top. The second position is Back Over Head. The left foot is most 

commonly forward, and all figures’ bodies are squared forward. The middle of the staff is where most 

figures grasp the weapon. The sources in this group are all miniatures, primarily from the late fifteenth 

century of French or Flemish origin. No equivalent ready positions were depicted in the treatises. All 

but one combatant is armoured in the visual sources, as are all equivalent treatise source depictions. As 

with other staff weapon groups, the visual sources probably reflect reality in their depictions. However, 

if the other staff weapon groups are any indication, unarmoured combat was probably common as well 

and employed the same techniques. 

  

Fig. 3.82. Examples of Glaive-Ready Positions. A) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 2643 fol. 180r (Flemish, late 
fifteenth century, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Mss.h.h.I.1 p. 435 (Swiss, 1478-83, Image available by Creative 
Commons). 

Fig. 3.81 Glaive-Ready Positions
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Glaive-Thrusts (Fig. 3.83) 

A total of fifteen glaive thrusts were found, each creating its own target category. A third of the sources 

show the weapon being used in a reversed grip. For those figures’ legs that are visible, the right and left 

foot being forward are depicted equally. The three possible body positions are depicted fairly equally, 

although squared forward is slightly more common. The most commonly depicted staff grip is at the 

middle and top, then at the top and bottom. The sources are from the mid and late fifteenth century, are 

a mixture of French and Flemish, and are all miniatures (Fig. 3.84). The treatises depict one equivalent 

staff weapon thrust which matches a glaive target category. However, the two depictions do not match 

in stance in addition to weapon position. Yet the difference is merely in the position of the body and not 

of the feet, and both sources show the staff being held in the same way; with one hand at the middle 

and the other near the top. All of the combatants are wearing armour in both treatise and visual sources, 

as are all but one visual source target. Thus, the same conclusions can be made here as with other staff 

weapon groups. As only one ready position and one strike was found using the bill, this shall not be 

discussed further. 

Fig. 3.83 Glaive-Thrusts
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Fig. 3.84. Example of Glaive-Thrust. Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 6 
fol. 3 (Flemish, 1467-72, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme). 

Mounted Stances: Horses for Courses 

Apart from the trends in leg positions observed in treatise illustrations, the fencing treatises are 

frustratingly unspecific on the whole regarding the ideal mounted stance; legs bent or legs straight in 

the stirrups. Only Monte and Duarte provide any textual discussion on the matter, and their opinions 

differ. Monte asserts that bent legs provide a stronger, more stable position in the saddle which enables 

greater force to be generated in attack.  Duarte’s thoughts are more nuanced. He states that riding in 19

the brida (straight-legged) or jennet (bent-legged) style are each useful for certain circumstances, and 

that a rider should be experienced in doing both. However, he does not discuss the specific 

circumstances for which each style of riding is appropriate.  These arguments would indicate that both 20

styles were practised and recognised as appropriate (at least by some). The mixture of trends in both the 

visual sources and treatises with regards to mounted positions would seem to be in keeping with this.  

Common Themes and Model Books 

One risk when examining techniques portrayed in the visual sources is the possibility that figures are 

depicted in certain positions only because conventions existed which dictated how a certain scene 

should look. Such sources could skew the dataset, since the same techniques recur in them not because 

they were popular, but simply because they were used by default when portraying certain figures. To 

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 160. 19

 Duarte, Horsemanship, pp. 27-9, 61-2. 20
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examine the extent to which this may have been the case, four commonly depicted scenes were chosen, 

and all sources in the visual source dataset portraying them were isolated: The Massacre of the 

Innocents, The Martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket, St. Michael, and St. George and the Dragon. Each 

theme group was examined as a whole, and then sub-divided by date, region of production, and media 

when those sub-groups contained at least three sources (unless some element of interest exists in a 

smaller group to merit doing otherwise). The complete body of tables and graphs can be found in 

Dataset B.2. 

Massacre of the Innocents 

Sixteen visual sources portray The Massacre of the Innocents. The majority are manuscript miniatures, 

primarily books of hours. The one common element in all images is the presence of at least one soldier 

and child. Other frequently found elements include Herod, soldiers holding children by an arm or a leg 

while attacking, and grieving mothers. The number of combatants either attacking or in ready positions 

are often small. Many depictions contain only one such individual, while a few portray up to three (Fig. 

3.85). Most depictions portray only one weapon type. The most often depicted is the sword, followed 

by falchions and daggers in equal number. Most figures are in ready positions, and most are armoured. 

Three ready positions with the sword recur multiple times: Back Over Head, Low and Right-Blade 

Straight, and the Back Over Right Shoulder. There are two recurring positions for falchion wielders: 

Back Over Right Shoulder, and Over Head-Blade Left. All dagger ready positions save one are Reverse 

Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder. All attacks depicted are thrusts, all to children, targeting the face, 

neck, chest, abdomen, and right armpit. 

Divided by date, only depictions from the late fourteenth and late fifteenth centuries were numerous 

enough to compare in sub-groups. All fourteenth-century sources depict Herod, as do half of those from 

the late fifteenth century. Swords, falchions, and daggers appear in relatively equal number in late 

fifteenth-century sources, while for fourteenth-century ones only falchions and daggers appear. 

However, the small number of fourteenth-century sources prevents any definite conclusions from being 

made as to the frequency of swords being depicted in this scene. While later source show soldiers 

mainly in armour, the earlier sources depict unarmoured troops just as often. Only the earlier sources 

show attacks with the dagger. Both sub-groups share common ready positions in the weapon groups 
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they have in common. Examined in regional sub-groups, sources of French, Flemish, and Italian origin 

were numerous enough to examine. Most French and Italian sources feature a Herod figure, while 

Flemish and Italian sources both commonly feature at least one mother. All three sub-groups portray all 

weapons at least once, and each sub-group has at least one depiction containing multiple weapon types. 

Ready positions outnumber attacks in all three as well. While armoured combatants are most common 

in Flemish and Italian sources, French sources depict unarmoured ones in equal number. Certain ready 

positions and attacks are shared between two of the three, yet no ready position or attack is shared by 

all three. Manuscript miniatures form the largest media type. Both these and the paintings sub-group 

depict all three weapons in relatively equal number; however, more miniatures portray multiple weapon 

types in a single depiction. Ready positions outnumber attacks for all weapons in miniature sources, 

while in paintings sword attacks are slightly more common. While positions repeat for all three 

weapons in miniatures, this is only the case for daggers in paintings. 

 

Fig. 3.85. Depictions of the Massacre of the Innocents. A) Paris, Bibliothèque 
nationale de France, MS Arsenal 569 fol. 99v (French, late fifteenth century, 
Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); B) London, British Library, Additional MS 35313 
fol.111v (Flemish, c.1500, © British Library Board). 

An anomalous image worth noting amongst the Massacre of the Innocents depictions appears in the 

Huth Hours.  This manuscript, a book of hours of the use of Rome, was illuminated by Franco-21

Flemish artist Simon Marmion in Bruges or Valenciennes between 1485-90. The soldier in the 

 London, British Library, Additional MS 38126 fol. 91v.21
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foreground is standing over a mother holding her child, his sword raised to strike. Closer examination 

of his hand shows that, rather than poised to deliver a vertical strike, his wrist is twisted in preparation 

to deliver a horizontal strike to the mother’s right side. This is reminiscent of the Entrüsthau as 

illustrated (albeit with the strike executed) in Lecküchner (Fig. 3.86).  There is no apparent necessity 22

to Marmion’s decision to portray this position. As no source has yet been found to indicate that 

Marmion himself had any military experience, one can only speculate as to whether he observed the 

technique at some point or was instructed to portray it.  Also interesting to note is that the Italian 23

sources show several very similar elements (Fig. 3.87). Besides all depicting Herod and mothers, all set 

the scene either in similar urban locales featuring a square surrounded by arched colonnades, or a 

throne room with similar architectural features. These features are similar enough to suggest a possible 

widely accepted convention. 

 

Fig. 3.86. A) Simon Marmion’s depiction of a ready position with twisted wrist in London, British Library, Additional MS 38126 fol.91v 
(Flemish, c.1480, © British Library Board); B) The Entrüsthau of Hans Lecküchner in Lecküchner, fol.22r (German, 1482, Image 
available by Creative Commons). 

 Lecküchner, fol. 22r. 22

 ‘Add MS 38126’, British Library Digitised Manuscripts catalogue, <http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?23

ref=Add_MS_38126>  [Accessed 22 February 2017].
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Fig. 3.87. Comparing the Italian sources. A) Giovanni di Matteo, The Massacre of the Innocents, Siena, Church of Sant’Agostino (Italian, 
1482, Public Domain Image); B) Bernadino Jacopi Butinone, The Massacre of the Innocents, Detroit, Detroit Institute of the Arts, 64.81 
(Italian, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image). 

The Massacre of the Innocents depictions are sufficiently numerous to identify some common patterns 

and themes. Soldiers seem more often portrayed in ready positions than attacking. Amongst both 

swords and falchions, two ready positions recur frequently: Back Over Right Shoulder and Back Over 

Head. Both are amongst the most common in the visual sources and can be found in the treatises as 

well. The same can be said for the frequency of Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder with the 

dagger. It is more difficult to form solid conclusions regarding the attacks portrayed in these scenes, 

however, since the targets (infant children) are not representative of typical targets for these techniques 

in most combat situations. There also seems to have been a general tendency to depict the soldiers in 

armour, and also a likelihood that the artist would depict them carrying only one type of weapon.  

Several recurring features have been identified within these images. These include the cast of 

characters (Herod, soldiers, mothers and children), as well as certain weapon positions. Although the 

latter trend might indicate a tendency for artists to place combatant figures in certain stock positions by 

default, the fact that these positions are also found in the treatises prevents them from being ruled out 

due to inaccuracy. Furthermore, the fact that a variety of positions are being portrayed, and the 
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presence of depictions such as Marmion’s in the Huth Hours, indicates that scenes such as these cannot 

be overlooked for being too formulaic. 

Martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket 

Eight sources depict the martyrdom of St. Thomas Becket. All are miniatures, and all but one of the 

manuscripts are books of hours. The depictions seem to all share a common arrangement of the figures; 

Becket at his altar to the right, and the soldiers to the left. The most commonly depicted weapon is the 

sword, and only two sources portray more than one type of weapon (Fig. 3.88). Ready positions are 

more commonly depicted than attacks with swords, however depictions portray only one or the other. 

Only ready positions are depicted for falchions and daggers. Only one ready position, Back Over Right 

Shoulder Across Back with the falchion, is repeated. Although no attacks occur more than once, they 

all share the common feature of taking place from behind. Sword wielders are mostly armoured, all 

falchion wielders are armoured, and the sole dagger wielder is unarmoured. Only the date sub-group 

contains sources of sufficient number and variety to examine, of which only early and late fifteenth-

century sources were numerous enough to be highlighted. The earlier sources all show Becket kneeling, 

while in all later ones he is standing. Neither sub-group depicts daggers, and swords are found more 

often than falchions in both as well. All late fifteenth-century sources show only armoured figures, 

while some unarmoured ones can be found in the earlier depictions. 

 

Fig. 3.88. Depictions of the Martyrdom of 
St. Thomas Becket. A) London, British 
Library, MS Harley 1251 fol.48 (French, 
1430-40, © British Library Board); B) 
London, British Library, MS Harley 2982 
fol.13v (French, mid-fifteenth century, © 
British Library Board). 
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One anomaly among the Becket images is found in a book of hours of the Use of Sarum.  It was 24

produced in Northern France, possibly Rouen, between 1430-40. The miniature depicts an armoured 

soldier delivering a thrust to Becket’s head using a half-sword technique similar to that found in Philipo 

di Vadi’s late fifteenth-century De Arte Gladiatoria Dimicandi (Fig. 3.89).  Despite the small number 25

of sources, the fact that all are of the same medium is noteworthy. The nature of the attacks and the 

arrangement of the figures are both in keeping with the narrative of Becket’s martyrdom. While this 

could restrict artists as to the types of attacks and ready positions they might portray, this does not 

change the fact that many of the ready positions and attacks appear in the fencing treatises. Thus, this 

group of images can still be regarded as valid sources for potential insights. 

 

Fig. 3.89. A) Half-sword attack in London, 
British Library, MS Harley 2900 fol.56v 
(French, 1430-40, © British Library Board); B) 
Half-sword attack from De Arte Gladiatoria 
Dimicandi  in Vadi, fol.26v (Italian, late 
fifteenth century. Image available by Creative 
Commons). 

St. Michael 

Twelve visual sources depict St. Michael the Archangel, always subduing a dragon or demon. In all but 

two instances Michael is striking downward to a figure on the right. Michael’s body position is often 

consistent throughout the depictions as well. In most depictions St. Michael is armed with a sword and 

buckler. Only two deviate from this; one giving him a sword alone, and the other a falchion alone. In all 

depictions he is shown in a ready position, and in all but one he is wearing armour. Of the six sword 

and buckler ready positions, three are found across multiple sources. The single ready positions for the 

 London, British Library, Harley MS 2900 fol. 56v.24

  ‘Harley MS 2900’, British Library Digitised Manuscripts catalogue <http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/25

illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?MSID=8485> [Accessed 22 February 2017]; Vadi, fol. 26v. 
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sword and falchion are also found amongst those for the sword and buckler. Worth noting in particular 

is the striking resemblance between the Last Judgement by Petrus Christus and the same by van Eyck 

(Fig 3.90), suggesting that the former was influenced by the latter.  

Fig. 3.90. Depictions of St. Michael. A) Petrus Christus, The Last Judgement, Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz, 
Gemäldegalerie (Flemish, 1452, Public Domain Image); B) Jan van Eyck, The Last Judgement, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art 
33.92ab (Flemish, c.1440, Public Domain Image); C) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Library, MS 37 fol.15v (Flemish, 1469, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); D) ’Master of Zafra’, San Miguel Arcángel, Museo del Prado (P01326), Madrid 
(Spanish, c.1495, Public Domain Image). 

Only date and media sub-groups contained sufficient sources to examine more closely. Looking at the 

date sub-groups, only those from the mid and late fifteenth-century were numerous enough to highlight. 

The earlier sub-group contains the single falchion portrayal, while the latter contains the sole sword 

wielder. Of the sword and buckler depictions, both sub-groups share ready positions, and one of these 

(Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back) is shared with the sword portrayal as well. All of the St. 

Michael figures in both sub-groups are armoured. Within the media sub-groups, only miniatures and 

paintings were in sufficient numbers to highlight. Paintings are slightly more commonly represented 
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than miniatures. All painting sources portray sword and buckler; the miniature sub-group containing the 

sword depiction. Whereas all miniature St. Michaels are armoured, one painting figure is not. Some 

ready positions are found multiple times in each sub-group, and others are shared across both. The St. 

Michael images appear to be formulaic in their layout. Many elements, including the body and weapon 

position of their central figure, are consistent across the whole group and within many sub-groups as 

well. The Christus and van Eyck works suggest some occurrences of direct influence from one 

depiction to another. However, since positions similar to those depicted can be found in the sword and 

buckler sections of the fencing treatises (Fig. 3.91), these sources will remain in the dataset. 

Fig. 3.91. Equivalent positions from the fencing treatises. 
A) Munich Talhoffer, fol. 121v (German, 1467, Image 
available by Creative Commons); B) I.33 fol. 9r (German, 
c.1320, Public Domain Image). 

St. George and the Dragon 

Depictions of St. George fighting the dragon were found in fourteen sources. The figure of St. George 

is always depicted armoured, and in all but two sources is mounted, most often with a sword. Only a 

single portrayal depicts him mounted with a sword and shield. The only attacks portrayed are with the 

sword alone, both of which are thrusts. Two ready positions with mounted sword repeat: Back Over 

Right Shoulder, and Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back. Both the Sword-Mounted and Sword/

Shield-Mounted categories depict the ready position Forward Over Head (Fig. 3.92). Within the date 

sub-groups, mid and late fifteenth century works are the only ones numerous enough to be examined. 

Both sub-groups show St. George mounted in all but one depiction, and likewise in all but one source 

in each he is in a ready position. The earlier sources contain no repeated positions, whereas the later 

ones do. However, two positions (Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back and Forward Over Head) are 

shared between the sub-groups, both within the same weapon type and across different ones.  
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Fig. 3.92. Depictions of St. George. A) New York, Morgan Library, MS M.421 fol.23v (Flemish, c.1450. The Morgan Library & 
Museum. Purchased by J. Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913) in 1910); B) Bernt Notke, St. George and the Dragon, Stockholm, Storkyrkan 
(German, 1487, Image available by Creative Commons). 

For the region sub-groups, all sources except for those of Spanish and Italian origin will be examined 

more closely. Although mounted sword positions are the most common for all three, all except the 

English sources also contain other weapon types. All of the St. Georges are shown in armour across the 

three sub-groups. Only the English and German sources repeat positions within their sub-groups, and 

only the German and Flemish sources share positions in common. The English sources are of particular 

interest (Fig. 3.93). Despite differing in media, many elements of their depictions are similar. Both 

share the same weapon type and ready position: Sword-Mounted-Back Over Right Shoulder Across 

Back. The body and leg positions for St. George are also similar: the body twisted right, the legs 

straight in the stirrups, and the left arm bent at the elbow in the same manner whilst grasping the reins. 

This might indicate certain conventions common to English portrayals. The sculptures, miniatures, and 

paintings sub-groups are numerous enough to examine more closely. With the exception of one 

miniature source, all depict St. George mounted with a sword in a ready position. All portrayals show 

him wearing armour. Although no ready positions are repeated within any of the sub-groups, two of 

them (Back Over Right Shoulder and Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back) appear in all three.  
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Fig. 3.93. Comparing English sources. A) Anonymous, Saint George and the Dragon, Coventry, Hebert Art Museum, No. 1993/94 
(English, mid to late fifteenth century); B) Anonymous, Saint George and the Dragon, Norwich, St. Gregory’s Church (English, c.1500). 

 
One source amongst the St. George depictions is worth highlighting (Fig. 3.94). It is found in the 

engraving by the ‘Master of the Nuremberg Passion’, produced around 1450.  Here, St. George is 26

shown executing a half-sword thrust to the dragon. A similar half-sword thrust can be found in the 

Munich Talhoffer.  While the direction of the thrust is not the same, the position of both hands on the 27

sword are similar. Unfortunately, there is insufficient knowledge of the identity of the ‘Master of the 

Nuremberg Passion’ to infer the reason for his choosing to depict this technique. However, the fact that 

both the engraving and the Munich Talhoffer are products of mid fifteenth-century Germany is perhaps 

noteworthy.  With the exception of this unusual portrayal just mentioned, the depictions of St. George 28

and the Dragon appear to be generally formulaic. Although there is some variation, the key features of 

an armoured and mounted St. George armed with a sword held poised to strike the dragon are largely 

consistent. Yet, positions such as those depicted are also found in the fencing treatises, both in mounted 

portrayals and on foot. Thus, although the formulaic nature of these images will be kept in mind, 

sources depicting St. George will continue to be factored into the overall visual source dataset. 

 ‘Master of the Nuremberg Passion’, Saint George and the Dragon, Art Institute of Chicago (Lehrs 12.240.I), Chicago.26

 Munich Talhoffer, fol. 23r.27

 ‘Saint George and the Dragon (Lehrs 12.240.I)’, Chicago Institute of Art Online Catalogue <http://www.artic.edu/aic/28

collections/artwork/23989> [Accessed 22 February 2017]
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Fig. 3.94. A) St. George using a half-sword technique in Master of the Nuremberg Passion, Saint George and the Dragon, Chicago, Art 
Institute of Chicago, Lehrs 12.240.I (German, mid-fifteenth century); B) Half-sword technique in Munich Talhoffer, fol. 23r (German, 
1467, Image available by Creative Commons). 

Model Books 

A survey of several surviving model and sketch books seems to indicate that portrayals of combatant 

figures were uncommon. However, a number of depictions were found, most of which portray similar 

positions to those found in the visual sources. The earliest specimen within the time period covered by 

this study is found in the Lombard Sketchbook held at the Morgan Library (Fig. 3.95).  Produced 29

between 1360 and 1380 by Tomaso da Modena, the drawing depicts a pair of unarmoured figures 

facing off on foot with swords and bucklers. The figure on the left matches both visual and treatise 

sources in weapon placement, with treatises in buckler placement, and with neither in stance since all 

depict the right foot forward. The figure on the right, while matching with visual sources in weapon 

and buckler placement only, matches entirely to 

equivalent depictions in the fencing treatises. 

Fig. 3.95. From the Lombard Sketchbook. New York, Morgan 
Library, II, 2-25 fol. 14v (Italian, c.1360. The Morgan Library & 
Museum. Purchased by J. Pierpont Morgan (1837-1913) in 1909). 

 New York, Morgan Library, II, 2-25; Morgan Library Online Catalogue entry for II, 2-25 <http://corsair.themorgan.org/29

cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?BBID=141861> [Accessed 25 January 2017].
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An example from the early fifteenth century can be found in the Pepysian Sketchbook,  part of the 30

Pepys Library held at Magdalene College, Cambridge (Fig. 3.96). An English work containing the 

work of several artists, the drawings are variously dated between the end of the fourteenth century and 

the first decades of the fifteenth. The drawing of interest dates to around 1400 and depicts two 

combatants: a mounted St. George and an unarmoured figure on foot who, despite not holding a sword, 

is posed as if he is meant to. Both of their positions can be found in the visual sources, although St. 

George’s position is unique among the other depictions of him surveyed. The latter position matches 

treatise sources in both weapon position and stance.   Last is another St. George figure portrayed in a 31

sketch book by Jacopo Bellini produced between 1440 and 

1470 (Fig. 3.97).  The figure’s position matches with 32

some visual sources in both weapon and stance. 

Furthermore, at least in weapon position, it also one of the 

most common for other St. George depictions. 

Fig. 3.96. From the Pepysian Sketchbook. Cambridge, Magdalene College, 
Pepys MS 1916 fol. 16r (English, c.1400). 
 

Fig. 3.97. From a sketchbook of Jacopo Bellini. Jacopo Bellini, St. George and the 
Dragon, London, British Museum, 1855, 0811.6 (Italian, 1440-70, Image available 
by Creative Commons). 

 Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys MS 1916 fol. 16r. 30

 M.R. James, ‘An English Medieval Sketch-Book, No. 1916 in the Pepysian Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge’, The 31

Walpole Society 13 (1925): 2, 11, 15.  

 London, British Museum, 1855,0811.6; ‘London, British Museum, 1855,0811.6’ British Museum Online Catalogue 32

<http://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?
objectId=707869&partId=1&searchText=Jacopo+Bellini+st+george&page=1> [Accessed 25 January 2017]. 
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The results of this thematic survey suggest that certain key features seem to recur throughout depictions 

of certain scenes or figures. There are some notable anomalies where, for reasons unknown, some 

artists depicted techniques that, rather than being one of the many accurate albeit commonly portrayed 

ones, is a unique portrayal of an obscure technique found in the fencing treatises. The same can be said 

for the sample of model and sketch books examined, which appear to represent a microcosm of the 

wider body of visual sources. A number of the most commonly depicted techniques in the visual 

sources appear here as well, many of which match in varying degrees with depictions found in the 

fencing treatises. Although many of the ready positions and attacks found in these sources are 

commonly found in others—giving weight to the suggestion that depictions could be dictated by widely 

circulated and accepted models or conventions, rather than the knowledge or wishes of the artist—the 

fact remains that many of them also appear in the fencing treatises. For this reason they remain 

valuable. 

Case Study: London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 

With 327 combatant figures documented for the dataset, Additional MS 12228, held in the British 

Library, contains the largest single concentration of visual sources. Some weapons groups are 

composed in large amount, if not in the majority, of miniatures from this manuscript. It is thus worth 

examining on its own for two reasons. First, such a large body of images in one source allows us to 

identify any patterns or conventions of depiction for a single artist or workshop. Second, and perhaps 

most important, since the manuscript significantly influences the dataset in some areas, identifying its 

accuracy and reliability is key to understanding some of the apparent trends that arise from the visual 

source analysis. If the depictions are anomalous and tilt the dataset in a direction it would not otherwise 

go, this must be taken into consideration. The complete set of tables and graphs for this section are 

found in Dataset B.2. 

Briefly introducing the manuscript, Additional MS 12228 (hereafter known as the 12228) is a 

parchment codex of 352 folios thought to be produced between 1352 and 1362 in southern Italy, 

perhaps Naples. It is illustrated with no fewer than 363 miniatures in total, some of which are 

unfinished line drawings, which appear to be the work of multiple artists with varying degrees of detail 

(Fig. 3.98). The text is the first part of Guiron le Cortois, a French Arthurian romance written in the 
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mid-thirteenth century which is essentially a retelling of Meliadius or Palamedes. It was probably 

produced for Louis de Tarente, King of Naples, who reigned from 1352 until his death in 1362 and 

whose arms appear in several miniatures.  33

Fig. 3.98. Examples of differing art styles in Guiron le Cortois (Italian, 1352-62). A) London, British Library, Additional MS 12228 fols. 
7v and B) 269v. © British Library Board 

The 12228 miniatures exert the greatest influence on the Sword/Shield-Foot category, as well as all 

other Sword-Mounted and Sword/Shield-based categories. For some categories these miniatures make 

up the majority of sources for a position, and in some cases for an entire category. A number of the 

depictions match with those in the treatises. While the weapon position is in accord with treatise 

depictions quite often, matches for both weapon and stance (indicated by a * next to the position name 

in the graphs) is far less frequent. However, it should be understood that this is largely due to the 

miniatures rarely providing a clear view of the combatants’ legs, particularly mounted figures which are 

frequently depicted in masses knotted together in melee. The artists appear to have made frequent use 

of a handful of positions in which to depict combatants, as is evident by the large concentrations of 

positions in certain categories, particularly Sword/Shield-Mounted-Ready Positions. However, it 

cannot be overlooked that these frequently-depicted positions often match with treatise sources, most 

 ‘Additional MS 12228’, British Library Catalogue <http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscripts/record.asp?33

CollID=27&NStart=12228> [Accessed 23 January 2017]. 
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often in just weapon position but sometimes in weapon/stance combinations as well. Furthermore, there 

is some evidence of stock figures or positions being reused throughout the manuscript; figures which 

show up in almost exactly the same position in different miniatures with only differing clothing or 

equipment to make them distinctive. 

For a source that makes up such a large part of the dataset, it is frustrating that the lack of visible legs 

makes it impossible to assess the similarity of figures across both weapon and stance to depictions in 

the treatises. Yet, even judging strictly by the weapon positions, those most often depicted match with 

the treatises where equivalent categories exist. Despite an apparent tendency to recycle positions, if not 

whole figures, throughout the manuscript, many of those positions have their equivalents in the 

treatises and can be found in other visual sources as well. Thus, while the degree of influence this 

single source has upon the dataset must be kept in mind, there is no reason for these depictions to be 

regarded as suspect, nor for the dataset to be considered compromised.  

Conclusions 

Although the dataset gathered for this study was small in comparison to the total body of surviving late 

medieval visual sources, a number of interesting and useful patterns have emerged from these analyses. 

The first point which has become apparent is that combat depictions are not found equally across the 

various media employed by medieval artists. Manuscript miniatures portray combat scenes 

significantly more often than other media. This is likely due to the broader range of subject matter in 

manuscripts, covering topics ranging from histories to romances in which combats often play some 

part. Also, since manuscripts can number tens to hundreds of folios, there are more opportunities for a 

wide variety of illustrations in a single work, raising the odds that a combat scene would be depicted, 

compared to stand-alone works where, when selecting a subject, such a scene might not be given 

priority. While the other media consulted are no less useful to examine for their portrayals of combat, 

miniatures are best sought out if researchers are seeking the largest yield of potential material.  

Likewise, there is substantial difference in the frequency with which each weapon group is portrayed. 

Swords are by far the most commonly depicted weapon, followed by falchions and daggers. Where 

secondary arms are depicted, the shield is much more popular than the buckler. Staff weapon use 
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appears least often. Of the various types, pollaxes and halberds are most common. Although staff 

weapons appear frequently in medieval art, they are most often shown held rather than used.  

Ready positions are almost five times as common as attacks. Perhaps these positions were considered 

more dynamic and interesting to look at. Alternatively, showing mostly ready positions, combatants 

poised to strike rather than actually striking, allowed artists to portray violent scenes with 

comparatively less overt violence. This latter possibility no doubt depended on the nature of the piece 

and the wishes of those involved in both commissioning and producing it. For although strikes and 

thrusts are shown comparatively less often, many that do appear can be quite detailed and graphic.  

For all of the weapon groups a handful of ready positions and target areas for attack appear to be 

portrayed most frequently. Several of these, such as Back Over Head or Back Over Right Shoulder, or 

attacks being made to the head and upper body, can be found across several different weapon groups as 

well. Many of these are intuitive techniques which even an untrained person might employ. While these 

depictions could be the artists using their common sense, depicting what seemed to be the most logical 

way for a given weapon to be used, they could also be the result either of personal experience, or of 

observing real combatants using common techniques. Some weapon groups have been found to possess 

significant overlap with techniques from others. This has been observed between the sword and 

falchion-based weapon groups, where many of the same ready positions and attacks are depicted using 

both. Although part of this could be the result of artists using falchions only to distinguish their 

combatants from sword-wielding ones, there could also be a common usage between the two weapons 

which was widely acknowledged at the time.  

A fair quantity of the positions adopted by figures in the visual sources can also be found in the fencing 

treatises. Weapon position alone is generally in agreement more often than both weapon and stance 

together. Even Monte commented that artists were often not capable of depicting bodies in a manner 

consistent with realistic combat, so perhaps matches should not be seen as lesser just because they do 

not match across both weapon and stance.  Again, not all art source depictions of weapons have 34

treatise matches in equal number. However, this is also in no small part due to the disparity in treatise 

coverage of each weapon. Swords, falchions, and daggers feature far more prominently than staff 

 Monte, Collectanea, pp. 97-8.34
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weapons, resulting in fewer depictions with which to compare with the already small pool of equivalent 

visual sources.  

It cannot be overlooked, however, that both source types, despite matching in many respects, contain a 

wide variety of positions and techniques which do not appear in the other. This could partly be the 

consequence of visual sources being more numerous than treatise sources. It could also be the 

consequence of certain techniques portrayed in the treatises, in large part due to the secrecy with which 

some masters apparently surrounded their teachings, not being well-known outside the closed circle of 

trained martial artists. Furthermore, the authors of the fencing treatises, when selecting what to portray 

in their works, prioritised quality over quantity, portraying a selection of techniques rather than every 

possible one. This being the case, that any matches occur at all between the two source types, let alone 

the relative frequency with which they do, is significant. Indeed, the fact that many of the matches are 

for techniques which seem simple or intuitive suggests not so much that they were chosen by artists 

because they were intuitive, but that they were intuitive because they made correct use of the weapon 

and were commonly practised and, by extension, perhaps commonly observed. 

Significantly, instances in both the visual sources and treatises of figures portrayed in positions that 

would not make biomechanical sense are very rare. Discounting obvious artistic errors—for example, 

left hands being drawn on right arms, or elbows in anatomically impossible positions in I.33 as 

mentioned in Chapter 1—cases where foot placement does not complement weapon placement in 

attack or ready position are in the minority. Even when positions in one source type are not found in the 

other, the fact remains that in most cases the positions portrayed demonstrate proper understanding of 

basic body mechanics by showing the feet, body, and weapons in positions harmonious to one another. 

Whether or not this fact is due solely to artists’ understanding of basic anatomical principles, rather 

than first-hand knowledge of combat principles or reliable input from another source, it is a further 

reinforcement of the argument that depictions of combat were executed with care for detail in many 

cases. 

Techniques such as striking with the false edge, or attacking from a half-sword position, are common in 

the treatises. Yet depictions of these techniques and others similarly associated with more specialised 
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training have been found in the visual sources. This implies that such techniques were understood, and 

probably practised, beyond the circles of trained martial artists. More interesting still is that these 

techniques are not always depicted being executed by figures of the status for which the majority of 

fencing treatises were typically intended. Rather, strikes with the false edge and half-sword attacks can 

be found being made by background figures; common soldiers often forming part of the larger mass of 

combatants in a scene. That artists placed such unnecessarily specific details in non-prominent 

locations could suggest that such techniques, while perhaps indicating some formal training, were not 

as specialised and obscure as previously thought.  

Currently not enough is known of the lives of most artists whose work contributes to the dataset to 

determine whether accurate depictions were the result of personal knowledge, observation, or good 

second-hand reporting. Examining depictions of common themes and model books shows that, at least 

in some cases, the formulas being circulated amongst artists and workshops, despite being formulaic, 

could also be accurate. Equally frustrating is that very few of the artists responsible for illustrating the 

fencing treatises are known by name, and those that are possess little in the way of a biography nor a 

positively identified body of work which might enable scholars to determine if their treatise work 

influenced subsequent portrayals of combat.  

Overall, there were no significant differences between the techniques portrayed in the visual sources 

when divided into date, region, and media sub-groups. The similarity across the date range seems 

consistent with the fencing treatises, which do not alter their techniques or doctrine within the period 

covered here. Of greater interest is the general similarity of technique across the regions examined. For 

although most of the visual sources are of Italian, French, or Flemish origin, the treatises examined are 

entirely of German or Italian origin. Yet, the two sources match across a significant portion of 

techniques. These points could be seen to imply a style of combat, espoused in the treatises and 

reflected to some extent in the visual sources, which is essentially universal within Western Europe in 

the 150-year period covered by this study.  

Of equal interest is that the visual sources make no apparent differentiation of techniques portrayed by 

the status of combatants. High-status or otherwise key figures in a portrayal are often depicted 
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employing the same ready positions or attacks as the mass of other combatants surrounding them. 

Furthermore, some of the counterintuitive techniques found in the visual sources, such as false-edge 

strikes or half-sword attacks, are shown being performed by supporting figures with no prominence in 

the scene. While the artist could be choosing to depict combatants fighting in a manner beyond their 

status in reality, it is equally possible that at least a portion of the techniques portrayed in the fencing 

treatises were not as esoteric as previously suspected.   

Put simply, a fair amount of the material covered in the fencing treatises shows up in medieval visual 

sources, and vice versa. If we give credibility to the techniques portrayed in the fencing treatises, then 

we must conclude that, in general, the visual sources accurately reflect certain aspects of medieval 

combat to a certain degree. This, of course, varies on a case by case basis. Yet even where the quality of 

execution and attention to detail is not particularly great, certain basic points such as the general 

position of weapons and the body are often recognisable and appear in the most authoritative sources 

on medieval martial arts currently available to us. Thus, visual sources should be regarded as a valuable 

source for helping scholars to better understand these lost arts.   
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Chapter 4 - Skeletal Sources 

Sharp force trauma, wounds caused by edged weapons which survive on medieval skeletal remains, 

are the preserved testimonies of what these weapons were capable of not in theory but in reality. 

Analysis of skeletal sources can yield a great deal of useful information regarding edged weapon 

use. Examination of individual wounds and patterns of wounds across the dataset can indicate such 

points as commonly targeted areas, common trajectories of attacks, and the severity of different 

types of wounds. These points and others contribute to a greater understanding not just of the 

victims but also of the attackers.  

This chapter begins with an overview of the sites from which skeletal remains were drawn. 

Following this is an outline of the methods used for organising and analysing the dataset, after 

which the findings are presented. In addition to identifying general wound patterns across the 

skeletal sources, they will also be broken down and examined as a series of sub-groups. These sub-

groups include individual sites, wound type, date of remains, and region of find site. Remains will 

also be divided by the number of wounds on each, and whether wounds were inflicted before, near, 

or after the time of death. Subsequent sections then investigate the degree to which it is possible to 

deduce the status of individuals by their wound patterns, as well as whether or not the weapons 

responsible can be identified. Next, two individuals are highlighted as case studies. The first is 

drawn from the dataset, while the second, of an earlier date, is not and serves to determine whether 

trends identified in the dataset might apply to remains outside the period covered by this study. The 

findings will then be compared to the fencing treatises to determine the points which match across 

both source types. The chapter will conclude with a summary of the trends and the techniques 

which can be interpreted from them, and the extent to which they match with techniques and 

principles found in the treatises. 

The Find Sites 

Remains from nine find sites were examined. The sites selected were those containing remains 

exhibiting sharp force trauma and dating from the period covered in this study. Remains were 

included in the dataset only when sufficient details of the wounds were recorded by the report 

authors to enable cataloguing. While the exact number of individuals represented cannot be 

determined due to the way in which data from some sites was presented, 485 individual wounds in 
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total were analysed. The number of remains and wounds vary greatly; some sites contain hundreds 

of skeletons and varied wound concentrations while others contain only one skeleton exhibiting a 

single wound.  

The mass graves found at Visby, Sweden, where a battle between the local militia and an invading 

Danish force took place in 1361, form the largest contribution to the dataset. Uncovered during a 

series of excavations conducted between 1905 and 1930, the smallest number of individuals 

represented is 1,085. All remains are male and aged from their late teens into forties, with some 

individuals older and younger. A total of 323 sharp force wounds were analysed from the 

excavation report. Ingelmark presented the wound data in charts divided into different parts of the 

body and the likely trajectory of the blows. While this method of presentation enables the data to be 

included in this study, it prevents examination of individual skeletons and wounds. Furthermore, 

Ingelmark stated that he made no attempt to attribute any wounds to specific edged weapons due to 

the difficulty in doing so.  1

 The mass grave found near Towton Hall in 1996—generally accepted to have contained remains of 

combatants from the Battle of Towton, which took place in 1461—forms the second largest 

contributor. A major conflict during the Wars of the Roses, the battle is considered the bloodiest 

ever fought on English soil, with an alleged death toll of 28,000. After a ten-hour engagement, the 

Lancastrian army broke and withdrew, all the while suffering heavy casualties by the pursuing 

Yorkists. Thirty-four of the thirty-eight individual remains recovered were examined, with a total of 

116 sharp force wounds amongst them. All were male, aged roughly between 16 and 50.  2

The remaining sites provide fewer remains each. Of the 400 skeletons excavated between 1985 and 

1986 at the former site of the Priory of St. Andrew on Fishergate in York, four males aged between 

20 and 50 were suitably dated and exhibit twenty-six sharp force injuries in total. Four additional 

male skeletons of young to middle age, dated between 1470 and 1498 and with a total of nine 

wounds, were found in the 1990s in the cemetery at the Cathedral of San Giovanni in Turin. The 

 Thordeman, Wisby, pp. 49, 56, 59-60, 64, 73; Bo E. Ingelmark, ‘The Skeletons’, Armour from the Battle of Wisby 1

1361 (Upsala: Almquist & Wiksells, 1939), pp. 149-52, 159-60.

 Veronica Fiorato, ‘The Context of the Discovery’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and 2

Christopher Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), pp. 1-2; Andrew Boardman, ‘The historical background to the battle 
and the documentary evidence’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and Christopher Knüsel 
(Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), pp. 15, 22-3; Anthea Boylston, Malin Holst and Jennifer Coughlan, ‘Physical 
Anthropology’, Blood Red Roses, ed. Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and Christopher Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow 
Books, 2007), pp. 47, 51-2.
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next pair of sites are medieval cemeteries in London. One is located in the vicinity of the 

fourteenth-century Abbey of St. Mary Graces, excavated from 1986 through 1988. Two male 

skeletons and a total of two wounds were examined: one found in a cemetery west of the abbey, and 

one interred beneath the abbey itself. The other is a Black Death cemetery found nearby at East 

Smithfield and excavated around the same time. This site also contributed two skeletons and two 

wounds total to the dataset.   3

The final three sites each add only one skeleton to the dataset, but differing numbers of total 

wounds. The first, also in London, was excavated at the former site of the Augustinian Priory and 

Hospital of St. Mary without Bishopgate, also known as St. Mary Spital. Excavated between 1999 

and 2002, over five thousand of the 10,500 skeletons excavated have thus far been studied. Only a 

single wound was found on the one skeleton used for this study. Next is the parish cemetery at St. 

Margaret Fyebridgegate in Norwich, with burials dating from the mid-thirteenth century until its 

closing in 1468. The skeleton from this site exhibits four sharp force wounds. The final skeleton is 

that of King Richard III, killed at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485 and discovered in Leicester in 

2012. Of the many wounds found on his remains, the ten consistent with sharp force trauma were 

examined.  4

Several other sites at which medieval remains exhibiting sharp force trauma were found were not 

included in the dataset. These include the cemetery at the Royal Church of St. Mary in Oslo, the 

bones found in a mass grave near the site of the 1385 Battle of Aljubarrota, and the remains 

excavated at the former Priory of St. Mary Merton in London. All three have published at least 

some findings of the skeletal trauma.  However, insufficient data has been published to allow a 5

 Stroud et al., Cemeteries, p. 121, 240; V. Giuffra et al., ‘Weapon-related Cranial Lesions from Medieval and 3

Renaissance Turin, Italy’, International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 25 (2015): 691-3, 694-6; K. Krakowka, 
‘Violence-Related Trauma from the Cistercian Abbey of St Mary Graces and a Late Black Death Cemetery’, 
International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 27 (2017): 57; Lynne Cowal, Ian Grainger, Duncan Hawkins, and Richard 
Mikulski (eds.), The Black Death Cemetery, East Smithfield, London, Museum of London Archaeology Service 
Monograph 43 (London: Museum of London, 2008), p. x.  

 Brian Connell, Amy Gray Jones, Rebecca Redfern, Don Walker (eds.), A bioarchaeological study of medieval burials 4

on the site of St Mary Spital: excavations at Spitalfields Market, London E1, 1991–2007, Museum of London 
Archaeology Service Monograph 60 (London: Museum of London, 2012), p. xix; Ann Stirland, ‘Patterns of Trauma in a 
Unique Medieval Parish Cemetery’, International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 6 (1996): 92; Appleby et al., 
‘Perimortem’, pp. 253-7.

 E.T. Brødholt and P. Holck, ‘Skeletal Trauma in the Burials from the Royal Church of St. Mary in Medieval Oslo’, 5

International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 22 (2012), pp. 201-18; Eugénia Cunha and Ana Maria Silva, ‘War Lesions 
from the Famous Portuguese Medieval Battle of Aljubarrota’, International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 7 (1997): 
595-9; Tony Waldron, A Report on the human remains from Merton Priory. Ancient Monuments Laboratory Report 
4483 (London: English Heritage, 1985).
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cataloguing of individual wounds, thus making the available data unfit for purpose for this 

particular study. The same can be said for the majority of the remains from St. Mary Spital. 

Although more were reported as exhibiting sharp force trauma, only the one discussed in detail by 

Powers provided sufficient details to be included.  6

Considering the number of known large-scale violent conflicts within the period covered, as well as 

the smaller interpersonal conflicts which were also widespread, the comparatively small number of 

sites and remains might seem surprising. Probably the most significant factor which reduces the 

number of remains excavated and studied is that most were buried in consecrated ground on sites 

that are either still functioning or still preserved places of internment; in both cases, excavation is 

either prohibited or heavily restricted. Even for large numbers of individuals killed in the course of 

battles, as Curry and Foard point out, there appears to have been a widespread practice of both 

transporting remains for burial elsewhere, or of mass graves constructed near the battlefield which 

were re-opened later to transfer remains to a more appropriate burial site.  This leaves available 7

only those sites which were formerly consecrated but now cleared for excavation, or those not 

located within formally-designated burial spaces.  

Methods 

As the author does not possess the necessary osteoarchaeological training to extract the necessary 

data from examining the bones themselves, wound data was drawn from articles and reports by 

specialists who have excavated or examined the remains. For organising the data, wounds were first 

divided into cuts and punctures, the part of the body targeted, and then by the angle of the blow 

where evidence enabled an interpretation. The direction of the attack (from the attacker’s point of 

view) was less often determinable by the details in reports or characteristics of the wound itself. 

Many cuts are only classified as coming from a general angle (i.e. downward versus downward 

from the attacker’s right or left).  

Target areas are generalised to layman’s terms rather than using clinical terminology (i.e. ‘left lower 

leg’ rather than ‘left tibia’), as this was more useful to compare with data gathered from other 

 Connell et al., Bioarchaeological, p. 93; N. Powers, ‘Cranial Trauma and Treatment: A Case Study from the Medieval 6

Cemetery of St. Mary Spital, London’, International Journal of Osteoarchaeology 15 (2005): 1-14.

 Anne Curry and Glenn Foard, ‘Where are the dead of medieval battles? A preliminary survey’, Journal of Conflict 7

Archaeology 11 (2016): 62-4, 70-1. 
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source types. These categories are designated as Head, encompassing the head and neck; Arms, 

comprising the area from the shoulders down to the hands; Legs, which includes the bones from the 

pelvis down to the feet; and finally Torso which includes the rib cage and spinal column between 

the bottom of the neck and the top of the pelvis. Where the angle or trajectory for attacks could not 

be determined, this point was left out of the dataset. The trajectory of punctures was rarely noted by 

report authors.  

Further features noted for each wound are the find site, skeleton ID reference, date of the remains, 

wound sub-type, and measurements. Wound sub-types were developed by the author to distinguish 

wound severity. Sub-types include Surface Cut for cuts which left an impression on the bone 

surface only; Penetrating Cut for cuts which penetrated into the interior of the bone; Shearing/

Severing Cut for those that have removed a section of bone due to the passage of the blade (not 

including bone removed as a result of radiating fractures); Surface Puncture for punctures which 

only left a mark on the bone’s surface; Penetrating Puncture for punctures that penetrate into the 

interior; and finally Cut From Thrust for cuts on the bone caused by the edge of a weapon during a 

thrust. 

It is vital to understand the limits of skeletal remains as sources. Although sometimes a wound can 

indicate the trajectory of the attacking weapon, there is a risk of speculation; the investigator 

becoming tempted to attribute a wound to a particular technique. Ingelmark’s interpretation of 

causes of the Visby wounds, made with Hellstrom’s input, falls prey to this temptation. Not only 

were his interpretations made with an antiquated understanding of medieval combat, believing in 

the supremacy of brute force, but also with Hellstrom’s perspective as a modern foil and sabre 

fencer; styles that bear almost no resemblance to the combat of the mid-fourteenth century. 

Furthermore, attributing modern values to medieval violence, such as the opinion that facial wounds 

were emotionally significant or signs of mutilation, rather than simply an attack on an effective 

target, should also be avoided as overly speculative. Consequently, only the target areas have been 

documented for this study, with the attack angles and trajectories noted only if forensic evidence 

suggests it (Fig. 4.1).  8

 Geldof, ‘Making’, pp. 60-2, 65, 76-7.8
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Fig. 4.1. A) Penetrating Cut, Towton 
25-Cranial Wound 8; B) Penetrating 
Puncture, Towton 9-Cranial Wound 1. 
(English, c.1461, Images courtesy 
BARC, University of Bradford). 

Findings 

General 

Attacks to the head are most numerous overall (Fig 4.2). The most commonly targeted part of the 

head for cuts is the left side with downward or horizontal strikes. Next most common is the right 

side of the head, with the most common strikes either downward or downward from behind the 

victim. Cuts to the face are next, again mostly with downward strikes. This is followed by 

downward strikes to the back of the head from behind and downward strikes to the top of the head. 

Neck cuts appear least often, all of which are delivered horizontally. No trajectories for punctures to 

the head were determined. While there is no large majority in any one part of the head in which 

punctures are found, the right, left, and back of the head exhibit them slightly more. 

 

The legs were the next most common target. For cuts, the left lower leg is the most commonly 

wounded. Most strikes to this area were downward. Following close behind is the right lower leg, 

again mostly from downward strikes. The left and right upper leg are next most common in that 

Fig. 4.2. Wounds - General Trends
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order, both from mostly downward strikes. The two leg punctures are on the left lower leg and the 

right pelvis, thrust from behind (this latter wound from Richard III is likely post-mortem).  It should 9

be noted that the majority of leg attacks—all upward cuts and all cuts to the left lower leg—are 

from the Visby remains.   

Attacks to the arms rank a distant third place. Cuts form the majority, but not a large one. The right 

and left lower arms exhibit the most cuts. While downward cuts appear most often on the right 

lower arm, downward cuts from behind are found most frequently on the left. Downward cuts to the 

right upper arm appear next most often, followed closely by upward cuts to the left upper arm and 

cuts to the right hand from behind. The left hand was targeted less frequently, but also mostly from  

behind. Only a single cut targets the shoulder, from a downward strike from behind. All upward 

travelling arm cuts are from the Visby remains. The three arm punctures are all from the Towton 

remains, comprising an upward thrust to the left shoulder, a thrust to the right shoulder, and finally a 

thrust to the left lower arm from behind. That the majority of attacks to the arms target the lower 

portion makes sense, since when a combatant is wielding a weapon it is the lower arm that is 

extended and most exposed. It would also be the area most prone to defensive injuries; the victim 

raising one or both arms to fend off an incoming attack.  

Few attacks were found on the torso, all from the St. Andrew Fishergate remains. Two show cuts to 

the ribs suggesting strikes to the chest. A further five cuts were found on vertebrae indicating strikes 

made from behind to the back. The only torso puncture was found on the remains of Richard III, 

from a thrust to the right side of the chest from behind. This is probably a post-mortem wound, 

however, as the armour that Richard reportedly wore at Bosworth would had to have been removed 

for this wound to be inflicted.  10

Wounds by Site 

Cuts are the most common wound type for each site (Figs. 4.3 – 4.11). Yet for some, such as San 

Giovanni and Richard III, punctures feature nearly as often in some target areas. The head remains 

the most commonly wounded area across all sites with the exception of Visby. Most sites contain 

remains with wounds in other locations as well, legs and arms being next most frequent. Torso 

wounds are only found at two sites: St. Andrew Fishergate and on the remains of Richard III.  

 Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem’, p. 257.9

 Stroud et al., Cemeteries, p. 238; Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem’, p. 257.10
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Fig. 4.3. Wounds - By Site - Visby
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Fig. 4.4. Wounds - By Site - Towton
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Fig. 4.5. Wounds - By Site - East Smithfield
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Fig. 4.6. Wounds - By Site - San Giovanni
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Fig. 4.7. Wounds - By Site - Richard III
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Knowing the contexts of certain sites enables some useful inferences to be made. The remains from 

Visby, Towton, and Richard III are directly associated with battles, explaining the large number and 

wide variety of wounds present. It could be argued, then, that other remains with similar 

characteristics, such as those at San Giovanni and St. Andrew Fishergate, could have been involved 

in similar circumstances (as report authors for both sites suggest).  However, remains without these 11

 Giuffra et al., ‘Weapon-related’, p. 696 ; Stroud et al., Cemeteries, p. 241. 11

Fig. 4.8. Wounds - By Site - St. Margaret Fyebridgegate
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Fig. 4.9. Wounds - By Site - St. Andrew Fishergate
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Fig. 4.10. Wounds - By Site - St. Mary Spital
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Fig. 4.11. Wounds - By Site - St. Mary Graces
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characteristics are not necessarily, by extension, those of individuals who perished in non-military 

encounters. These individuals could have suffered many more wounds, of which no trace was left 

on bone, showing them to have suffered a similarly large and varied series of wounds. However, the 

possibility of involvement in smaller interpersonal conflicts should not be ruled out.  

Examination by find site also might indicate differences in experience of participants in the battles 

of Visby and Towton. The large proportion of leg wounds from the Visby remains could indicate 

that the rest of the body was more difficult to attack, perhaps implying, as suggested by 

Ingelmark,  common use of shields which made the leg a more inviting target. However, 12

Richardson notes that, towards the latter part of the fourteenth century, records of armour issued 

from the Tower of London revealed a trend towards a lighter configuration more conducive to close 

combat on foot. Not only do the pieces issued resemble those found at Visby (mail shirts, steel 

gauntlets, and torso protection comprising small plates attached to leather or textile known as a pair 

of plates), but notably absent was any rigid protection for the legs.  Conversely, fewer leg wounds 13

at Towton could either indicate that combatants’ legs were better protected, that more valuable 

targets (such as the head) were more accessible, or that perhaps defensive arms such as shields were 

not widely used.  

Wounds by Type 

Surface Cuts are the most commonly found type (Fig. 4.12), both in general and in each target area, 

followed by Penetrating Cuts. While Shearing/Severing Cuts appear least often in general, they are 

almost as common as Penetrating Cuts when found on arms. All cut types are found throughout the 

full range of target areas without any noticeable concentration. For punctures, Penetrating Punctures 

 Ingelmark, ‘Skeletons’, p. 166.12

 Thom Richardson, The Tower Armoury in the Fourteenth Century (Leeds: Royal Armouries, 2017), p. 220.13
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are found most often, albeit solely on head and leg targets. They are found throughout the parts of 

the head. There is only a single leg puncture recorded (to the lower leg from one of the Towton 

skeletons). Cuts From Thrusts are next most common. A single one is recorded in each target area. 

They are the only evidence of thrusts that mainly affected soft tissue, having had only minimal 

effect on the surrounding bones. Only Towton skeletons and that of Richard III exhibit this wound 

type. Finally, Surface Punctures were only found on two instances, both to the arms of Towton 41.  14

 

These trends could be a testament to the varying amounts of armour worn by victims, the varying 

strength of attacks, or some combination of both. For the head in particular, a cut of sufficient 

strength to penetrate substantial protection such as a steel helmet would probably cause wounds of 

greater severity. Thus, for Surface Cuts to the head, victims were probably either wearing less 

robust head protection at the time of injury, such as the mail coifs found at Visby, or nothing at all; 

either they had no helmet, or it had been lost or discarded. For punctures, however, the attack could 

potentially pierce a helmet and have either only enough remaining energy to damage the surface of 

the head, or enough to continue through the skull.  

By this argument, some further inferences can be made or upheld for certain remains. Richard III’s 

wounds suggest that the perimortem cuts and punctures to the head would have required no helmet 

worn at the time. For the four individuals at San Giovanni, the cuts and punctures suggest either no 

helmets worn, or that the attacking weapon (perhaps a staff weapon) was capable of dealing blows 

of sufficient strength to penetrate a weak helmet. The same can be said for the individual from St. 

Margaret Fyebridgegate, whose head and leg cuts could represent either attacks against an 

unarmoured victim or attacks capable of bypassing any armour worn. The strongest candidate for 

such a weapon would be a staff weapon, and in certain cases a dagger with a thick sectioned 

blade.  15

Wounds by Date 

Not all remains could be sorted into a definite date category. Although some can be tied to events 

with a known date, for remains found in cemeteries which were active for centuries, dating becomes 

more difficult. Sometimes contextual evidence from part of a cemetery allowed archaeologists to 

place remains found there into a narrower window of time. However, as this was not always 

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, p. 264.14

 Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem’, p. 258;  Giuffra et al., ‘Weapon-related’, pp. 693-8; Stirland, ‘Patterns’, pp. 94-6.  15
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possible, analysis by date was conducted only with firmly dated remains. Only three date sub-

groups could be examined (Figs. 4.13 – 4.15), as no remains could be reliably dated to the early 

fifteenth century. The fourteenth-century sub-group comprises remains from Visby, East Smithfield, 

and St. Mary Graces. Those from the mid-fifteenth century are entirely Towton remains with the 

exception of one skeleton from East Smithfield. The late fifteenth-century remains are from San 

Giovanni and those of Richard III.  

 

Although leg cuts make up the largest majority in the fourteenth-century sources, all of these are 

from Visby. Interestingly, attacks to the legs dwindle in later dates. While the fourteenth-century leg 

cuts largely target the lower legs with downward cuts, those from the mid-fifteenth century, while 

still from the same direction, solely target the upper legs. Head cuts feature heavily in all three sub-

groups. Downward cuts to the left side are most common in the fourteenth and mid-fifteenth-
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century remains, while the right side is slightly more common in those from the late fifteenth 

century. While the right side of the head takes second place in the two fifteenth-century sub-groups, 

for fourteenth-century remains the face is the next most common target. In all cases downward 

strikes are the most frequent trajectory. No arm cuts are found in the late fifteenth-century remains, 

although they are found in the other two sub-groups. All fourteenth-century arm cuts are found 

among the Visby remains. While both sub-groups contain cuts to the upper and lower arms on both 

sides, in mid-fifteenth century sources there are also cuts to the left elbow, the left shoulder, and 

both hands. While most fourteenth-century arm cuts are from downward strikes, too few from the 

mid-fifteenth century remains have apparent trajectories to make a comparison. No torso cuts were 

from remains that could be reliably dated to fit into one of the sub-groups. 

The shift in punctures throughout the sub-groups is particularly interesting. They are wholly absent 

from fourteenth-century remains. However, Ingelmark states that his inability to distinguish 

between types of punctures in the Visby remains led him to categorise them all as arrow wounds; an 

expedient which later osteoarchaeologists were able to rise above and provide greater accuracy in 

identifying wound types on other remains. This, combined with the Visby report not describing 

individual wounds, makes it impossible to identify those that could have been from other 

weapons.  Discounting the single torso puncture from Richard III’s body (likely post-mortem), the 16

variety of puncture targets in the mid-fifteenth century (head, arms, and legs) shifts to be limited 

solely to the head in the late fifteenth century. The same progressive shift can be observed for cuts.  

It is possible that division into date sub-groups reveals a shift in preferred or vulnerable targets 

throughout the period being examined, and perhaps also a shift in the type and degree of protective 

equipment being used. However, with the small number of remains from the late fifteenth century, 

and with the Visby and Towton remains dominating those for the late fourteenth and mid-fifteenth 

centuries, the available data would need to be larger before strong conclusions to this effect could 

be made. 

Wounds by Region 

Most of the find sites are located in England, the result being that categories for Italy and 

Scandinavia are each only represented by one site. Consequently, lacking skeletal sources from 

 Ingelmark, ‘Skeletons’, pp. 186-7.16
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other regions to form sub-groups of sufficient number to enable deeper analysis, no conclusions can 

be drawn by dividing the remains by region.  

Quantity of Wounds Per Skeleton 

Dividing remains into sub-groups by the number of wounds present (Fig. 4.16), several points must 

be kept in mind. First, this is the only sub-group where wounds other than sharp force trauma, 

including blunt and projectile force trauma, were included in totals. However, fractures and other 

trauma not obviously consistent with violence were not included. Second, some of the remains are 

not complete, particularly several from Towton, which allows only those wounds on the portions 

recovered to be noted. Finally, the Visby remains were not factored in since, although Ingelmark 

indicates a 1:5 ratio between bones exhibiting one cut versus multiple, as previously mentioned 

there is insufficient detail in the report to identify the number of wounds on individual skeletons.   17

Overall, remains with a single wound are most common. However, many are from Towton, where 

there is a potential bias resulting from partial remains. Otherwise, multiple wounds are quite 

common as well. It is noteworthy that the sites with the largest proportion of multiple wounds per 

skeleton are those which are either confirmed battle-related or have been argued to be so.  

Healed, Perimortem, and Postmortem Wounds 

The vast majority of wounds found are perimortem (Fig. 4.17), occurring at or near the time of 

death, even if they alone were not likely fatal. A few instances of healed wounds were found, as 

 Ingelmark, ‘Skeletons’, p. 169.17
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were a few instances of post-mortem injuries (all on Richard III’s remains). All present healed 

wounds are on the head, hence there is no reason to suspect that healed wounds are exhibited 

primarily due to attacks to less vital areas. There may have been healed or post-mortem wounds to 

soft tissue in greater abundance of which we can never be aware. This suggests that sustaining 

wounds severe enough to leave impressions on bone, especially in combat and particularly to the 

head, greatly reduced the chances of survival. If a victim did not succumb to a critical wound right 

away, severe wounds like the ones visible would likely have decreased their fighting capability and 

left them vulnerable to either subsequent complications from received wounds or to receiving 

further, more serious ones.  

Wounds Determining Status? 

There were only two cases where remains were definitely or reasonably identified to be of high-

status individuals. The first are the remains of Richard III. His wounds are consistent with the 

narrative of him being set upon by a group and killed, during which time his helmet was probably 

removed and, post-mortem, likely his breastplate as well. The second individual is St. Mary Graces 

13622, found buried in the beneath the abbey building (a placement reserved for persons of higher 

status). However, lack of detailed description of the wound, beyond it being a cut to the right side of 

the head, prevents any further assessment.  18

The other site reports either propose that the remains are of lower-status individuals or make no 

assessment. The seeming disregard with which the bodies found in the Visby graves were interred 

does not seem consistent with high-status burial. Despite some elements of armour of good quality 

in the graves, the fact that they cannot be paired with a particular skeleton prevents attribution of 

 Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem’, pp. 257-8; Krakowka, ‘Violence-Related’, pp. 62-4.18
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status to any one individual. Although the Towton grave was more orderly, no status indicators were 

found, and analysis of the bones revealed only that the victims were physically active individuals 

consistent with those possessing experience with military or otherwise strenuous occupations. 

Given that the San Giovanni remains date to a time when the burial ground was used as a general 

parish cemetery, Giuffra proposes that the individuals, judging by their wounds, were professional 

soldiers. In a similar fashion, the graves at St. Margaret Fyebridgegate and the western cemetery at 

St. Mary Graces were for the parish in general, making it unlikely that anyone of high status would 

have been buried there.  19

Identifying the Weapons Responsible 

It is rare that a wound can be attributed to a particular type of weapon. Even when some evidence 

enables such an argument, at best a general weapon type—sword, dagger, staff weapon—can be 

suggested without any further specificity. An experimental study by Jason Lewis, involving the 

striking of bovine tibiae with modern specimens of several knife and sword styles, proposed certain 

criteria by which one could distinguish cuts made with daggers and smaller blades from those made 

by swords. Those made with swords, he found, could be either narrow or wide, but are also deep 

compared to those made with smaller blades. Whereas sword cuts tend to leave one smooth wall on 

bone surfaces and another rough or flaked, due to the force and downward trajectory of a sword cut, 

daggers and knives by contrast were consistently found to make a ‘V’ shape smooth on both sides 

due to being used most often in a slicing or slashing motion. Dagger and knife cuts also have the 

potential to deviate from a straight line, since the slicing motion could take the blade through the 

path of least resistance across the target area (Fig. 4.18).  During the initial study of the Towton 20

remains, comparison of some of the geometrically distinct punctures with weapons from the Royal 

Armouries collection in Leeds enabled the team to formulate strong arguments as to the probable 

weapon type responsible for the wound. Thus, the case studies for these remains will also be 

instrumental in the interpretations for this study.  21

 Thordeman, Visby, pp. 54, 56, 60; Christopher Knüsel, ‘Activity-related skeletal change’, Blood Red Roses, ed. 19

Veronica Fiorato, Anthea Boylston, and Christopher Knüsel (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2007), p. 116; Giuffra et al., 
‘Weapon-related’, pp. 691, 699; Stirland, ‘Patterns’, p. 92; Stroud et al., Cemeteries, p. 259. 

 Jason E. Lewis, ‘Identifying Sword Marks on Bone: Criteria for Distinguishing Between Cut Marks Made by 20

Different Classes of Bladed Weapons’, Journal of Archaeological Science 35 (2008): 2004-5.

 Novak, ‘Battle-related’, pp. 97-8.21
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Fig. 4.18. A) Drawing of profile from the dagger cut to Richard III’s jaw with characteristic V-
shape (English, 1485, Drawing by author); B) Cut from a sword or staff weapon with one smooth 
and one rough edge (English, c.1461, Image courtesy of BARC, University of Bradford). 

It is almost impossible to identify wounds that are definitely the result of 

swords. Even with Lewis’ criteria it is not possible to distinguish a cut 

resulting from a sword or a staff weapon, since both could be used to 

deliver strikes of varying power such that wounds could be similar in 

appearance. Only a single wound, Towton 30–Cranial Wound 2, was identified as being probably 

from a sword thrust, since the puncture closely matched the tip of a mid-fifteenth-century sword in 

the Royal Armouries collection. The wound measures 15mm by 4mm and is located midway back 

on the left side of the head (the squamous portion of the left temporal). It penetrates the cranial 

vault and would have been inflicted from the victim’s left side.  22

Cuts and punctures probably from daggers were identified on remains from Towton and those of 

Richard III. Those from Towton were found on a single skeleton (Towton 18–Cranial Wounds 5 and 

6) and are both punctures. Cranial Wound 5 is of triangular shape, consistent with the shape of 

many military dagger blades. Located on the back of the head (inferior left occipital), the wound 

measures 8mm and penetrates the cranial vault. The attacker would have thrusted downward from 

behind and appears to have twisted the blade while withdrawing it. Cranial Wound 6 is of a less 

precise shape due to fracturing when the blade was removed after penetrating the cranial cavity, 

however the tips of the blade edges are still visible which reveal it to have been made by a similar 

weapon to Cranial Wound 5. Found again at the back of the head (inferior right occipital), it 

measures 8.5mm by 7mm and would have been inflicted from behind with the attacker thrusting 

upward.  23

One of Richard III’s dagger wounds is a cut. Found along the right jaw, below the mental foramen, 

it measures 10mm and possesses the tell-tale ‘V’ shape. The final four are punctures. The first 

penetrates the cranial vault on the right side of the face (right maxilla) and measures 10mm. A 

possible exit wound can be found at the rearmost portion of the maxilla. The next is found at the top 

of the head near the sagittal suture. Described as keyhole shaped, it measures 9mm by 10mm. The 

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, p. 256.22

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, pp. 249, 262.23
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third is a Cut From Thrust found on the right tenth rib resulting from a thrust from behind and right. 

The final puncture is to the right side of the pelvis, a 30mm Cut From Thrust resulting from a thrust 

entering the right buttock and penetrating through to the front of the pelvic bone. As the location of 

these last two wounds would have been covered by armour when Richard was engaged in battle, 

they were probably inflicted post-mortem.  24

Wounds attributed to staff weapons—all punctures due to the previously mentioned difficulty with 

distinguishing sword and staff weapon cuts—are found on three of the Towton remains and two of 

the remains from San Giovanni. Towton 9–Cranial Wound 1 is a square puncture through the right 

side of the head at the right parietal and temporal into the cranial vault. Measuring 15.2mm by 

15.7mm, the wound caused extensive fracturing in the surrounding area. Although Novak attributes 

the wound to the beak of a war hammer, it could also have been caused by the beak or top spike of a 

pollaxe. The trajectory of the attack could not be determined. Next is Towton 16–Cranial Wound 9, 

a slightly rectangular puncture measuring 7mm by 9mm and located on the upper left side of the 

head (left parietal). It was probably caused by the top spike of a pollaxe, halberd, or bill, and was 

inflicted from the victim’s left side. Often when top spikes are not square sectioned, they tend to be 

wider front to back rather than side to side (Fig. 4.19). Thus, when this attack was made, the 

weapon may have been held with the axe horizontal.  25

 

Fig. 4.19. Example of rectangular top spike on a pollaxe. 
Leeds, Royal Armouries Museum VII.1669 (English, 
1450-1500, Image © Royal Armouries).  

The last of the Towton skeletons, Towton 41, bears three wounds consistent with staff weapon 

thrusts (Cranial Wounds 7, 8, and 9). These are a series of square punctures into the rear of the 

cranial vault (7 on the left parietal and 8 and 9 on the right, all near the sagittal suture). They 

measure 6mm by 8mm, 7.5mm by 6mm, and 8mm by 8.5mm respectively, and would have all been 

 Appleby et al., ‘Perimortem’, pp. 254, 256-8. The wounds (in the order they are discussed) are those depicted in 24

Figures 1a, 2, 3d, 5, and 6. 

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, pp. 242, 246. 25
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delivered by downward thrusts from behind. The shapes are consistent with top spikes of a 

pollaxe.  Given the close grouping and similar measurements, it is possible that these were all 26

made by the same attacker and weapon. 

San Giovanni Skeleton 74 bears a quadrangular puncture on the back of the head to the right (near 

the right lambdoid suture) measuring 12mm by 12mm. This would have been inflicted from behind, 

possibly by the top spike of a pollaxe or other staff weapon. The final two wounds are found on 

Skeleton 77. The first is a trapezoidal puncture to the lower right side of the head (right mastoid 

process) measuring 5.5mm by 7mm. This would have been dealt from behind, probably by the top 

spike of a pollaxe or similar staff weapon. Lastly, a 1.9cm by 1.1cm oval puncture is located on the 

forehead (frontal bone) just left of centre. The wound was inflicted from the front, probably by the 

top spike of a staff weapon, causing extensive fracturing to the surrounding area.  27

It is comparatively easier to propose weapon attributions for thrusting attacks than for cuts, as the 

shape of the wound enables limiting the possible candidates by examining the section geometry of 

their parts. Daggers are the only weapon type for which both cuts and punctures can often be 

identified due to the particular characteristics of the wounds produced by both attacks. Daggers and 

staff weapons appear to be responsible for the majority of puncture wounds, with only one likely to 

have been made by a sword. 

Case Studies 

An individual from the Towton remains will be highlighted and examined more closely. Unlike the 

remains from the other find sites, some of the Towton wounds were able to be sequenced by 

analysing the overlapping fractures which radiate out from them. This enables not only 

interpretation the wounds but also to suggestions for a possible narrative as to how some of them 

may have been received. The second skeleton does not form part of the dataset, but rather dates 

from an earlier period. Comparing the two will show whether the wounds exhibited in the skeletal 

sources are unique to the period being covered.  

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, p. 263.26

 Giuffra et al., ‘Weapon-related’, pp. 693-5, 697.27
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Towton 10 

This individual was a male aged between 20 and 25 years. Six wounds were found on the skeleton, 

all sharp force trauma and located on the skull (Fig. 4.20). Three possessed overlapping radiating 

fractures which allowed them to be placed in a sequence relative to each other. The first of these 

three wounds to occur was Cranial Wound 2, a penetrating cut resulting from a downward strike 

from the attacker’s left and to the left side of Towton 10’s head from behind. The wound measures 

55mm long and 9mm deep along the left mastoid process and occipital bones. This wound alone 

would have been fatal. At some point after this wound was delivered came Cranial Wound 6. This 

cut was also dealt from behind; from a downward cut from the attacker’s right to the left side of the 

head. The cut removed a half-moon shaped section of bone measuring 20mm by 6mm just above 

Cranial Wound 2. Following this wound at some point was Cranial Wound 1. Also from behind, this 

horizontal cut originated from the attacker’s left and struck the left side of the head. In addition to 

producing a wound 53mm by 20mm along the occipital and left parietal bones just above Cranial 

Wound 6, the left parietal has also been crushed.  28

 

Fig. 4.20. Wounds on Towton 10 (English, c.1461). Note that wound locations and size represented are approximate and are not to 
scale. 

The remaining wounds could not be sequenced. Cranial Wound 3 is the only other wound to have 

been dealt from behind. The attacker struck downward from their left to the back of the head, 

leaving a surface cut 50.5mm by 5.5mm across the sagittal suture near the bregma. Cranial Wound 

4 is a cut to the face, the attacker striking horizontally from their right while facing the victim. This 

 Novak, ‘Case Studies’, pp. 242-3; Site reports of Towton excavation, held at the University of Bradford. 28
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surface cut measures 4.5mm long just above the right orbit. Finally, Cranial Wound 5 is located just 

below Cranial Wound 4, again resulting from a horizontal strike from an undetermined direction 

with the attacker facing the victim. The resulting surface cut measures 27mm long and 1mm deep. 

Neither Cranial Wounds 3, 4, nor 5 would have been fatal. 

With so many variables at play, the exact events leading to the demise of Towton 10 cannot be 

determined. Yet the fact that the majority of his apparent injuries, and the most grievous ones as 

well, were struck from behind could have two general explanations. Towton 10 could have been one 

of the many fleeing men who was harried and finally dispatched by his pursuers. Or perhaps one of 

his early wounds caused him to fall, where he received the remainder of his wounds from a prone 

position. That his apparent injuries are restricted entirely to the head could be a testament to the 

protective equipment he might have worn over the rest of his body. The picture painted is of a 

figure who either was wearing no substantial head protection or, more likely, that whatever helmet 

he was wearing was either lost, discarded, or stripped from him before his head injuries were 

inflicted.  

Cherry Hinton 2981 

Cherry Hinton 2981, excavated at Church End, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, is an Anglo-Saxon male 

aged 35-44. His remains date between the mid-tenth and early eleventh century. He exhibits four 

perimortem sharp force wounds; three to the skull and one to the spine. The wounds could not be 

sequenced, so the numeration was given by Patrick arbitrarily (Fig. 4.21). No indicators of status 

could be interpreted from the bones or the burial context.  Cranial lesion 1 is a penetrating cut to 29

the right side of the head, extending 53mm on the right parietal along the coronal suture. A semi-

circular bone fragment was dislodged when the attacker removed the blade with a levering action. 

The strike was delivered vertically downward. Either the attacker was positioned towards the 

victim’s right side at the time of injury, or the victim had turned his head to expose this side if they 

were facing each other. Cranial lesion 2 is another penetrating cut to the right side of the head which 

extends roughly 50mm along the frontal bone. The strike travelled diagonally downward from the 

attacker’s right to left, probably while the attacker was facing the victim. Cranial lesion 3 is a 

surface cut to upper-right side of the forehead extending 30mm along the frontal bone. It could have 

 P. Patrick, ‘Approaches to Violent Death: A Case Study from Early Medieval Cambridge’, International Journal of 29

Osteoarchaeology 16 (2006): 347-8, 353. 
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been caused by a near vertical downward strike, with attacker and victim facing each other, which 

only glanced off the head causing primarily a flesh wound.  30

 

Fig. 4.21. Wounds on Cherry Hinton 2981 (English, mid-tenth - early eleventh century). Note that wound locations and size 
represented are approximate and are not to scale. 

The spinal lesion is a penetrating cut to the middle of the back, slicing into the right transverse 

process on the sixth thoracic vertebra, doubtless damaging the spinal chord. The strike would have 

been made horizontally right to left while the victim’s back was exposed to the attacker. This could 

have been the result of the victim turning to flee. However, the victim could also have been lying 

prone face-down at the time, in which case the strike could have been downward from right to left 

or, if the attacker was standing to the victim’s left side, vertically downward.  31

Patrick proposes that 2981 could have been involved in a judicial duel rather than a large-scale 

battle given both the varied locations of the injuries and the fact that no battles are known to have 

taken place in Cambridge around the supposed time of 2981’s death.  However, the presence of 32

wounds inflicted from multiple angles on remains from such sites as Towton suggests that either 

interpretation could be accurate. Although the wounds could not be sequenced, the head injuries 

 Patrick, ‘Approaches’, pp. 348-50, 353.30

 Patrick, ‘Approaches’, p. 350.31

 Patrick, ‘Approaches’, p. 353.32
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were probably sustained first, as these would have been sustained when facing his attacker. After 

suffering these wounds, he either turned to flee and was struck in the back, or he fell to the ground 

and was struck while his attacker stood over him as a sort of coup de grâce. The spinal lesion 

suggests that the victim was unarmoured at the time of injury, as a mail shirt would probably have 

prevented a blade from penetrating to such a depth.  

Despite pre-dating the period covered by this study by some three to four hundred years, the 

wounds from Cherry Hinton 2981 do not differ from equivalents in the dataset. Similar cranial 

wounds appear frequently in the skeletal sources, and the Fishergate remains exhibit cuts from 

behind to the back as well. If 2981 is to be taken as representative of some of the common wound 

types for his time, then there are probably many common target areas and attacks (at least strikes) 

which were utilised prior to the period covered by this study; possibly going back as far as weapons 

with similar blade characteristics were in use.  

Comparison to the Fencing Treatises 

All target areas exhibiting wounds on skeletal sources correspond generally with some attacks 

depicted in the fencing treatises (Figs. 4.22 – 4.25). Since there is no noticeable difference in target 

areas and attack trajectories between the sword alone and the sword paired with defensive arms as 

depicted in the treatises, nor any way of knowing whether attackers were equipped with them, all of  

the sword groups will be examined together with the exception of the mounted group. Likewise, 

falchions will be grouped with swords for this analysis, since here too there are no discernible 

differences between these and swords in terms of targets and attack trajectories in the treatises.  

 

Fig. 4.22. Treatise Targets - Sword/Falchion on Foot
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Head strikes can be found in the treatises for all weapon groups except for the dagger (Fig. 4.26). 

The top of the head is targeted most often; in many depictions neither the illustration nor the 

accompanying text indicates whether the attack is intended to target the top of the head or rather the 

side from a steep angle. No specific part of the head is identified for attacks to this target with staff 

weapons. Where specific targeting for head strikes with swords or falchions is given, as with the 

wounds, the left side of the head is most common. However, the right and (to a lesser extent) the 

back of the head are depicted as well. Also in agreement with skeletal sources is that downward cuts 

are most common overall. Yet horizontal cuts are found more in wounds than equivalent strikes 

appear in the treatises.  

Thrusts to the head are more common in the treatises than equivalent punctures are in the skeletal 

sources. The treatises mostly depict thrusts targeting the face and neck in all weapon groups. 

Conversely, on skeletal remains the sides and back exhibit the most punctures. Only a single 

Fig. 4.23. Treatise Targets - Mounted Sword
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Fig. 4.24. Treatise Targets - Dagger
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Fig. 4.25. Treatise Targets - Staff Weapons
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thrusting attack in the treatises targets the head from behind, delivered with a pollaxe to the back of 

the neck of a prone figure (Fig. 4.27).  This suggests that many of the punctures to the back and 33

sides of the head may have been delivered to prone or fleeing victims. Alternatively, the victims 

could have turned their heads the instant before the strike, receiving a wound to the side of the head 

which was intended for the face. As the trajectory of puncture wounds could rarely be determined, 

this feature cannot be compared. 
 

Fig. 4.26. Examples of head/neck strikes in the treatises. A) True-edge strike from Getty Fiore fol. 20v (Italian, c.1409, Digital Image 
courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); B) False-edge strike from Kunste zu ritterlicher Were fol. 71r (German, late 
fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons); C) Hammer/Axe strike from Kal Fechtbuch fol. 38r (German, late 
fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons).  

 

Fig. 4.27. Examples of head/
neck thrusts in the treatises. 
A) Kal Fechtbuch fol. 42r 
(German, late fifteenth 
century, Image available by 
Creative Commons); B) From 
Lecküchner fol. 37r (German, 
1482, Image available by 
Creative Commons); C) From 
the Munich Talhoffer fol. 128v 
(German, 1467, Image 
available by Creative 
Commons). 

 Kal Fechtbuch, fol. 42r. 33
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The arms are the next most common target in the treatises, unlike the skeletal sources where it is the 

legs (due in large part to the Visby finds). For both source types cuts to this area are most common 

(Fig. 4.28). All treatise weapon groups contain arm strikes except for staff weapons. Treatise 

sources show the hands being most commonly targeted, compared to the skeletal sources which 

most often display wounds to the lower arms. While Monte advises specifically targeting the hands 

when lacking another target, he also advocates striking the underside of the arms with a dagger or 

sword when opponents make a downward strike.  This latter point could account for some of the 34

arm wounds on the skeletal remains. While the proportion of downward and upward cuts are similar 

in both source types, horizontal arm strikes are wholly absent in the treatises. One explanation for 

their presence on the skeletal remains could be that they are cases where strikes are dealt from 

above while the victim is prone, particularly if their arms were held in front defensively. In such 

cases, cuts could be made that appear horizontal were the victim upright.  

Fig. 4.28. Examples of hand/arm strikes in the treatises. A) I.33 fol. 21v (German, c.1320, Public Domain Image); B) Kal Fechtbuch 
fol. 76r (German, late fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons); C) Berlin Talhoffer fol. 29r (German, c.1450, Public 
Domain Image).  

The third most common target in the treatises is the torso; the least common area in the skeletal 

sources. While cuts are the most common wound type in the skeletal sources, thrusts to this area are 

depicted most often in the treatises. This discrepancy is probably due to the likelihood that many 

successful attacks to this area (particularly thrusts) might only affect soft tissue. Only sword, 

falchion, and staff weapon groups feature torso strikes in the treatises, and all weapon groups are 

shown thrusting to this target (Fig. 4.29). As the precise direction of attack for torso wounds on the 

skeletal remains cannot be determined, this cannot be compared to the treatises.  

 Monte, Collectanea, pp. 41, 43, 117.34

A B C
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Fig. 4.29. Torso strikes and thrusts in the treatises. A) Thrust from Vadi fol. 18v ((Italian, late fifteenth century, Image available by 
Creative Commons); B) Strike from Cluny Fechtbuch fol. 34r (German, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image); C) Thrust 
from Kunst zu ritterlicher Were fol. 65r (German, late fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons). 

Finally, while the legs are the least common target in the treatises, they are the second most 

common on the skeletal remains (due primarily to the Visby remains). Only sword and falchion 

groups depict leg attacks in the treatises, and only treatise figures on foot are shown making thrusts 

to this target (Fig. 4.30). Fiore advised against leg attacks with the sword, saying that doing so left 

one exposed to attack from above, and only condoned such attacks if one was already on the 

ground.  This would further support the argument that many of the Visby combatants were using 35

shields which made the leg a more practical target. Since shields would afford greater protection to 

the upper body and head, their use would probably constitute a situation where cautions against leg 

attacks would be ignored in the interest of targeting a more vulnerable area.  

 

Fig. 4.30. Leg strikes and thrust from the treatises. A) Strike from Kal Fechtbuch fol. 53v (German, late fifteenth century, Image 
available by creative commons); B) Thrust from Cluny Fechtbuch fol. 23r (German, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image); C) 
Strike from Munich Talhoffer fol. 128r (German, 1467, Image available by Creative Commons). 

It is also interesting to highlight the treatise sources for mounted sword combat (Fig. 4.23). All 

strikes are downward, and all thrusts are either upward or straight on. It should be noted, however, 

 Liberi, English Fior, p. 51. 35
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that all attacks are made against another mounted figure. While this is not a large body of sources 

from which to draw conclusions, it suggests that many upward or horizontal cuts on the skeletal 

remains were probably made by attackers on foot.  

Many of the skeletal remains exhibit multiple wounds. While in some cases these were made by 

several attackers, the treatises also contain references to combatants delivering multiple attacks, 

making it possible that some of these wound clusters were from a single attacker. Vadi discusses 

how, with only a turn of the hip, one can proceed from a downward cut to the left side of the head to 

the same on the other side. The Munich Talhoffer shows a falchion wielder following an upward cut 

which severs his opponent’s hand with a downward cut to the top of his head.  Others claim a cut 36

should be followed by a thrust, or vice versa.  Talhoffer depicts a pollaxe combat where, once one 37

figure pulls the other to the ground by wrapping the beak around his neck, he pins his victim to the 

ground and stabs him in the throat with his dagger.  Monte even goes so far as to advocate three 38

attacks made in succession; one to provoke your opponent into acting, one to strike, and one to 

enable safe withdrawal from danger.  Multiple attacks were probably a common element of earnest 39

combat, where a single successful attack may not have been sufficient to neutralise an opponent.  

This difference in technique between armoured and unarmoured combat in the treatises, discussed 

in the previous chapter, enables further interpretations to be made of the skeletal sources. The 

almost complete absence of cuts to armoured figures in the treatises, even to the head, suggests that 

equivalent wounds were inflicted when the victim was wearing either lighter head protection, or 

none at all. Staff weapon and mounted sword strikes are an exception. However, the intent could 

have been not so much to penetrate the armour with these attacks as to dent or otherwise damage it 

while inflicting concussive injury or broken bones upon the wearer. With the exception of thrusts 

targeting the face, many target areas for thrusts would most often impact only soft tissue. This could 

explain why the majority of punctures found are concentrated on the head.  

 Vadi, De Arte (trans. Windsor), fol. 17v; Liberi, English Fior, p. 52; Talhoffer, Medieval Combat, pp. 228-9.36

 Examples of this can be found in Vadi, De Arte (trans. Windsor), fol. 11r; Liberi, English Fior, p. 50; Monte, 37

Collectanea, p. 41.

 Talhoffer, Medieval Combat, pp. 102-3.38

 Monte, Collectanea, p. 136.39
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The severity of the wounds depicted in the treatises can rarely be surmised. Sometimes a strike is 

shown biting deeply into the victim’s body, or a thrust results in the weapon’s tip disappearing into 

or running through the target. Sometimes the illustrations show the victim bleeding, or in rare cases 

with a severed limb (Fig. 4.31). Otherwise, it is not possible to estimate the exact type and 

seriousness of wounds caused by a given technique. While target areas and trajectories frequently 

line up between the skeletal sources and the treatises, comparisons of wound type are generally not 

possible.  

  

Fig. 4.31. A) Severed hand with 
bleeding in Munich Talhoffer fol. 
115v (German, 1467, Image available 
by Creative Commons); B) Head 
strike with no bleeding in Getty Fiore 
fol. 26r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open 
Content Programme).  

Conclusions 

The skeletal sources present evidence not of what could have taken place, or how combat was 

perceived, but of what did happen. While the varied contributions from each find site does not make 

for as balanced a dataset as might be desired, the necessity to gather data from medieval skeletal 

remains as and where they are found makes this unavoidable. While this imbalance does not skew 

the data beyond usefulness, the influence of large concentrations from individual sites must be kept 

in mind. In general the upper body seems to have been the target of most attacks (disregarding the 

large number of leg attacks since their majority is only at Visby). Cuts are found more often than 

punctures, yet this could be the result of most thrusting attacks affecting only soft tissue. Downward 

strikes appear to be the dominant technique for delivering cuts. Unfortunately, the trajectory of 

thrusts responsible for puncture wounds was not often able to be determined, so no overall patterns 

could be identified.  

A B
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The characteristics of remains from known battle-related sites has allowed some remains without a 

definite context, by virtue of similar wound characteristics, to be identified as having perhaps 

sustained their wounds in similar circumstances. Comparing the battle-related sites has also enabled 

distinction between them which could indicate differing experiences for the victims. The Visby 

remains suggest a futile stand-off, while the Towton remains paint the picture of a rout and bloody 

pursuit as exemplified by Towton 10. That these narratives line up with the accepted history of each 

event adds further strength to these interpretations. 

The wound types form a pyramid of frequency, with the more common surface wounds at the base 

and those resulting in substantial penetration or severing of bone occupying the narrow top. This is 

to be expected, as attacks of sufficient power and placement to cause the most severe wounds would 

be less common. Punctures are an exception, however, since most penetrate the bone and would 

have resulted in severe injury. There are no doubt several larger layers of the pyramid, comprising 

progressively lesser injuries to soft tissue, which are undetectable. That most of the wounds 

examined are perimortem, with only a few healed wounds in evidence, suggests that most wounds 

from which the victim recovered were probably to soft tissue. Conversely, those wounds severe 

enough to impact bone held a greater chance of being fatal. Unfortunately, the treatises do not go 

into much detail regarding severity of the wounds they depict, so no comparisons in this area can be 

made. 

Remains with single wounds outnumber those with multiple ones (discounting, unfortunately, the 

large number of remains from Visby which could not be analysed). Yet remains from confirmed 

battle-related sites show much higher occurrences of multiple wounds, and there are several 

instances in the treatises where authors advocated multiple attacks. For many remains with single 

wounds, there were probably others, affecting only the soft tissue, which cannot now be detected. 

That battle-related remains display more wounds further indicates the particular ferocity of such 

events compared to other types of interpersonal combat. 

The ability to identify weapons responsible for wounds, and equipment worn by victims at the time 

of injury, is only occasionally possible. With the exception of those by daggers, no other cuts can be 

positively attributed to a particular weapon. Weapons executing thrusts are slightly more often 

identifiable, but only if the shape of the puncture matches a weapon possessing a similar cross 

section. No wounds were made in such a way that necessitated the wearing of armour. This, 
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combined with the lack of references to remains found wearing armour,  makes armour an implied 40

factor when analysing the wounds. For lighter wounds, the victims could either have been lightly 

armoured, or not armoured at all. For heavier wounds, either they were lightly armoured, not 

armoured, or more substantially armoured (in which case the attack would have been of sufficient 

strength and with the appropriate weapon to penetrate it). These interpretations refer only to the part 

of the body where the wound was found. A figure could have been fully armoured, yet the loss or 

removal of their helmet would enable a wound to the head. The large number of leg wounds found 

on the Visby remains could have been the result of combatants’ arms and torsos being armoured 

while their head and legs were not, or their use of defensive arms which absorbed many attacks yet 

left the head and legs vulnerable. 

The skeletal and treatise sources match in some ways and diverge in others. Attacks are depicted in 

the treatises with targets and trajectories corresponding with many skeletal source wounds. That 

concentrations of certain targets or trajectories do not always match across both source types is not 

cause for concern. Not all treatise attacks would have caused wounds which impacted bone, 

rendering attacks to certain areas undetectable today. Furthermore, the treatises are formatted to 

showcase certain techniques, often without much repetition. Common attacks which could account 

for a large proportion of wounds might only be portrayed a handful of times. That matching attacks 

are present in the treatises at all is more important than frequency of occurrence. That remains from 

battle-related sites exhibit wounds which correspond to the treatises reinforces the argument that, 

while the techniques in these works are presented frequently as being performed during single 

combats, similar techniques and principles had useful applications in battle. Matches between 

skeletal and treatise sources also indicate that attacks similar to those advocated by medieval 

fencing masters were not only being used, but used in contexts outside of fencing schools and 

formalised combat settings. 

 While excavation photos from Visby show some of the skeletons wearing elements of armour, the reports do not 40

provide details of the particular skeletons found wearing them.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions 

The preceding chapters have examined each source type individually to identify trends related to 

medieval combat with edged weapons and to assess how closely those trends match techniques 

preserved in the fencing treaties. In this final chapter, the sources will be examined together to 

answer the study’s core research questions: Is the evidence for armed combat consistent across the 

various source types? Does evidence from non-treatise sources correspond to techniques described 

and depicted in the fencing treatises? Finally, what treatise techniques can be highlighted and 

supported by source evidence to support the argument that they were actually practised? Having 

addressed these questions, the chapter will conclude with a discussion of the impact of these 

findings on the wider study of medieval warfare and an overview of potential future directions of 

study and applications of the methods developed in the course of this work. 

The Sources 

With only minor exceptions, the evidence gathered from the visual, object, and skeletal sources 

does seem to tell a consistent story. Portrayals of attacking weapons in visual sources are generally 

reflected in the damage patterns on object source weapons. Likewise, attack targets in the visual 

sources correspond with wound locations on skeletal sources as well as damage locations on object 

source armour. Although each source type individually cannot provide data on all aspects of weapon 

usage, the aspects that can be extracted from analysis of each appear to match, indicating that all 

source types reflect a consistent narrative of the way in which these weapons were used. That these 

sources match in evidence also means that they reinforce the validity of one another. Data from the 

visual sources is validated by the hard evidence, so to speak, of the object and skeletal source. 

Conversely, the visual sources provide possible context and interpretation of the actions which may 

have resulted in the wounds and damage exhibited.  

Of the three non-treatise source types, the visual sources provide the most comprehensive evidence 

of combat. All aspects of the techniques, including weapon position and handling, stance, target for 

attacks, and parts of the weapons employed for different purposes, can be found portrayed. The 

remaining sources only provide evidence for one or several of these points. From object sources, 

weapon specimens indicate the parts which were employed and, depending on location and shape, 

whether damage was the result of offensive or defensive actions. Armour specimens can reveal 
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common target areas and the probably types of attacks for each (at least against an armoured 

opponent). Skeletal sources provide a glimpse into locations and types of wounds suffered by 

combatants. Analysis of wounds also enables interpretation concerning the degree of protection 

worn at the time of wounding, and in some cases the actions or weapons which might have caused 

them.  

Agreement with the Fencing Treatises 

A significant portion of the evidence from visual, object, and skeletal sources is reflected in the 

techniques found in the fencing treatises. Likewise, a significant portion of the techniques found in 

the fencing treatises are reflected in the evidence gathered from the other sources. In terms of core 

principles such as weapon positioning, stance, and targets for attack, the sources and the treatises 

correspond in more key areas than they differ. Differences appear to be minor, for example when a 

weapon is held in a slightly different way in a visual source compared to a treatise source, or if 

weapon positions match but stances differ. Similarly, not all treatise techniques are represented on 

object damage or in the wounds exhibited, and some dominant patterns in non-treatise sources are 

represented in only a minority of instances in the treatises.  

These differences should not be surprising, as it would be exceedingly unlikely for non-treatise 

sources to perfectly reflect techniques in the fencing treatises, and vice versa. Treatise sources and 

visual sources, for example, serve two separate functions; the former is intended as a didactic aide 

or reference to martial arts techniques, while the latter serves a primarily aesthetic role which is 

under no obligation to be true to reality. Since object damage and wounds sample sets are small 

compared to the number of arms produced and the number of individuals who suffered sharp force 

trauma in the period being discussed, one would not expect evidence for all treatise techniques to be 

represented. That correlation between the non-treatise sources and the fencing treatises is present at 

all with the sample sizes being consulted is significant; the degree of correlation being so high is 

especially so. These findings demonstrate that the principles and techniques set down in the fencing 

treatises were understood and practised to such an extent that a substantial part of them can be 

implied from the comparatively small body of sources which have survived the centuries. 
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Findings: Identifiable Techniques 

Certain techniques depicted in the treatises can be supported by data gathered from the sources. 

These techniques were certainly not the only ones practised; rather, they are simply the ones whose 

actual use and probable widespread appreciation can be supported with data. Doubtless a broader 

range of techniques were understood and practised as set forth in the treatises. However, the data 

currently available permits strong support for only a portion of them. 

Ready Positions 

Only the visual sources can be compared with the treatises to give insights into ready positions. 

Ready positions for some weapons groups could not be analysed in depth due to the absence of 

visual sources or a data pool so small as to prevent strong conclusions from being made. However, 

in all such cases there are no equivalent ready positions represented in the treatises. Thus, while this 

does not imply that such weapon combinations as, for example, dagger & buckler or mounted 

falchion were unheard of, it does suggest that they were unconventional and were depicted in the 

visual sources more out of artistic license than a desire to represent common practice.   

Swords   

Sword and falchion-based weapon groups contain the largest amount of visual source data. 

Beginning with Sword-Foot, the most commonly depicted ready positions are:  

• Back Over Right Shoulder 
• Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back 
• Forward Over Head 
• Back Over Head 

Although most common visual source ready positions are single-handed with the right hand, two-

handed equivalents to many of these can be found as well. Most ready positions are depicted with 

the left foot forward, in which case the body is often either squared forward (both shoulders facing 

the direction in which the figure is facing) or twisted to the right. When the right foot is forward, the 

body is either squared forward or twisted to the left. Right foot stances are most common when the 

weapon is held to the left or over the head.  

Many of these points are supported by the treatises. Over half of Sword-Foot ready positions match 

treatise sources, including most of the common positions. All treatise matches are for those stances 

with the left foot forward. This reinforces the idea that a ready position with the left foot forward is 
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best as it prepares the body to step forward with the right as an attack is made, the attack is thus 

powered by the whole body rather than just the arm. Some visual sources also depict half-sword 

positions (with one hand grasping the blade to improve control over the point), indicating that this 

obscure technique was understood beyond the martial arts communities alone. The main difference 

between visual and treatises sources with regards to combatant weapon and body positions is that 

the former depicts a greater variety of stances. Often, however, the main difference only the position 

of the body. This could represent one of the finer details overlooked at times by artists whether due 

to aesthetic preference or other requirements of the image (such as a large number of figures) which 

rendered such details low priority. Nonetheless, in most cases even non-matching visual source 

stances are at least anatomically sensible ways of positioning weapon and body. The smaller 

number of stances portrayed in the treatises, then, could be not so much the only possible positions 

as the optimal ones in the authors’ opinions.  

Except for two new common positions (Low and Right for shields, and Over Head-Blade Left for 

bucklers), the common positions for the Sword-Foot, along with many other positions, can also be 

found in the Sword/Shield and Sword/Buckler weapon groups. While most Sword/Buckler-Foot 

positions match with treatise sources, only a minority do for Sword/Shield-Foot. The lack of Sword/

Shield-Foot matches could be the result of the limited treatise coverage of this weapon group, and 

the fact that the treatises depict a different style of shield than those typically found in the visual 

sources. Nonetheless, the similarities which have been identified suggest that certain universal 

principles were appreciated for shield use regardless of style. Both groups match in stance not only 

with treatise sources, but also Sword-Foot visual sources. In both weapon groups, as with Sword-

Foot, visual sources contain a greater variety of positions than treatise sources. In most cases, 

however, the difference is only the position of the shield or buckler.  

The same can be said for Sword-Mounted, and Sword/Shield-Mounted. Not only are many ready 

positions shared between them and the other sword-based groups, but the most common ready 

positions are the same as well with the exception of one new addition from Sword/Shield-Mounted 

(Forward Over Right Shoulder). Both weapon groups portray most figures with their legs straight in 

the stirrups, and in both many figures’ bodies are squared forward. Sword-Mounted ready positions 

match treatise sources in comparatively few instances. Once again, visual sources contain more 

positions than are found in the treatises. The small amount of coverage given to mounted techniques 

in the treatises is a definite factor in the limited matches. The overlap in positions between mounted 
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and unmounted categories could explain this limited coverage; perhaps it was understood that the 

techniques were largely interchangeable, so only a few mounted techniques were depicted to 

demonstrate this and also indicate adjustments to general technique that were necessary. Although 

there are no treatise depictions of mounted sword and shield combat, it is worth noting the 

similarity in key points between this weapon group and Sword-Mounted, as well as the cases where 

these shared characteristics match with treatises for the latter group. This suggests that, although not 

depicted in the treatises, many Sword-Mounted techniques (and many Sword-Foot techniques as 

well) would apply also to mounted sword and shield combat.  

The falchion-based weapon groups also share most key points with the sword-based groups. Here 

again the same ready positions, both in general and the most commonly occurring ones, can be 

found in both the foot and mounted groups, with and without shields or bucklers. Left foot forward 

stances continue to be most often depicted here as well. Where treatise equivalents exist (only for 

Falchion-Foot), they match for all common position except for the two-handed ones. Although 

overall few ready positions match with treatise equivalents, the difference is often only in body 

position. As with the other weapon groups not depicted in the treatises, absence does not necessarily 

imply that these weapon combinations were not employed, but rather that they were not a priority 

for coverage. Since shared characteristics suggest that falchion ready positions parallel those for 

swords, their absence could be explained as an understanding by treatise authors and martial artists 

that the two weapons were largely interchangeable, and that depiction of both was superfluous.  

The sword and falchion-based weapon groups share many of the same ready positions. The visual 

sources appear to make no substantial differentiation in ready positions between the sword and 

falchion-based weapon groups, regardless of whether figures are on foot, mounted, or carrying 

defensive arms. This is reinforced by the treatises, suggesting a universality of technique being not 

just a lack of distinction by artists, but a principle practised and espoused by martial artists at the 

time. Accepting that ready positions for sword and falchion-based groups can be regarded as 

interchangeable, certain prominent weapon positions can be identified that are found frequently in 

the visual sources and are supported by coverage in the fencing treatises (Fig. 5.1):  
• Back Over Right Shoulder 
• Back Over Right Shoulder Across Back 
• Forward Over Head 
• Back Over Head 

• Low and Right 
• Over Head - Blade Left 
• Forward Over Right Shoulder  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Fig. 5.1 (Previous page). Common ready positions and their treatise equivalents across the sword and falchion-based weapon 
groups. A) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 7 fol. 163v (Flemish, 1480-3, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s 
Open Content Programme); B) Treatise equivalent to A in I.33 fol. 15v (German, c.1320, Public Domain Image); C) New York, 
Morgan Library, MS M.119 fol. 74r (Flemish, 1470); D) Treatise equivalent to C in Getty Fiore fol. 22r (Italian, c.1409, Digital 
Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme);  E) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig XIII 6 fol. 3 
(Flemish, 1467-72, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme) F) Treatise equivalent to E in Kal Fechtbuch 
fol.19r (German, late fifteenth century, Image available by Creative Commons); G) Los Angeles, J. Paul Getty Museum, MS Ludwig 
XIII 5 fol. 47v (Flemish, c.1475, Digital Image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Programme); H) Treatise equivalent to G in 
Cluny Fechtbuch fol. 27r (German, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image); I) London, British Library, Royal MS 20 B XX fol. 
49v (French, c.1420); J) Treatise equivalent to I in Lecküchner fol. 33v (German, 1482, Image available by Creative Commons); K) 
Master of the Legend of St. Ursula, St. Michael Fighting Demons, Bruges, Bruges Museum Onze-Lieve-Vrouw ter Potterie, O.P64.I 
(Flemish, late fifteenth century, Public Domain Image); L) Treatise equivalent to K in Vadi fol. 18r (Italian, late fifteenth century, 
Image available by Creative Commons); M) London, British Library, Harley MS 4374 fol. 211 (Flemish, 1473-80); N) Treatise 
equivalent to M in Die Blume des Kampfes fol. 197r (German, 1420-8, Public Domain Image). 

These positions are seen to be adopted both single-handedly and with two hands. The left foot is 

most often forward, and the body either squared forward or twisted to the right. These stances 

prepare the combatant to deliver an attack from the right, usually accompanied by a step forward 

with the right foot. The addition of a shield or buckler may alter the body position somewhat, 

usually twisting the body to bring the defensive arm to the front for optimal coverage; yet many of 

the essential points of weapon and body positioning remain the same.  

The most significant difference between visual and treatise sources is the degree to which armour 

influences the ready positions adopted. In the visual sources, there is no difference in ready 

positions employed between armoured and unarmoured combatants in the sword and falchion-based 

weapon groups. In the treatises, however, ready positions shift to being almost entirely half-sword 

ones in the Sword-Foot group when the figure is armoured, and many other weapon groups show no 

armoured figures at all. The only category where there appears to be no difference in technique is 

Sword-Mounted, where ready positions remain consistent across both armoured and unarmoured 

figures. This implies that in the visual sources figures are often depicted in armour out of artistic 

license. Yet, it also suggests that the techniques employed for mounted use were intended for use 

both in and out of armour. The ready positions also appear not to differ when divided by date, 

region of origin, or media. This is matched by the treatises in which, regardless of date or region, 

there appear to be no substantial differences in the ready positions portrayed. This suggests that 

ready positions with swords and falchions were universally understood and unchanged throughout 

the regions of Europe and the roughly 150-year period covered in this study.  

Daggers 

Ready positions with the dagger are mostly depicted on foot in the visual sources, however some 

mounted positions were found as well. A single position stands out as recurring most often across 
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all dagger-based weapon groups in the visual sources: Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder 

(Fig. 5.2). Aside from this position, in which some visual sources depict swords and falchions as 

well, all other reverse-grip ready positions are found adopted solely by daggers. There is little 

consistency in the visual sources in terms of leg position. While Dagger-Foot sources show the left 

foot forward most often, Dagger/Shield-Foot positions show an even mix of right and left forward. 

The lack of sufficient numbers within many of the mounted groups, and the fact that Dagger-

Mounted figures most often are shown with their legs obscured, prevents any conclusions from 

being made as to leg positions. However, all dagger-based groups are unanimous in the body most 

often being squared forward or twisted to the right. 

Fig. 5.2. Dagger-Foot-Reverse Grip-Forward Over Right Shoulder in dagger-based weapon groups and treatise equivalent. A) 
Antonio Pollaiuolo, Studies of Male Nudes in Combat, London, Victoria & Albert Museum, 7598-1861 (Italian, 1467-70, Photo by 
author); B) New York, Morgan Library, MS M.394 fol. 215v (French, 1415); C) Treatise equivalent in Munich Talhoffer fol. 86v 
(German, 1467, Image available by Creative Commons). 

Only Dagger-Foot ready positions have equivalents in the fencing treatises. Most ready positions 

found in the visual sources, both with a standard and a reversed grip, match equivalents found in the 

fencing treatises. The treatises support the left foot being forward and the body being either squared 

forward or twisted to the right. Here again, however, the visual sources contain a greater variety of 

positions than those found in the treatises. Although they do not have equivalents in the treatises, 

many of the other ready positions in which daggers are depicted in the visual sources are those often 

depicted in the sword and falchion-based groups, implying that in these cases the artist was not 

differentiating as to which type of weapon was being wielded. Although daggers of various styles 

are depicted in the visual sources, only rondel types are found in the fencing treatises. Yet there is 

no perceivable difference in the ready positions chosen between daggers of various styles in the 

A
B
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visual sources, nor do visual sources depicting a particular dagger type match more or less with 

treatise equivalents. This reinforces the argument that daggers were employed in a consistent 

manner regardless of their style or design.  

The most frequently adopted ready position with the dagger appears to have been Reverse Grip-

Forward Over Right Shoulder. The left foot is most typically held forward and the body is either 

squared forward or twisted right to place the body in the ideal position to step forward for an attack 

with the right hand. Other positions are shown which are supported by the treatises, some using a 

standard grip as well, but all evidence points to this position being regarded as the most ideal. The 

equivalent to this position is even depicted in the left hand in one treatise source.  1

While most visual source figures for the Dagger/Shield-Foot and Dagger-Mounted groups are 

shown armoured, most for Dagger-Foot are portrayed unarmoured. This latter group is in agreement 

with the treatises, where almost no dagger wielding figures are armoured. Despite this difference, in 

no dagger-based weapon group of any source type does the presence or absence of armour have any 

noticeable impact on the ready positions adopted. While it is still possible that armour in the visual 

sources could be at times a matter of artistic license, these findings suggest that ready positions with 

the dagger were intended to be employed similarly in and out of armour. Here again, there is no 

perceivable shift in ready positions when the visual sources are divided by date, region, or media. 

The same can be said for treatise sources. This implies no change in technique when it comes to 

ready positions with the dagger throughout the regions and period of time covered in this study.  

Staff Weapons 

Three ready positions, all two-handed, feature most often across the visual source staff weapon 

groups (Fig. 5.3): 

• Back Over Head 
• Back Over Right Shoulder 
• Back Over Left Shoulder 

Although only the first of these can be found in all staff weapon groups, the other two are depicted 

in most of them. The left and right foot is shown forward in relatively even amounts, and the body 

is most often squared forward. In most cases the staff is being held with both hands near the middle.  

 Kal Fechtbuch fol. 78v.1
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There is little agreement between the treatises and visual sources for staff weapon ready positions. 

Although both sources agree that the right and left feet can be forward, and that the staff is held 

towards the middle, weapon and body position rarely match. The assertion by fifteenth-century 

Hispano-Italian master Pietro Monte that all staff weapons should be used in the same way as the 

pollaxe appears to hold true. However, despite both source types depicting all staff weapons in a 

consistent manner, they do so in ways that rarely correspond. There could be two reasons for this. 

As the most effective manipulation of a staff weapon, as taught in the treatises, may not have been 

as close to intuitive use supposed by someone untrained, artists could have been less knowledgeable 

of accurate staff weapon use and defaulted to intuitive depictions alone. Alternatively, they could 

have simply been less concerned about portraying them in an accurate manner, particularly given 

that they tend to be wielded by background figures. In all probability both explanations played their 

part; each less accurate depiction resulting from one or some combination of both.   

Armour appears to have had no influence on which ready positions with staff weapons were 

adopted. Most figures in both visual and treatise sources are shown armoured. However, 

unarmoured figures are depicted in most of the same positions. This implies that, whether visual 

sources depict armoured combatants for the sake of accuracy or because of artistic license, staff 

weapons were intended for use in the same manner both in and out of armour. Likewise, there is no 

change of technique in either source type throughout the regions and time periods covered, 

indicating that no significant changes to usage occurred. 

Fig. 5.3. Matches between halberd and pollaxe in the visual sources and treatises. A) Bern, Burgerbibliothek, Mss.h.h.I.2 p.144 
(Swiss, 1478-83, Image available by Creative Commons); B) Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, MS Français 2643 fol. 42v 
(Flemish, late fifteenth century, Source gallica.bnf.fr / BnF); C) Cluny Fechtbuch, fol. 183r (German, late fifteenth century, Public 
Domain Image). 

A B C
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There is an evident universality for ready positions within each of the core weapon groups. Whether 

on foot, mounted, or paired with a defensive arm, a large quantity of techniques seem to have been 

interchangeable and could be employed regardless of which weapon combination was being used. 

In essence, it would appear that an understanding of the ready positions for the root weapon on foot

—sword or falchion, dagger, or staff weapon—enabled martial artists to apply that understanding to 

the other weapon groups which derive from it. That similar trends can be found in the visual sources 

suggests that artists in some instances were not simply relying on stock sets of positions, but that 

some either understood these principles themselves (perhaps as practitioners), observed them 

regularly in practice, or received input from knowledgeable individuals. It is, however, equally 

possible that the proliferation of more accurate depictions was the result of artists being influenced 

by other depictions; and that the points being copied happened to be accurate. Which explanation 

holds true no doubt varies across depictions and artists.  

Attacks 

All source types contribute data on attacks to varying degrees. Visual, skeletal, and object sources 

indicate target areas, even though data from skeletal sources can rarely be attributed to a particular 

weapon. Of the non-treatise sources, visual sources are the sole indicators of stance. Finally, visual 

sources and object source weapons provide evidence for parts of the weapons which were used. The 

object sources can only provide conclusive data for the weapon itself, however; only the visual 

sources allow for distinction between the weapon alone and groups including shields or bucklers.  

Strikes 

Swords 

According to the visual sources, the most common Sword-Foot-Strikes are downward targeting the 

head. The skeletal sources support this; the largest quantity of cuts were inflicted by downward 

strikes to this area. That the majority of armour damage observed is found on helmets, and of these 

cuts form the largest damage type, would seem to further reinforce this assertion. The visual sources 

show all figures with visible legs with their right foot forward, and the body mostly squared forward 

but sometimes twisted left. These strikes are shown in the visual sources as being made primarily 

with the weak of the blade, and to a lesser extent the middle. This is supported by the object 

sources, as both arming swords and longswords exhibit substantial damage and wear in these areas.  

All of these points support and are supported by the fencing treatises. Downward strikes to the head 

feature heavily among the techniques depicted, the right foot is shown most often forward in these 
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instances, and the body is in all cases either squared forward or twisted to the left. Where the 

treatise sources differ, typically it is only in body position. The weak and middle parts of the blades 

are also shown most often executing these strikes.  

When paired with a shield, all of the above points remain constant in the visual sources. Treatise 

depictions of this weapon group support target and body position; however, they often differ in 

terms of shield placement and stance, with the treatises agreeing that the body be squared forward 

but only showing the left foot forward. This makes sense, as doing so allows the shield to be held in 

an effective defensive position without contorting the body. The absence of depicted sword and 

buckler strikes in the visual sources, both on foot and mounted, prevents any conclusions from 

being made for those weapon groups. The same key points of target, stance, and part of the blade 

used continue to hold true in the mounted sword groups, both with and without a shield. They vary 

in that Sword/Shield-Mounted visual sources predominantly feature the legs straight, while those 

few figures with visible legs in the Sword-Mounted group are depicted with legs bent and straight 

in near equal numbers. Although only the Sword-Mounted group has equivalents in the treatises, 

since the treatises corroborate target, stance, and blade usage, it should not be unreasonable to 

suggest that these same points would apply to Sword/Shield-Mounted strikes as well.  

Of the few depictions of falchion strikes found in the visual sources, most show the attacker 

targeting the head, their right foot forward and body squared forward, with the middle or weak of 

the blade. The object source falchions seem to corroborate this latter point, with damage 

concentrated to the middle and lower part of the weak. Treatise depictions of falchion strikes also 

match in most of these points. Once more a universality of technique can be observed throughout 

the sword and falchion-based weapon groups. The head is the most common target for strikes, made 

typically with the right foot forward (when on foot) and with the body squared forward. The 

exception seems to be when a shield is used, in which case the left foot remains forward to allow for 

the shield to continue providing optimal protection. That this universality can be found in the 

treatises as well adds further weight to the argument.   

The presence or absence of armour has no apparent influence on sword or falchion strikes depicted 

in the visual sources. By contrast, the treatises show only a single strike made by an armoured 

attacker against an armoured opponent: a slice across the neck to a grappled target. This seems to 

correspond with the limited number of cuts found on object source armour. Furthermore, most of 
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the cut marks found indicate attacks which would have posed no substantial danger to the wearer. 

This supports the interpretation of cuts on the skeletal sources with regards to armour. Less severe 

cuts imply that the victim was either lightly armoured or not armoured at all, while severe cuts 

imply the same or, in rarer instances, that heavier armour was overcome by a particularly strong 

attack. These findings also suggest once again that armour in the visual sources could at times be 

less a matter of accurate portrayal and more of artistic license.  

Visual sources for strikes in sword and falchion-based weapon groups were too few to conclusively 

identify any differences by date, region, or media. The object sources show no strong evidence of 

differences by date, and region of use could not be concluded with authority. Although there might 

be signs of a date-based shift in target areas in the skeletal sources, the small number of remains 

prevents solid conclusions from being made in this regard. As with ready positions, there was 

probably no significant shift in strikes with swords and falchions within the regions and period of 

time being examined. 

Daggers 

Strikes are not found within any dagger-based weapon group in the visual sources. Even on the 

skeletal remains, only a single cut (to the jaw of Richard III) was identified using Lewis’ criteria as 

having probably been inflicted by a dagger. However, as this was probably delivered postmortem, it 

cannot be said to represent combat use. The treatises provide little more insight, as only two 

depictions of dagger strikes can be found across all surveyed. Both are found in the same treatise, 

and target the hand (unarmoured) with a downward blow. Lacking further sources, it is currently 

impossible to form any authoritative conclusions regarding the execution of strikes with the dagger. 

That they appear at all in the treatises indicates that strikes were regarded as something of which the 

weapon was capable. However, the near total absence of coverage in the treatises, as well as the 

lack of evidence from the other source types, suggests that daggers were not typically employed for 

striking, and that martial arts practice at the time did not regard it as the best use of the weapon.  

Staff Weapons 

Strikes with staff weapons are comparatively uncommon in the visual sources. The halberd was the 

only type for which sufficient strikes to merit deeper analysis were depicted. Here again downward 

blows to the head remain most common. In most depictions the figures’ legs are obscured, however 

where they are not the right and left foot are shown forward equally. Nor is there a clear common 
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body position, as visible bodies are shown equally squared forward or twisted left. Strikes are 

always made with the primary cutting edge, and the figures are most often grasping the staff with 

both hands towards the middle. Although fewer, most of the other staff weapon types feature 

downward cuts to the same target with similar placement of the feet, body, and hands on the staff. 

The treatise sources match all of these points save for stance, where in treatise depictions the right 

foot is consistently forward and the body is always squared forward. In light of the universality of 

technique observed with ready positions, it would appear reasonable to imply a similar universality 

applying to strikes with all staff weapon types as well.  

Although it is virtually impossible to distinguish between sharp force trauma on skeletal sources 

inflicted by swords and staff weapons, a number of cuts to the head, particularly some of the more 

severe ones, have a stronger probability of having been inflicted by staff weapons. All staff weapon 

types represented in the object sources include specimens which display damage and wear to the 

main cutting edge, corroborating the picture painted by both the visual and treatise sources. 

Furthermore, one particular helmet (Paris, Musée de L’Armée, PO 656) features a cut with such 

substantial denting that it was almost certainly made by a strike from a staff weapon. In general, 

then, all source types would seem to support cuts to the head being common practice with staff 

weapons, ideally while grasping the staff from the middle. The treatises favour the right foot 

forward and the body squared forward, yet with such little treatise coverage it cannot be stated 

conclusively whether the presence of other stance variants in the visual sources is once again 

evidence of creative license by artists or rather of positions which were valid but perhaps not 

regarded by martial arts practitioners as optimal.  

Armour plays no apparent part in determining which cuts or strikes were executed. The majority of 

staff weapon wielding figures in the visual sources are armoured, as are their targets. The same can 

be said for depictions in the fencing treatises. The previously mentioned helmet at the Musée de 

L’Armée suggests that armour was not a deterrent against strikes with a staff weapon. Indeed, it 

would suggest that they were optimal for use against armoured opponents where, even if a strike did 

not penetrate the armour, it could very well dent, buckle, or otherwise damage it in such a way as to 

injure the victim by concussive force or reduce their armour’s effectiveness. That no armour 

examined exhibited any signs of having been penetrated by a strike suggests that, where sharp force 

trauma on skeletal remains are thought to have been the result of strikes with a staff weapon, the 

victim was either wearing lighter armour or none at all at the time of attack.  
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Neither are there any perceptible differences in staff weapon strikes when separated by date, region, 

or media. Although most of the sources relating to staff weapon use—particularly visual, object, 

and treatise—date to the second half of the fifteenth century, earlier sources do not suggest any 

variance in technique. Likewise, despite most of the sources, including treatises, being German, not 

only do treatise sources from other regions tell the same story, but skeletal remains from other 

locales seem to corroborate the evidence as well. This suggests that there was no shift in striking 

techniques with staff weapons within the dates and regions being examined.  

Thrusts 

Swords 

In the visual sources, the primary targets for Sword-Foot thrusts are upper body targets such as the 

chest, abdomen, face, neck and armpits. The trajectory of these thrusts are usually either straight on 

or downward. The left foot is typically shown forward, and while the body is most often squared 

forward, twisting to the right or left is not uncommon. Skeletal sources only provide substantial 

evidence for thrusts to head targets; however, other parts of the head, such as the sides, show more 

puncture wounds than the face. This difference could be accounted for either by an attack by an 

opponent to the victim’s side rather than facing them directly, or if an attack was intended to target 

the face, but the victim reflexively flinched or turned away at the moment of impact and presented 

the side of the head. The lack of skeletal evidence for thrusts to non-head targets could be explained 

by the fact that thrusts to many of the other listed targets might not necessarily have resulted in 

wounds which left impressions on bone. Some instances of damage to armour, particularly the 

sights of certain helmets and on the neck and armpit areas of the breastplate, could be interpreted as 

resulting from attempts to thrust into these more vulnerable areas. However, the type of weapon 

responsible cannot be positively identified.  

The treatises are in agreement in terms of target area and stance. Comparatively few Sword-Foot 

thrusts in the visual sources match treatise sources, however, and none of those that do are among 

those depicted most frequently. Most of the matches involve two-handed use, which accounts for 

the chief difference between visual and treatise source thrusts: the former primarily depicts single-

handed thrusts, while the latter most often portrays two-handed ones. More than half of the matches 

between visual source and treatise thrusts, however, were ones made from the half-sword position. 

That such a surprising number of visual sources, albeit still small compared to the total thrust 
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attacks found, depict this technique is a testament to the widespread appreciation of its 

effectiveness.  

The other sword-based weapon groups in the visual sources, whether mounted or using defensive 

arms, match the Sword-Foot group in most of these key points. The upper body remains the most 

common targeted area. These remain the most common target areas in equivalent treatise depictions 

as well. For both Sword/Shield-Foot and Sword/Buckler-Foot sources, the left foot remains the 

most commonly depicted forward. Both groups differ from Sword-Foot stances, however, in that 

they favour the body being twisted right. This position allows the defensive arm to be continually 

held in front of the left shoulder with the rest of the body in line behind it, offering the greatest 

possible defence. While this approach can be found in the treatises, depictions of the right foot 

forward for both weapons groups can be found in almost equal numbers as well. The mounted 

groups differ both from each other and from the treatises. For while visual source Sword-Mounted 

riders are primarily straight-legged, Sword/Shield-Mounted riders are an equal mixture of both bent 

and straight-legged. By contrast, the treatises show thrusting riders as mainly holding their legs 

bent. However, the number of figures with obscured legs which reduces those visual source figures 

which could be analysed must be taken into account. Thrusts with falchions are uncommon in the 

visual sources, with the few found restricted only to Falchion-Foot and Falchion/Shield-Foot. 

Although there is no consistency in stance, these few depictions show exclusively upper body 

attacks. Furthermore, equivalent depictions for Falchion-Foot thrusts are found in the treatises. 

Once more there is an overall unity in key points among thrusting techniques in the sword and 

falchion-based weapon groups. Although certain factors such as the use of defensive arms might 

make slight alterations to body positioning, the general target areas and foot placement remain 

largely the same. This assertion is supported by treatise depictions as well, indicating that, as with 

ready positions and strikes, thrusting techniques with swords and falchions were generally universal 

and interchangeable.  

Armour does not appear to influence thrusting techniques with swords or falchions in the visual 

sources. Most visual source figures are shown armoured, and there is no noticeable shift in 

technique in those that are not. Judging by the damage exhibited on the armour specimens from the 

object sources, the presence of armour on a target would appear to have drawn attacks to more 

vulnerable locations such as the sights of the helmet (regardless of whether or not the visor was 

closed) or areas of lesser protection around the neck and armpits. However, this does not deviate 
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from the general pattern of targets. In treatise sources, armoured Sword-Foot-Thrust figures are in 

the minority, while most Sword-Mounted-Thrust figures are shown armoured shown making thrusts 

in armour. Yet, the general target areas do not appear to vary whether combatants are armoured or 

not. Thus, regardless of whether or not artists portrayed armoured figures more often than would 

have been realistic, the most common techniques themselves do not vary in any meaningful way.  

Division by date, region, and media make no difference as to the thrusting techniques being 

depicted. Targets and stances remain constant throughout all divisions. This would indicate that 

techniques in thrusting with swords and falchions did not undergo any practical shift throughout the 

dates or regions covered in this study.  

Daggers 

The visual sources show targets for Dagger-Foot thrusts restricted to the upper body, particularly the 

face, neck, and chest, at either downward trajectories or straight on. Most of these are executed with 

the dagger in a reversed grip. Typically the right foot is placed forward and the body is squared 

forward. Those wounds on skeletal sources identified as probably being from daggers are 

concentrated in the head and neck area as well, although more to the sides of the head than the face. 

As discussed in the section on sword thrusts, this difference could be accounted for by attackers 

from the side or by reflexive actions in which the victim turned away at the last moment. As 

previously mentioned, signs of thrusting attacks on armour specimens cannot be distinguished by 

weapon, but it is significant that they match in target locations for dagger thrusts. The treatises 

match the sources in target area for dagger thrusts. Treatise sources even support the use of both 

standard and reversed dagger grips. They differ from visual source depictions primarily in stance 

where, unlike in the visual sources, treatise figures are depicted with both right and left foot forward 

in relatively equal numbers.  

Far fewer depictions of thrusts from other dagger-based weapon groups are found in the visual 

sources. Yet, of those found, the face and head remain the dominant targets, usually with downward 

strokes in a reversed grip. From this, it appears a reasonable interpretation that dagger thrusts were 

executed in a similar manner, and to similar targets, regardless of whether on foot, mounted, or with 

a defensive arm. Combining the source data with that from the treatises, dagger thrusts appear to 

have primarily targeted the head, face, and to a lesser extent other parts of the upper body. The 

reversed grip appears to have been the preferred method of holding the weapon, matching what has 

been established as the preferred ready position. The right foot is typically forward in attack, even 
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when a defensive arm is employed. This seems a necessary position to bring the shorter weapon 

into range. The most common leg position when mounted cannot be confirmed, as no visual source 

riders’ legs were visible, and no equivalent style is portrayed in the treatises.  

Armour has no apparent impact on the types of thrusts executed. The majority of visual source 

figures are shown armoured, and there is no noticeable shift in technique in those that are 

unarmoured. Treatise figures are predominantly shown unarmoured, and likewise there is no shift in 

technique when they are portrayed in armour. Even object source armour specimens suggest that, 

when an opponent is armoured, the same targets are focused upon. This prevents comment on the 

degree to which armour in the visual sources was an artistic choice rather than an accurate reflection 

of combatants. However, it does suggest that dagger techniques were developed to be practised in 

and out of armour with equal effectiveness. The sub-groups of date, region, and media do not 

appear to affect any of the key points of dagger thrusting. This implies no shift in technique within 

the span of dates and regions surveyed in this study.  

Staff Weapons 

No individual staff weapon type in the visual sources exhibits a thrust target that is more commonly 

found than others.  However, looking at them together, the trend emerges of targets mainly 

restricted to the upper body, typically the head, neck, and torso with some as low as the abdomen. 

The stances vary as well, with both feet being shown forward in near equal amounts. When the right 

foot is forward, the body is either squared forward or twisted left. When the left foot is forward, the 

body is either squared forward or twisted right. The only puncture wounds on skeletal sources 

distinctive enough to have probably been inflicted by a staff weapon are found on the sides and 

back of the head, suggesting either attackers to the sides of the victim, last-moment flinches 

presenting the side of the head, or (for punctures to the back of the head) that the victim was prone 

or fleeing. Although the previously discussed signs of thrusting attacks on armour specimens cannot 

be definitely identified as coming from any particular weapon, their small size reduces the 

likelihood that any were the result of staff weapons.  

Staff weapon thrusts in the treatises are similarly restricted to the head, torso, and abdomen. 

Likewise, treatise sources agree with visual source patterns in stance, with both legs forward in 

equal amounts and the body either squared forward or twisted in the appropriate direction. These 

targets appear to have been the most common for attack with staff weapons of all types. 
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Furthermore, the damage on surviving staff weapon specimens being comparatively abundant at the 

thrusting points strongly suggests that these weapons were employed in such a way that favoured 

thrusting attacks over strikes in general.  

Armour does not appear to influence which areas are targeted in the visual sources. While in some 

depictions attackers target the vulnerable areas of their armoured opponents—faces, armpits, or 

groins—in others thrusts to the torso or abdomen are made against targets covered in plate. By 

contrast, the treatises do appear to differentiate between unarmoured and armoured thrusting 

attacks. When the combatants are shown armoured, the target areas are restricted to faces, armpits, 

necks, and other less protected areas. Only when combatants are shown unarmoured are thrusts to 

the torso or abdomen portrayed. The lack of damage to armour specimens positively identifiable as 

being from staff weapons could be seen to reinforce this notion. All of these points imply two 

conclusions: that the presence of armour did alter the techniques employed when thrusting with a 

staff weapon, indicating that there would be some difference in training for unarmoured and 

armoured use; and that the visual sources, rather than always attempting an accurate reflection of 

equipment and techniques, appear to portray armour at times without regard for the techniques 

being depicted. Here again, the sub-groups of date, region, and media do not vary the portrayals in 

any noticeable way. Despite sources clustering in a particular date (mainly the later fifteenth 

century) or region (often Germany), other sources, including object and skeletal sources, from other 

dates and locations follow the same trends. This implies no major differentiation of technique by 

region or shift in practice throughout the period being discussed.  

Universal Principles in Armed Combat 

In the earliest surviving treatise from Johannes Liechtenauer’s tradition, dating to the turn of the 

fifteenth century, the master is quoted saying that ‘there is only one art of the sword.’  Analysis of 2

the data gathered from the sources suggests that this is true not only for the sword and similar 

weapons, but for daggers and staff weapons as well. The sword and falchion-based, dagger-based, 

and staff weapon-based weapon groups were each found to contain similar characteristics in both 

ready position and attack suggesting that, within each of these general groups, the particular design 

of individual weapons or types did not change how they were used. Whether one was using a 

 Thomas Stoeppler (ed.), ‘Nuremberg, Germanisches Nationalmuseum, MS 3227a’, Wiktenauer <http://2

wiktenauer.com/wiki/Nuremberg_Hausbuch_(MS_3227a)> [Accessed 4 April 2018], fol. 13v.
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longsword or a falchion, a ballock dagger or a rondel, a halberd or a pollaxe, the core principles of 

how the weapons were used remained constant.  

Similarly, pairing weapons with defensive arms such as a shields or bucklers, or even use while 

mounted, seems to have necessitated at best minor adjustments to general principles of use. Most 

often this was in stance, where the body was positioned in a slightly different way to allow the 

defensive arm to provide optimal coverage, or to ensure that a rider remained securely on their 

mount. These alterations rarely seem to affect the actions of the weapon itself. This appears to 

extend the universality of technique within general weapon groups to include those involving 

shields, bucklers, and mounted combat. Understanding of the root weapon—the sword, dagger, or 

staff weapon—enabled understanding of all variant styles involving that weapon with only minor 

supplemental training. This paints a picture of a simple, elegant, and well thought out mode of 

combat which, judging by the data in the sources, was generally understood and practised rather 

than remaining solely within the closed circles of martial arts practitioners and their schools.  

This universality of technique appears to stretch across the range of dates and regions covered by 

this investigation. Across all source types, including the fencing treatises, no noticeable shift in 

technique can be seen across the portions of Europe from which sources were drawn. Likewise, 

throughout the 150-year span from which sources were gathered, there is no observable change in 

ready positions or attacks. This should come as no surprise, since by around 1350 the gradual shift 

to full plate armour, and the corresponding shift in weapon design and use, had for the most part 

already taken place. Similarly, despite certain regional variations in arms and armour design from 

the mid-fifteenth century onwards, no differences are so significant as to vary the way in which they 

were used. The treatises reinforce this idea, with both Liechtenauer and Fiore stating that they 

studied under masters from diverse parts of Europe.  That they arrived at techniques that overlap in 3

so many areas suggests, alongside the source data analysed here, that the core principles of combat 

with edged weapons were practised and understood in much the same way throughout Europe. 

These findings are particularly interesting when one considers the variations of martial doctrine 

practiced by different states within this period of time. Despite the English largely favouring 

dismounted combat, the French and Italians emphasising mounted combat with infantry support, 

and the German, Swiss, and Flemish territories pioneering forces based primarily on massed 

 Stoeppler, ‘MS 3227a’, fol. 13v; Liberi, English Fior, p. 5.3
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infantry, there is no perceptible regional variation in the main points of armed combat identified 

here.  This implies that, while grand strategy varied and shifted throughout Europe from the 4

fourteenth through the fifteenth century, the fighting techniques employed by individual combatants 

changed very little, if at all.  

The Impact of Armour 

Armour seems to be the one factor which could have required adjusting one’s techniques, albeit 

only in certain situations. For swords and falchions, the presence of armour altered both the ready 

positions and attacks used, favouring positions which optimised thrusting at the small handful of 

more vulnerable spots on an armoured opponent. Dagger use, conversely, does not seem to have 

been impacted by armour much at all. Ready positions and attacks remain similar in both 

circumstances. Staff weapons appear to be a mix. While ready positions and strikes do not seem to 

change in either case, thrust targets change slightly depending on whether or not the opponent is 

armoured. This indicates that visual sources at times depicted armoured figures executing and 

falling victim to techniques that would probably not have been true to practice, or at least would not 

have represented optimal use of the weapons. These findings also allow for further interpretation of 

the skeletal sources, since differentiating the types of attacks which were likely to have been made 

against armoured and unarmoured opponents enables the formulation of better supported deductions 

as to the degree of armour being worn by the victim at the time of wounding.  

Status and Martial Arts Training 

In most of the source types, status appears not to affect technique. While many of the treatises state 

that they were intended for a high-status readership, implying that the techniques therein are those 

practised by members of that status, they give no indication about what exactly differentiates high-

status martial arts from that practised by those of other status. In the visual sources, the full range of 

ready positions and attacks are performed by figures with no apparent differentiation by rank. Some 

of the more obscure treatise techniques such as half-swording and false-edge strikes (made with the 

edge facing the wielder) are shown performed by otherwise average soldiers. Although few high-

status remains could be positively identified in the skeletal sources, nothing about their wounds 

indicate any difference in attacks sustained, nor do any wounds from other-status remains stand out 

in such a way as to suggest that they were dealt by someone of distinct training. It is only in some 
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of the object source weapons, particularly longswords and falchions, that different patterns of 

damage were identified which could indicate a difference in use by the quality of the weapon and, 

by extension, rank of the wielder. However, the differences do not so much indicate varied 

technique as they do differing degrees of precision, particularly in terms of parts of the blade 

designated for certain actions, with which the generally-observed techniques are executed.  

Thus, surviving weapons combined with the treatises could be seen to serve as evidence for a 

difference in combat by status, but only in terms of degree of training and precision in execution of 

the identified universal principles. As for the techniques themselves, their appearance across status 

divides could be an indication of a trickle-down effect; where techniques codified in higher-status 

martial arts circles were gradually disseminated outside of those circles. Access to typically high-

status techniques could have come from the establishment of fencing schools open to a wider 

audience, such as the fencing guilds of fifteenth-century Germany. Alternatively, techniques could 

have been simply picked up by those without access to formal training, perhaps in the course of 

campaigns or other circumstances which would increase the chances of lower and higher-status 

combatants interacting with one another. The final possibility is that Liechtenauer was correct; that 

there were certain core principles of effective weapons use which, even without formal training, 

would become apparent to anyone achieving familiarity with a weapon over an extended period.  

Relevance and Contributions to the Study of Medieval Warfare 

The findings of this study make several important contributions to the study of medieval warfare. 

As investigation of European martial arts is a comparatively new discipline, this study is the first to 

conduct an in-depth, large-scale analysis both into each source type individually and across them 

all. The results demonstrate that the fencing treatises did not necessarily represent only an idealised 

version of combat, but one which was clearly understood and practiced and of which many 

principles and techniques can be so supported by evidence from other sources. This investigation 

has also performed a data-based test of long held assumptions concerning medieval armed combat. 

In some instances these findings have uprooted deep-seated ideas, such as the lack of reliability of 

visual sources for accurate representation of physical actions, or of the preference for employing the 

flat of a blade rather than the edge for defence. In other cases the findings have verified points, such 

as common target areas or the varied use of different parts of the weapon, that have been generally 

accepted but never previously backed up with substantial data. In still further instances, unusual 

techniques depicted in the treatises, such as half-swording or the use of the false edge, were 
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detected in evidence from other sources; further support for their appreciation and practice beyond 

just the treatise authors.  

Several methods and systems of analysis and organisation were created for this study which can be 

utilised by subsequent scholars. General methods for documenting sources from each type were 

developed which were found to be effective both in organising sources and in allowing sources of 

different types to be compared. A cataloguing system for combat depictions, both from the treatises 

and the visual sources, enabled the gathering and collation of figures portrayed executing a wide 

variety of techniques. A general typology of weapon damage was also developed which has been 

shown to encompass the full range of damage found on arms and armour specimens of various dates 

and places of origin. A system of organising wound data on skeletons was developed to highlight 

key points such as location, type, and possible trajectory. These tools will be invaluable for 

facilitating the gathering, organisation, and analysis of similar data by future researchers.  

Having analysed and compared the visual, object, skeletal, and treatises sources, it has become 

possible to identify not only what sort of information about medieval combat can be extracted from 

each, but also the degree of reliability of that evidence, and the considerations that must be kept in 

mind when approaching them. This enables future scholars to approach these sources armed with an 

understanding of what they can reasonably expect to learn from each, and also of how to judge the 

reliability of the evidence gathered. Art historians now have added layers of insight into the body of 

work in various media which depicts combat; a means of determining the extent to which the artists’ 

depictions are reflection of realistic practice. For scholars of arms and armour, identification and 

analysis of damage enhances understanding of how these artefacts were actually used, and 

reinforces the fact that even highly decorated pieces were intended for use. 

Finally, military historians can use the findings presented here to gain further insight into the 

specific fighting techniques which would have been employed by individual combatants, 

complementing the macro-scale understanding of the course of battles and the composition of 

armies with the micro-scale understanding of an important aspect of the personal experiences of 

each soldier. The evidence gathered reveals the extent to which the techniques covered in the 

fencing treatises seem to have been disseminated beyond their target readership and appreciated by 

a much broader portion of society, suggesting that certain core aspects of armed combat remained 

constant regardless of the status of the combatant. It also demonstrates that the late medieval 
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practice of arms was not the ‘rough untutored fighting’ of which Victorian fencing scholar Egerton 

Castle was so critical,  but rather a sophisticated system of martial arts. By extension, medieval 5

combatants of all statuses are seen as members of the profession of arms, for which a dedicated 

craft existed which all members no doubt made some effort to be familiar. Gaining further insight 

into the way in which medieval armed combat was actually practised, something so central to 

medieval culture and yet long mired in misinterpretation and misconception, contributes to a better 

understanding of the medieval practice of warfare, and to medieval European culture in general. 

Future Research 

The period and geographical area studied here were selected because sufficient amounts of all 

source types were present for analysis and comparison. From the late fourteenth through to the end 

of the fifteenth century, there survives a corpus of fencing treatises, a large body of visual sources 

depicting combat, a substantial amount of arms and armour, and a number of skeletal sources 

exhibiting sharp force trauma. All of these elements were examined and were found to paint an 

essentially consistent picture of some of the key aspects of armed combat from that period. Using 

this general approach, it then becomes possible to extend research into areas where all such source 

types are not present and enable researchers to form stronger interpretations. This approach can thus 

be applied to several areas of future research. 

Recognising that the sources gathered for this study represent only a sample of the total relevant 

sources available, it will be beneficial to continue to expand the data pools for the dates and regions 

covered here. Adding further sources will refine the current findings. Additionally, doing so will 

possibly enable additional conclusions to be made due to having a larger pool of data from which to 

draw. Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, there were two potential data sources which 

were not consulted for this study due primarily to constraints of time and resources: descriptions of 

combat in written sources, and data generated from practical testing with faithful reproductions of 

the weapons covered. If and when subsequent research into late medieval combat is conducted, 

these sources should be utilised. Although sufficiently detailed narratives of combat are less 

common in literary works or chronicles, the time should be taken to uncover those which could be 

of use for deeper analysis. Likewise, faithful reproductions of specimes of the various weapons 

being studies could be subjected to tests in controled environments to aid in verifying the findings 
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drawn primarily from analysing medieval sources. Such additions to the overall data pool will 

enable a more well rounded and refined view of the work that has begun here in this study.  

Another application for this methodology is investigation of other time periods. Employing this 

method in an investigation into the martial arts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for 

example, could accomplish the dual task of not only gaining further insight into the techniques 

unique to this period, particularly with weapons such as the rapier, but also of identifying the shift 

where earlier styles of fighting and methods of instruction were gradually superseded by newer 

ones. Alternatively, and perhaps more tantalising for historical martial arts scholars, this method 

could be applied to earlier periods where visual, object, and skeletal sources exist, yet fencing 

treatises do not. As the current study has identified a consistency between these sources, it should be 

possible to employ the processes undertaken here to produce strong interpretations even with the 

absence of one source type. Here again this could result not only in a clearer understanding of 

earlier martial practices, but also enable scholars to identify the shift from earlier to later medieval 

combat practices as weapons and equipment changed.  

Finally, these processes can be exported out of the geographical region covered here and applied to 

any location where a sufficient number of the designated source types exist. As long as enough 

source types are present to establish consensus, it should be possible to use these methods to gain 

further understanding of the martial arts practices of earlier periods of any culture or region in the 

world. Extending this research beyond the bounds of Europe will not only enable more detailed 

understanding of combat as practised around the world at various times, but also identify the extent 

to which the already identified universal principles apply across geographical lines, perhaps 

demonstrating that certain principles are not just universal to any one region, but to the human 

approach to combat in general.  
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